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UftUC'f
The purpose of this study to gather infontation
reqarding ••thodoloqlea used in -.arin. saulator training.
The fOCUlll of this study wa. on instructors who operated.
courses on ship aanoeuvrinq si.aulators and on radar and.
navigation sUtulators. since. the study included subjects with
varying professlonal and educational backgrounds, it was
anticipated. that areas of agreeaent and disagreement about
training could be identified. The information gathered in
this study helped. to identify attitudes about training and
proqra- dellvery a.thode coaaonly used by instructors of
marine suul.tor courses. The study a180 provided info~tion
on the current status of s!aulator hardware .s well as the
qualifications of such instructors.
A review of the literature revealed that there were a
n\mber of issues to be investigated related to the use of
si.ulation. The review identified. five areas of simulator
operation in which the attitudea and perceptions of the
instructor could have an effect on training outeo..s. These
areas were: general sbulator operation, exercise developaent.
exercise briefinq, exerci•• running and exercise de-briefing.
Data for the study were gathered by .eans of a single
questionnaire specifically deaiqned. for this stUdy. The
content validity at' the study was ensured by having three
experts assess each it...
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On the ba.i. of the .tudy it va. concluded. that, while
there vere statistically .iqnificant difference. on a nUllber
of the individual stat.-nts, overall the attitude. and
perceptions of inatructors toward. .aulator trainiDq vere very
a!.Ailar. In general, all groups r ..ct.s positively to the
..jority of stat.-enta in all five ar.... Many responses fro.
the varioWi aub-qroups investiqated produced. ..ans clo.e to
the neutral value of 2.5 which indicated &0" deqree of
uncertainty. Such areas ot uncertainty require clarification
and could be addr••••d in a proqr.... ot study desiqned.
.pecifically to pr.par. -.rine .!aulator instructors.
Generally, it va. found that the attitudes and
perceptions of -.arin••t-ulator in.tructors were re.a.rkably
st-ilar based on .oat ot the variabl.. inv_tiqated.. The
findinqs of this study can be u..ed. to lJIprove suulator
training etfectiven_. at the Karine Inatitute and oth.r
s:L.ulator faciliti_ through iJlpl.-.ntation ot the
reco..endationa contained within. It va. reco.-nded that
further studi•• be conducted to identify effective teachinq
..thodoloqies, attitudes and perception. of trainees and ship
owners toward .iJlulator traininq and learninq theories which
could be applied to iJlprove saulator traininq effectiven•••.
There is also a need for a longitudinal study into the
transfer of skill. achieved. throuqh suulstion to real world
ship operation.
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:ID:t.r04QotioD to tbe atUdy
In sept8lllber 1993 the Institute of Fisheries and Marine
Technology of Me-.orial University of KeWfoundland (Marine
Institute) cOJlpleted installation of the Centre for Marine
saulation (CKS). In addition to a " own Iahip blind pilotage
radar and navigation sbuI.tor, a propulsion plant sbulator,
a ballast control sbulator, a liquid carqo handling sbulator
and a global -.arin. distress and safety sy.tea saulator, this
facility includes the largest, .cat technologically advanced
full aission ship aanoeuvrinq sbul.tor in the world. The
demand for si.ulator training within the aarine indUStry is
high and the CMS is well positioned to coapete for a share of
the local, national and international s!aulator training
business.
The focus of this study was on instructors who operated
courses on ship aanoeuvring saulators and. on radar and
naviqation saulators. At the M~ine Institute, these
saulators are used tor the delivery <If courses which offer
mariners traininq in navigation and ship -.noeuvring. Courses
offered on the radar and navigation sbulator include
si.lll.ulated. Electronic Navigation I and II (SEN I and SEN' II)
which are mandatory courses required by the Canadian Coast
radar and
Guard as part ot the -.riner certitication process. Courses
ottered on the ahip aanoeu:vrinq si.aulator are not a aandatory
part. ot -.riner trainlnq and are al.ast always tailored to
'Ileet specitic traininq needs ot the -.arine industry. These
courses include advanced ship aanoeuvring. bridge resource
aanagement and .arine pilot training.
The use ot saulators in the marine indUStry is
relatively new, although, radar and navigation saulators bave
been in use since the end of World War II (Berger 1991) when
radar became available to Illerchant ships. The tirst ship
aanoeuvring simulator was built by the Japan Radio Company in
1966 (Puglisi 1987) but was never tUlly co_issioned. Since
that time, marine shulator technoloqy bas undergone
treJIendous improvement and is now among the .ost sophisticated
applications ot full scale siaulation currently in use. There
is an increasing nwaber ot ship aanoeuvrinq saulators
available for the traininq at mariners; and virtually every
aajor maritime nation can boast at least
navigation siaulator.
The applications tor 1I&rine sUaulators can be grouped
under two aain headings: (a) the training of .arine personnel
tor various occupations related to the operation of ships; and
(b) research and develoPJlent applications related. to hWllan
behaviour, ship design and the design of ports and waterways.
Training courses which are oftered on both radar and
navigation sim.u~.tors and ship aanoeuvring shulators tend to
be of short duration, usually one week, while research and.
developaent activities are usually longer and. tend to be done
outside of no~l training hours.
Ship .anoeuvring saulators are either operated as
private corporations or as a part of educational institutions,
while radar and navigation siJlulators are a1llo8t exclusively
within the dcmain ot educational institutions. Instructors
who operate these saulators tend to have professional
qualifications as ship navigating officers and ship Kasters.
However, since there is no international requirement to
undergo teacher training, it is possible that aany of these
instructors have no forsal qualifications as teachers. Ship
.anoeuvring saulator facilities which are associated with
educational institutes would likely _ploy instructors who
hold aarine qualifications as ship Kasters and. would require
that the instructors enrol in a proqrlUUl8 of teacher training.
In addition, national .arine authorities, such as the Coast
Guard in Canada, aay require that instructors who teach
.andatory radar and navigation saulator courses have .arine
qualifications and have also coapleted. an acceptable proqramae
of teacher training.
The International Karitt.e Orqanization (:IIIO) ia the
branch of the United Nations which ia responsible for maritr.e
aattars, inclUding the traininq of lIariners. The convention
on the Standards of Traininq certification and Watchkeeping"
(STCW) is concerned with setting ainillua training standards
which will quide aeJlber nations in .attars of :aarine
education. A recent revision to the STCW code has, for the
first ti.ae. included a section on snulator instructor
training. This will likely have a siqnificant impact on the
way in which :aarine simulator instructors are recruited and
trained.
In the period leading up to the COlDissioning of the CMS
suulator at the Karine Institute. the author had the
opportunity to attend a number of courses at various simulator
facilities around the world. In addition to a wealth of
technical and operational inforaation, the courses provided an
insiqht into a nwaber of educational aspects related to mar ine
suulator traininq. The approach to simulator traininq
differed. aaonq the various facilities and indeed aJIlong
individual instructors at each facility.Purpo.. I SiCjllitioanoe of the Stu4y
The purpose of this study was to gather information
regardinq traininq :methodologies used in marine simulator
training. since the stUdy included SUbjects with varying
professional and educational backgrounds. it was anticipated
that areas of agre8Jll.ent and disagreeJllent about training could
be identified. The infox-.ation gathered in this study also
helped to identify training and. program delivery ..thads
c~only used by instructors of .arine slaulator courses along
with the qualifications of such instructors. The study also
provided iJdor-ation on the current atatus at saulator
hardware used. in the traininq of aariners.
A specific section of the study surveyed the attitudes
and perceptions of saulator instructors reqarding various
elements of suulator training including, but not lillited to,
basic instruction, saulator exercise preparation, exercise
briefing procedure., running of sillulator exercise. and
exercise debriefing procedures.
eo.parisons were also aade usinq a nUJlber of identified
variable. which included. instructors who held both
professional and educational qualifications with those who
held only professional qualifications; and between instructors
who operate only radar and navigation slaulators, those who
operatQ only ship manoeuvring saulators and those who operate
both types of saulators.
An anticipated future benefit of this study was the
potential use of the result. to contribute to the basis of a
training plan outline for aarine slaulator instructors whiCh
would satisfy the requireaenta of the STCW code, including the
content of a training laOdule on etfective slaulator training
m.thoc:loloqy. Further, the results of this stUdy can be used
to Ilake reco_endations on, and. to potentially U1prove,
simllator training both at the Marine Institute and. other
saulator facilities around the world. They can alao be made
available to other agencies such .a the International Karitillle
Or9anization (DIO) and. the Canadian Coaat Guard, both of which
Ilay aake reca.aendations fro. tiJle to tae reqardinq the
traininq and upqradinq of .arine saulator instructor•.
Finally, the aurvey instruaants developed for this study aay
be. useful to other researchers when concluctinq further
investiqations into aiAulator traininq within the .arine
indUStry.
..••earoll QUestio_
The following research questions were addressed in this
study.
1. Are there any differences in the general perceptions of
siaulator use :for traininq: Ca) between instructors who
operate only radar snulators, those who operate only
ship manoeuvring siaulators and who operate both types of
simulator; (b) between instructors who hold a Kaster
UnliJIited certificate of co.peteney and thoae who hold
other qualifications; (c) between instructors who have
served a. Master on a ship and those who have not served
as Kaster on a ship; (d) between instructors who hold a
teaching certificate and those who do not hold a teaching
certificate; ee) between instructors who are certified as
a .arine simulator instructor by their country and those
who are not certified by the qovernaent of their country;
(f) between instructors who use suulator equipaent that
has a visual systell and those who work on simulator
equipaent that does not have a visual syst_i and (g)
between instructors who work at privately funded.
facilities and tho.. who work at publicly funded
faciliti.s?
2 . Are there any differences in perceived training
procedures between instructors who operate only radar
siaulators. those who operate only ship aanoeuvring
saulators and those who operate both types of siaulator?
3 • Are there any differences in perceived training
procedures between instructors who hold a Master
Unlimited. certificate ot. coapetency and thos. who hold
other qualifications?
4.. Are there any differences in perceived training
procedures between instructors who have served as Master
on a ship and those who have not served as Master on a
ship?
s. Are there any dit.t.erences in perceiVed training
procedures between instructors who bold a teaching
certificate and those who do not bold a teaching
certificate?
6. Are there any dit.ferancea in perceived training
procedures between instructors who are certit.ied as a
.arine siaulator instructor by their country and those
who are not certified. by the goverrment of their country?
7. Are there any differencaa in perceived training'
procedure. between instructor. Who Wl8 .iaulator
equipaent that has a visual .ystea and those Who work on
siaulator equipaent that doe. not have a visual syst..?
8. Are there any difference. in perceiVed training
proceclure. between instructor. Who work at privately
funded facilities and tho_ who work at publicly funded.
:facilitie.?
9. Is there • relationship between the nuaber of years
served at .ea before becoainq a ..rine siJD.ulator
instructor and the attitud_ and. perceptions of -.rine
siaulator in.tructors toward perceiVed traininq
procedur..?
10 I. there a relationship between the nUJlbe.r of years
served a. a -.arine st.ulator in.tructor and the attitudes
and perceptiona of aarine s!aulator instructors toward
perceived. traininq procedure.?
11 Is there a relationship between the age of the siaulator
equipaent u.ed by ..rin. siaul.tor instructors and the
attitud_ and perceptions of aarine sbulator instructors
towllJ:d perce!ved training procedure.?
12. Is there a relationship between opti-.ua siJD.ul.tor
axercis. le.nqth and the attitudes and perceptions ot
-.rin••iaulator instructor. tovard. perceiVed traininq
procedures?
13. Is there a relationship between tue spent briefing
trainees and the attitudes and perceptions of marine
siJaulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures?
14. Is there a relationship between tae spent de-briefing
trainees and the attitudes and perceptions of marine
sillulator instructors toward perce!ved training
procedures?
15. Is there ill relationship between tille spent on exercise
development and the attitudes and perceptions of marine
siaulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures?
.-.4 for the 8tud7
Ship manoeuvring simulators and radar and navigation
simulators can be used effectively as a lIeans of training
personnel involved in the operation of ships. The training
provided will be affected, to SOlle extent, by the attitudes
and perceptions ot instructors as well as their ability to use
simulator equipment effectively. While it may be argued there
are many ways to achieve educational goals, it is important to
look to the cOlllDlonly accepted methods in use within the marine
simulator co_unity and supported by learning theories, in
order to gain insight into what contributes to effective
sillulator instruction.
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A review of the literature revealed that there have not
been any studies of a silllilar nature conducted., even though
literally thousands ot .ariners are trained at simulator
facilities around the world each year. While it is not the
intention of this study to criticize existing marine simulator
instructors, it is necessary to look at their attitudes toward
various aspects of simulator traininq and their perceptions of
what constitutes effective suulator instruction in order to
help improve the effectiveness of the training delivered
through this med.iWl. In fairness, past practices have
indicated that JDall¥ aarine siaulator instructors have had to
find their own way in the absence of a clear and concise
training proqraJIDe. It is hoped that the wealth of on-the-job
experience they have accUD.ulated can contribute to the basis
of traininq proqrUllles for future marine simulator
instructors, as well as improve current practice, through the
results of this research .
• cop. and L1altat:iou of tb••tudy
The questionnaire used in this study was developed by the
author. The study is therefore lillited. by the validity and
reliability of the individual items contained in the
questionnaire. This liaitation was minimized by having a
panel of experts review the it8llls before the final version of
the questionnaire was prepared.
The tarqet population for this study vas relatively small
usince the nuaber of aarine si.-ulators in existence worldwide
is limited. In addition to is liaited. population, the sub-
groups within the popUlation (radar and navigation suulator
and ship manoeuvring si.ulater) were very different in terJlls
of the number of individuals in each group. The results of
comparisons made between these groups aust therefore be
interpreted with 5011.8 caution.
Delia!ticD of 'r~
The following tenas were defined for the purpose of this
stUdy:
IDatructora include persons who operate radar navigation
simulators and/or ship JIalloeuvrinq simulators.
"dar and Ilaviqatioll .!auI.tora include all marine
simulators which are used. primarily in the training of basic
naviqation and collision avoidance for .ariners as is lIandatory
part of the certification process. Radar ..4 Il&viqatioD
a!aUlat;ora :aay also have limited research applications. Radar
simulator proqrams which are intended to run solely on
personal computers were not included .
• bip .aD~uvriDCJa!alllator. include all marine simulators
which are used pri.arily for advanced training in ship
lIUlnoeuvrinq and bridge resource manageaant. .hip aaIlOeuvriDq
.tautatora often have a wide ranqe of research applications.
Ship suulator proqrama which are intended to run solely on
personal computers were not included.
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<:DPnR II
....-x.. OF L~'rUUI
XIltro4v.otioD
Saul.ticn and qaJIinq in education represent a groving
area of educational interest. Suulaticna can be suple or
coaplex. and can be used to illustrate siAp.le principles,
shape ca.plex t>.haviours or train individuals to operate
c01llplex syst... such a•• Boeinq 747 aircraft or a ship such
as • Very Large crude carrier (VLCC).
siaulationa can be carried out in a reqular classrooll.
environment usinq role-playing' and g.-inq techniques or
throuqb other "ana that utilize the recreation of real world
situations through case studies and. physical .odels. In
recent years the rapid advances in coaputer technology bave
_de significant contributions to the advance.ent of
siaul.ticn .s an educational tool. Coaputer auulations can
be run on a wide range of collpUter equip.ant. For elCaJDple,
Drown and Lowry (1993) point out that, in the -.arine education
field, ·co.puter technoloqy allows ship .otion and operational
characteristic. to be si.-ulated on personal "desk-top·
co.puters through to elaborate ·full-_i••ion" representationa
of the real world· (p. 103).
Much ot the litera.ture related to -.arine saulation
focuses on the technological aspects of snulation rather than
the pedag09Y of ita use. Such literature ia reviewed a.long
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with that pertaining to educational theories which support
saulatian and on methodoloqies which are used effectively
with sUIulation. The nature and definitions of siJaulaticn are
also reviewed along with discrete elements of simulation such
as exercise develoPJUUlt, brlelinq, running and de-briefing .
••CkqroWld
In Deceabe.r 1993 the Institute of Fisheries and Marine
Technology of Memorial University of Newfoundland (Marine
Institute) completed installation of the Centre for Marine
Saulation (CKS). In addition to a 4 own ship radar and
navigation si1ltUlator, this facility includes one of the
largest, most technoloqically advanced full mission ship
manoeuvring simulators in the world. The demand tor simulator
training at 8ilailar facilities around the world is high and it
is anticipated that this will prove to be the case at the CMS.
The use of simulators for training in 1Ilarine related
industries is relatively new. Radar and navigation simulators
have been in use since the end of World War II when radar
becUle available to merchant ships (Berger 1991). The first
ship manoeuvring simulator was built by the Japan Radio
company in 1966 but was never fully commissioned (Puglisi
1987). Marine simulator technology has underqone tremendous
improvement since 1966 and is now among the most sophisticated
applications of full scale simulation in use today.
Although marine sillulators can be used for research and
,.
development applications related to human behaviour, ship
desiqn and the design of ports and waterways, they are most
often used for the training of m.arine personnel for various
occupations related to the operation of ships. Training
courses which are offered on radar navigation simulators tend
to be aandatory courses which are required for mariner
certification. while courses offered on ship aanoeuvrinq
suulators are rarely mandatory and tend to be tailored to
indUStry de:aand. A recent study by Heap (1994), which
surveyed a wide range of marine industry personnel on training
for ship suulators, resulted in a number of
reco...ndGltions regarding the type of silllulator training
courses suitable for delivery using a ship simulator.
Ship aanoeuvrinq suulators are either operated through
a private corporation structure or as part of an educational
institution. Instructors who operate these siaulators tend to
have proressional qualifications as ship Masters, however,
there is often no requirement for these instructors to hold
fOrlllal qualifications as educators. Individual simulator
facilities may require that instructors hold both professional
qualifications as ship Masters and as educators .
• .taUl.tiOD Deft.eeI
There are a nWDbe.r of definitions of simulation found in
the literature. The Rando. House Dictionary (1987) states
that smulation is:
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the representation of the behaviour or
characteristics of one systea through the
use of another syst81l, especially a
computer proqram designed. for the purpose
(p. 1783).
This broad definition, while covering the essential
points, provides fev details regarding the deqree to which a
systea is siaulated, or the reasons why simulation is used.
According to Jones (1995) the Society for the Advancement of
Galles and silllulationa in Education and Training (SAGSET) and
the International SImulation and Gaming Association (ISAGA).
define simulation as:
• working representation of reality; it
may be an abstracted, simplified or
accelerated model of the process. It
allows students to explore systems where
reality is too expensive, complex,
dangerous, fast or slow (p. 11).
Jones points out that, while this definition may be
suitable for systems analysis, it does not reflect the human
interaction eleJllent of sim.ulation.
While simulations of mechanical and control processes are
often performed in order to gain a more precise understanding
of functionality, educational applications constitute the
greater usage of simulation. Educational applications of
simulation aay take various forms, such as role playing or
classroom gi!lJll8S and activities, or lllore advanced forms of full
mission simulation in such areas as aeronautical and marine
training.
1.
The rapid advances in technoloqy have aada the coaputer
• central coaponant of saul.ticR applications used by -.any
educators. It, as the Randa. House definition above augge.ta,
snulation 1s especially related. to • ccmputer proqraa. then
coaputers are, by default, a proainent coaponent of
saulatian, especially tor the acre coaplex applications.
The Rando. Hou•• Dictionary also provides .. definition of
• sbul.tor (veraus .aulaticD) as:
a ..chine tor aaulatinq certain
environaental and other conditions tor
the purposes of training or
experaentation (p. 1784).
It is clear fro. the above definitions that saulaticn,
fro. an educational perspective, can be defined aa a a.chine
or activity d ••iqned to allow huaan interaction with the
syate. being saul.ted. F'Urther...iaul.ticD and .laul.tora
can be used tor both research and training, and can be
eaployed in a nu.be.r of waya to represent systeas,
particularly throuqh the use at co~uter technoloqy .
...u_ ill 8:Laulatioll
A turthar .tep toward underatandinq s!.aulation is related
to the deqr•• to whIch the behaviour or characteristics ot a
syate- need. to be abulated. Ideally, all behaviours and
characteristic. should. be abulated, however, this ia not
always practical nor i. it always po••ible. The question ot
reali... in abulation haa been addr•••ed by a nUBber at
authors. Bratley (1.983) aaintains that:
.ast forces that 1apinqe on the ayatea must be
neglected on a priori qround.s to keep the
aodel tractable, even wben there is no
riqorous proof that such neglect 18 juatified
(p. 1).
The aodel referred to by Bratley is the representation of the
systea beinq studied. The .odel aay be either .atheaatical in
natura, or it aay be a physical aodal of the systea. In either
case, the t~ "model" is abast universally accepted in
silllulation.
silllulation lII.odels, according to Bratley I must be
deliberately kept saple in order to ensure that the
s!aulation proce•• r ...ins aanaqeable. While this aay be true
in SOlIe cas.s. there ..y be other case. where the model may
becOVoe too aanaqeable and therefore aay not produce valid
results.
As in any traininq, s!aulation .ust produce results which
can be validated.. In order to validate a s!aulation model,
even when on~y a part of the real syatea is beinq modelled,
all variables wbich have an iJlpact on the outco.e .ust be a
part of the modeL Keelaakavil (1987) warns that a less
definitive approach and. over simplification of the simulation
lIlodel aay lead to 108S of accuracy and qenerality, while too
many detaila aay .ake the model more coaplex than the real
syatea.
A1thouqh both Bratley (1983) and Neel&Jlk.avil (1987) bave
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made an attempt at answerinq the question, there is still no
clearly deCined level ot required realiSll for simulation
modela. This is likely to be dependent on two related issues
which aust be addressed before the saulaticD Ilodel is
developed. These related issues are, the purpose for which the
sy.tea is beinq saul.ted and the degree of complexity
inherent in the real syst8lll. The first issue can be addressed
in general terJU by looking at some applications of simulation
wbile bearing in mind that ill particular system may be
suulated tor one or more purposes. The second issue is case
specific. The more detailed ill model is, the greater are the
opportunities for studying different systems desiqn and
possible confiqurations and their implications (DoqraJllaci &
Adam, 1979). It is evident that the lIore Into:t'1llation required
about ill syst8Jl, the greater the detail that must be built into
the aodel.
RaDq. of Siaulatora
The complexity of the aachines employed in simulation
ranges from scale m.odels and personal computer applications
designed to sillulate specific functions of the real system, to
elaborate syste».s designed to replicate all functions of the
real system. There are two ter1llS in common use which help to
loosely categorize simulators. Drown and Lowry (1993) use the
terms -full mission- and "multi task" to describe simulators
which are designed. to replicate all functions of a real system
,.
in as realistic a aanner .s possible; while the t~ -li...itad.
task- and ·spacial task" are used. to d..cribe saulators which
replicate pa.-ts ot the real By.tea to • les.er deqree of
realitm..
For exa.ple, there are a n\mbe.r at !Iiq-bt saulator
proqra:as available tor personal coaputera which allow the user
to "fly" • nu:aber of different aircratt types. There are also
• nwabe.r of aanutacturera who produce highly complex
co_ere!_l flight .bulators used in the training of pilots.
The differenc•• between these simulators ••rves to illustrate
the deqree of ••paration between lulted task I special task
and full at8sion I aulti-task as applied to saulation.
Sc.e industri.. which u.e .!aul.tion .s of
training, such a. the airline industry, are subject to
classification By.teas for saul.tora. For 8Jl:iUlple. in the
Onited states the Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) has
referred to several categories of traininq devices (FAA,
1992). This .y.t.. clas.ifies fliqht sbul.tors accordinq to
the function. which are shulated. Other industries, such as
.arine transportation. have no cla.sification syste. in place
for ship si.ulators. Drown and Lowry (1993) have pointed out
that organizations such as the International Marine simulator
Fonm (IMSF) do not have a classification systea for the very
product which their ..-bars repre.ent.
The deqree ot user interaction with the siaulation i.
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also a consideration. 50_ saul.ted ay.teas do not require
any input, other than initial conditions, to produce valid
output. This situation is typical or siJlulations of
aanutacturinq processes where hu.an intervention is latted to
decisions in the te8d.bacJc loop between output and input. This
type of siaulation ia a~.t invariably run totally inside the
coaputer with the operator seeinq the output in nuaerical or
qraphical fOrJI.
At the opposite end of the spectrum. there are the
si.ulators whIch require aaost constant hWllAn intervention in
order to produce valid output. These are the 80 called "buBn
in the loop· aiaulators such a. flight siAulators, ship
siaulators and radar naviqation aiaul.tors in which huaan
operators .ust interact with the saul.tion on a constant
basis in an effort to control the vehicle or situation beincJ
siaul.ted. The operator receives feedback on the validity ot
decisions and action. through the behaviour of the slAulated
vehicle during real-tue simllation.
n.Uoeoplly of 8iaulat;ioll
It; is not always evident why staulation is the _ethod ot
choice as an educational tool. Several authors who have
written on the subject of saulation bave attempted to present
personal philosophies regarding its u... An understanding of
the philosophy at staulation is .ssential tor tho•• Who use
saulation as a tool for research and. develop.ent or aa an
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educational tool. According to Fahley and. colley (1989) the
aain benefits of simulation for research and development
purposes are realized as tiDe and cost savings. While this
may be a deciding factor in the decision to use simulation
there are other, aore far reaching benefits to be gained from
saulation.
N.elallkavil (1987) has stated. a number of cirC\DlStances
where sleulation may be the lIlethod of choice for problem.
solving or traininq. Allonq the reasons given, two stand out
as perhaps the most comprehensive. These are:
a) the real system. does not exist and it is
expensive, time consUIIlinq, hazardous, or
impossible to build and experiBent with
prototypes (new d••iqn of a computer.
solar systeJl, nuclear reactor); and
b) experimentation with the real syste. is
expensive, dangerous, or likely to cause
serious disruptions (transport systeJll8,
nuclear reactor, manUfacturing system)
(p. 12).
The first of these reasons is obviously based on the
requirement to keep development costs at a ainimWl. A prime
example of this situation arises in the developaent of, or
Ilodifications to, sea-port facilities. As Van den Drug (1987)
has observed, ·ship simulators are increasingly being used as
a research tool for harbour and waterway design" (p. 2).
The second reason is the requireaent to !Uintain high
levels of public safety. Airline passengers would become
highly upset if subjected to forced participation in the on-
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the-job training of flight crews. It is for this reason that
simulation has become widely accepted as the only feasible
method for traininq aircraft pilots for e..ergency situations.
The use of siJIulation in research and development work
can lead to an increased awareness of safety concerns
particularly where new desiqn specifications are a direct
result of the saulaticn. Racca (1988) and others have
described such saulaticD applications which have been
incorporated into nuclear power plant simulators.
In a recent report on IIlarine simulator training in the
United State., the National Research Council (1996) put
forward the following rationale for using simulators in
education and training.
The theoretical rationale for the use of
simulators for training is based on the
concept of skill trllnater--that is, the
ability to adapt skills learned in one context
to performance or task execution in
another. • .. It is assumed that skills and
knowledge learned in a classroom. can be
applied effectively to relevant situations
outside the classroom. (p. 37).
Suulator training is effective where errors of judgement
can endanger life or property. Sim.ulator training. according
to Boer and. Breda (1984), can increase an individual's
efficiency where a number of tasks lIl.ust be undertaken by one
person, particularly where priorities iUlong these tasks may
change with varying circWllStances. Accidents reaultinq froll
hwaan error are often attributed to bad decisions and lack of
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knowledge. The latter can be provided in several ways,
however decision making can best be improved by providing
experience and training_ Thus, effective simulator training
can reduce accident rates and !JDprove operational efficiency.
SiJD.ulator traininq provides experiences that help build
an individual's judgement skills thereby allowing that
individual to .ake better decisions. The effectiveness of the
simulation training can, according to Giles and Sa1llon (1978),
be m.easured by monitoring the decisions .ade by trainees in
unusual, difficult or confusing situations. They further
explain that a simulator reproduces life-like experiences in
which decisions are required.. Each learning experience must
challenge the trainee at all levels. The trainee must be
stressed beyond the li.its ot their current experience in
order to qain .ore experience. Forced decision aakinq allows
the trainee to build better jUdq8ll.ent skills. Further,
sillulation hiqhliqhts hUJlan reactions in stressful situations
and only the esteem. of the trainee suffers when mistakes are
made. With the proper attitudes toward learning and
encouraqement, the experiences gained throuqh simulation can
help to prevent the sam.e mistakes from beinq repeated.
As pointed out by the Marine Board (1996), "opportunities
tor repetition are very limited during actual at sea
operations... Saulator training, on the other hand, can
provide the trainee with repetitions of the same experience
2.
that may take weeks or months to aCCWllulate in a job training
situation. Also, as pointed out by Mercer (1990), the quality
or simulation training can often be more consistent than on-
the-job training. This is partly attributable to the fact
that on-the-j ob training is often delivared by persona who are
rarely trained as educators.
Lack of experience is an undarlyinq factor in accidents.
This atateaent is not unreasonable since the type of
experience required in an accident situation is experience
that is potentially dangerous to accumulate and is therefore
undesirable. Silaulation can provide a trainee with the
experience required to lIlake sound decisions in emergency
situations without ever putting life or property at risk.
Applying the Law of Exercise (Thorndike, 1971), multiple
repetitions of the slUIle scenario !lay be used to strenqthen the
trainee I s responses to the eJIlerqency thereby iJIl.proving the
ability to respond to the ellergency in real life using a ca1lll
rational approach.
0••• of sia\llatioll
Simulation has been used as a ..ana of predicting
outcollea of hlDoan behaviour under conditions that would expose
subjects to extreme danger. This type of siaulation Bakes use
of data taken froll real life situations wbare the same
conditions have occurred. and allow investigators to vary the
behaviours or conditions to improve, or determine appropriate
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responses, to a new or existing systea. or situation. 0%e1
(1992) describes a suulstian model that is capable of
representinq behaviour of people involved in fires. He points
to investigations which have determined that the efficiency of
even the .ost modern of protection systeJllS may be a function
of hUBan behaviour within the confines of a burning building'.
This type of saulatian allows investigators to design safer
buildings and to develop aore efficient evacuation plans.
Industries otten need to improve the quality ot their
output, while at the same time iaprovinq the efficiency of the
plant. Siaulation can also contribute to finding the answers
in this type of investigation by aod.ellinq the physical plant
and then controlling the inputs and processes which determine
the plant output. An eXaDple of this type ot si.lllulation
application is provided by Jones (1987) 0 He describes the
modelling of a paper-aaking process and concludes that this
particular application ot saulation -vill provide a
significant new tool for research, aarketing and IlU\nufacturinq
in the pUlp and paper indUStry- (po 161) 0 He further states
that these techniques are equally applicable to a wide range
of lIIanufacturing industries where quality is at priae
importance.
The question at proficiency tor personnel involved in the
operation of equipaant bas long been requlated througb a
process at either revalidation or licensing 0 The role of
2.
siaulation 1n this area is to al.low the ayat.. and equipaent
to be .adelled. tor the purpose ot a •••••ing individual
cOJll)etence. Siaulation allows the •••••a.ent to proceed
without placing either life or property at risk. This
particular application of saul.ticn haa provided the
activation tor the d.velo~tot, tor exaaple, It. saul.tor to
be used to aa:.... the drivinq ability of brain-daaaqed.
individuals. According to Svoboda (1990) the system:
proai... not only a unique solution to the
probl811 of a •••s.ing brain-damaqed individuals
for driving, but also a basi. of enqineering
and human tactors siaulator re••arch and
developaent that can be generalized to any
type of vehicle/operator situation (p. 125).
The siaulator used i. not only capable of deterJlininq
readiness to resu.e driving, but also helps in deterJllninq
whether the individual is or i. not capable of being
retrained.. Clearly this use of siaulation has far reaching
aplications for future :aethods of dete:e.ininq co.petency in
a vide range of oceu.pations and circu.astances.
Accident investigation using saulation has become an
increasingly popular aeans of atteapting to discover causes of
accidents and for deteraining preventative ...sures. This uae
of saulation ia relatively nev, however it has been eJIlployed
in several areas. In the marine field, radar saulation has
been used. to inve.tigate the qrounding of the vessel
ItEUplect." in Hong Kong harbour (Singh 1990); vhile a ship
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simulator has been used by Hwang (1989) to investigate the
grounding- of the "Exxon Valdez" in the Prince William Sound in
Alaska. In both of these cases, an atteJllpt was made to
reconstruct the incident froll known and reported facts in
order to determine probable causes for the incident.
Simulation has been in use for s01Ile tille in the nuclear
indUStry for training purposes; and, in recent years, has
demonstrated it's usefulness in accident investigation. The
causes of a 1988 incident at the Lasalle-2 Nuclear Power Plant
were investigated by Cheng (1989) using simUlation. The
suulatioD was instrumental in iSOlating the causes of the
accident, and was also used to identify appropriate responses
to minimize the upact of future accidents of this type.
The most widely used application of simulation is for the
purposes of training. Simulation is used. as a training tool
in the aviation industry, the marine industry and various
other industries in which on-the-jOb traininq could prove to
be disastrous if errors were aade by trainees. Flight
simulation has earned. the acceptance of pilots, industry and
the general public reqarding it's role in training. The
acceptance of flight si.ulators is so wide spread that,
according to the Marine Board (1996). ·the co_ercial air
carrier indUStry is able to conduct transition training to a
new aircraft entirely in simulators· (p. 54).
NUl1.lll.eyer and Rockway (1985) reported one simulator
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study, carried out by the United state. Air Force, That
dete.ralned that trainee pilots who pre-qualified on a flight
simulator required tar less instructor input during flight
training on the actual aircratt than the control group, which
did not receive the simulator training.
siaulation is also qaining popularity in the medical
field whare it is used for II nUllber of different purposes. A
recent newspaper article (Evening Teleqraa, 1996) related how
aurqeona use simulation to practice complex operations using
computer simulations that convey actual pictures of a
patient·s dlseased organs. The article further described how
.edical students can use silllulation to learn, lUIlonq other
things, basic anatomy. The latter was accoaplished through
the use of a software prograa called the "Virtual Cadaver"
which contains cUgitized data rroIR two buman bodies that bad
been donated for use in scientific researcb.
In reviewing the above simulation applications from the
literature, it becomes evident that the range of applications
is extreaely diverse. Each eXlUlple requires soae degree of
realism in the simulation lIodel wbicb would then vary
dependinq on the purpose ror wbicb the simulation was created.
In some cases, such as the investigation or nuclear accidents,
the llIodelling ot the syst81ll is critical to the validity of the
outcomes. In other cases, such as the assessment of the
driving ability of brain-daaaged individuals, the modelling of
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the system is less important since it is the response ot' the
individual which is being studied.
The use of saulatioD in education and training has
increased rapidly over the last decade. In education, the
question of when to use saul.tion, and indeed whether to use
simulation, is governed by the learning situation. The main
reason for the increase in the use of simulation can be
attributed to the accessibility of Ilicro computers and the
cost effectiveness of using ai.ulation rather than the real
systems. The strongest argument for using suuIatioD in
training is that of repeatability of experience. According to
the Marine Board (1996):
usinq si.ulation, the instructor can terJll.inate
a training scenario as soon as its point has
been 1l4de or repeat it until the lesson has
been well learned. In contrast, opportunities
tor repetition are very lim.ited during actual
at sea operations; the opportunity to repeat
an exercise in on-the-job training aboard ship
:IIay not occur for weeks or :IIonths.
Educational methodologies have a basis in the various
learning theories used to info~ teaching and learninq
processes. COlllputer simUlation, as an educational tool, is
relatively new. Suulation is rarely specifically referred to
in these theories of development and learning, however,
educational theories which support saulation
educational tool can be found in the literature. Some of
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these theories were developed over a century ago, while others
are ..ore recant. In general, theories which support "learning
by doing" 'live credibility to saulaticD as an educational
tool.
In discussing the theories of Jean Jacques Rousseau,
Tho~s (1985) highlights the belief in what is now known as
discovery learning. The latter encourages the student to
discover for themselves, rather than to aeJlOrize what bas been
presented to thea by others. Experiential learninq theorists
believe that & learner's past experience wll1 quide the
learning process. This point of view is supported by Kolb
(1993) who defines learning as "the process whereby knowledge
is created through the transformation of experience" (p. 155).
For learners using simulation, experience 18 gained as a
direct result of interaction with the silaulation. By applyinq
a pedagoqical process this experience can be transformed into
learning.
SimUlation, as an educational tool, is well suited for
this type of learning. Veerman, Elahout and Hoeks (1993) have
indicated that simulation enviroru-ents allow for learning by
discovery under restricted realistic conditions. They state
that "due to its exploratory nature, learning with si.ulation
involves complex: problem solving and inductive reasoning,
which put high coqnitive demand. on the student- (p. 235).
SiJ.ulators are frequently used in education in a .OOified
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version of discovery learning. However, ti.ae and cost
constraints often prevent saulator instructors fro. allowing
learners to fully discover all the principles which may apply
in anyone particular situation. In such instances.
principles will have to be presented to the learners by some
other aeans which .ay include llleaorization. Muirhead and
Tasker (1991) bave stated that:
the sbiphandlinq siaulator is a complex and
expensive training ud1W1. It is inefficient
and costly as a means to train llariners in
simple basic skills. Students should have a
fundaa.e.ntal grasp of the collision avoidance
rules, watcbkeepinq procedures. the operation
and use of radar and other navigational aids,
and of basic ship lIanoeuvrinq principles, etc,
before proceeding to skill anhanca.lent
training on the siJD.ulator (po 5.15).
Learners who possess basic skills and knOWledge can benefit
from using siaulation at a higher level to practice the
application of the principles and, aore iaportantly, discover
whether the principles actually work in practice.
Early educational theorists such as Johann Heinrich
Pestalozzi (Thomas 1985) have, as a central theme, espoused
the concept that learners will learn best by actually
completing the required tasks rather than simply learning
about thea. While it :aay be argued that on-the-job training
is the preferred aethod. of providing learning experiences, the
fact remains that this type of training, in soae industries,
is too dangerous to allow learners to practice on the real
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systeJll.. Siaulaticn is the only practical aeans of providing
the critical knowledge and skills which the learner will
require when interacting with the real syste..
More recent conceptualizations, such as social learning
theory, have taken a different stand on the role of the
trainee in terms of actual "hands-on" traininq. Social
learning theorists believe that individuals, as observers, can
learn fro. the direct experiences of others. This vicarious
fOr1ll of learninq has been observed in many situations IoI'bere
the learner bas been either a casual observer or deliberately
exposed to a particular situation. Bandura (1969) has stated
that .. the capacity to learn by observation enables people to
acquire larqe, inteqrated patterns of behaviour without having
to fcrIIl. thea qradually by tedious trial and error" (p. 32-33).
Muirhead and Tasker (1991) partially support social learning
theory when discussing the training of shiphandling skills
using a ship simUlator. They state that:
Whilst practical shiphandling skills will not
be acquired by standing on the bridge as part
of the back up tellJD, keen observation will
allow such students to acquire perceptions of
the approach to be taken for successful task
outcomes. (p. 5.22)
clearly. social learning theory has illlplications for some
simulator based training situations, particularly those where
a tellJD approach is used in the operation of the system. being
sillulated. Flight simulation and ship ei.ulation are two
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exa:aples where individuals are exposed directly to the
experiences of others while occupyinq a subordinate position
within the tQilIll structure. Social learning theory does not
deny that the tea. leader learns fr01ll direct experience, but
raises the point that the other team .embers, as observers,
will also experience some deqree of learning fro.. the direct
experience of the team leader.
Siau.lator ftaill•••
The majority of trainees on ••rine simulator courses are
adult learners. They range froa those who have just completed
high school to individuals with 30 or more years experience in
the workforce. As learners, these trainees will bave learning
needs and exhibit learning characteristics typical of adult
learners in other areas of education.
Fitzpatrick (1992) identities a number of adult learning
theories that are applicable to :Ilarine training in general and
marine simulator training specifically. In general. adult
learning theories do not specify any particular area of
education however. they do illply that, if the learners are
adults, teachers must be coqniaant of the methodologies that
will work best with adult learners.
Knowles (1910) characterizes the adult learner as
follows:
his self-concept moves fro. one of being a
dependent personality toward one of being a
self-directed. huaan being; he aCCUBulates a
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qrowing reservoir of experience that becomes
an increasing resource tor learninq; his
readiness to learn becomes oriented
increasinqly to the development tasks of his
social roles; and bis tilaa perspective changes
troll one of postponed application of knowledge
to ilulediacy of application, and accordingly
his orientation toward learning shifts from.
one of subject-centeredness to one of problea-
centeradness (p. 39).
This profile of the adult learner supports simulation
teaching lllethodoloqy for adult learners.
Caffarella (1993) has stated that "What differentiates
self-directed learning frail learning in more traditional
formal settings is that the learner chooses to assume the
primary responsibility for planning, carrying out, and
evaluating' those learning experiences" (p. 28). This is
Characteristic of simulation courses where the instructor acts
as a facilitator, assistinq the trainees to discuss and
analyze the experiences provided by the simulation rather than
simply pointinq out mistakes.
simulator traininq in the .arine industry is closely
linked to learner experience. In many of the mandatory
courses offered, minimWll requirements or recommendations tor
sea service exist as a prerequisite for course entry. For
example, the Canadian Coast Guard (no date) bas recoJlJllended
that a candidate tor the Simulated Electronic Naviqation II
simulator course should have at least nine months sea service
as a ship's deck officer before beinq admitted to the course.
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This iaplies ill belief that aariners will benefit aore from.
siJllulilltor training it they possess relevant experience prior
to taking the course. This belief in the role of experience
in learning is also supported by Brookfield (1983) who further
stated that "experiential learning is used to describe the
kind of learning undertaken by students who are q1ven ill chance
to acquire and apply skills and knowledge in an immediate,
relevant and aeaninqful setting" (p. 16). Clearly the
learning environment provided throuqh simulation meets all of
the above criteria.
Mariners take si.ulation courses to obtain certification,
in the c.alila of radar navigation sim.ulator courses, and to
upqrade skills in the case of ship simulator courses. These
reasons are lUlonq those listed by Daines, Daines and Graham
(1993) in their discussion of adult .otivation toward
learninq. Apps (1991) also points out that most adult
learners have a practical reason for their learning. He
further states that adults carry out praxis as a natural
approach to their learning. Apps defines praxis as "the
process where people learn somethinq, try it out in a
practical situation, reflect on what happened, refine the
learning, try it again, reflect, and so on- (p. 42).
Sillulation offers adults the ideal medium to apply praxis in
a learning situation.
It is clear fro.. the literature that adults have
).
different learning needs from those of children and that adult
learning preferences must be understood by the teacher of
adults. Children often look to the teacher to provide
everything neces8ary for learning whereas adults need to
,,"SBUlIe aore self-direction. Marine simulator instructors must
allow mariners to experience the learning opportunities
provided by siaulation courses through the understanding and
application of adult learning theory. Fitzpatrick (1992)
points out that experienced .ariners, wben faced. with a
learning situation that does not value their experience, have
reported feeling that their personal worth is of no value .
• iaul.ticD aJl4 Learai.Dq
According to Thorndike (1932/1971), there are three basic
elements which must be satisfied in order for learning to take
place. One of the conditions which must be presQl1t is
fOr:ll of reinforce.ment. In his Law of Effect, he stated:
when a modifiable connection between a
situation and a response is .ade and is
accompanied by a satisfying state of affairs,
that connection's strength is increased: When
.ade and accompanied. or followed by an
annoyinq state of affairs, its strenqth is
decreased (p. 176).
Thorndike was referring to two foras of reinforcement which
have evolved over the years and which are in co_on use today.
Positive reinforcement occurs when a behaviour is continuously
paired with favourable consequences, which leads in turn, to
an increase in the behaviour. The second fOrlll, negative
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reinrorCeJIel1t, i. the continuous withholding of an undesirable
consequence when a desirable behaviour occurs. This viII a1ao
lead to an increase in the behaviour. The two forJIS of
reint"orceaent, although applied. in a different way, _y both
be used. to •••ist in the learninq proce••.
Generally apeakinq, • siJIulator ba•• buil.t in set of
reinforcers which are presented in the fora of feedback
directly related to the action or decisions of the user. The
reinforceJlent i. inherent in the sauI.tor, not .a positive or
n«C).tiv. reint'orcera. but a. succe.. or failure in a
particular task. Succe•• i. directly linked. to satistaction
whil_ failure i. linked. to discoJlt'ort. Success or failure, in
the context of a simulator, can be either partial or coaplate
but in either cas. i. seen as the direct result of user
actions. Accordinq to White and Bednar (1986), it ia the
perception of the user which ultiJlataly deteraines whether the
consequences experienced as the result ot their actions or
decisions are positive or negative.
The second required learning elell8l1t is the opportunity
to practice What has been learned. Thorndike (1932/1971) also
proposed the lAw ot Exercise which stats that:
other things being equal, the ottener a
situation connects with or evoke. or leads to
or is tollowed by a cartain response, the
stronger beco••• the tendency for it to do so
in the tuture (p. 6).
Thorndike believed that this law applied when to~ing
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behaviours or when mocUt'yinq elICistinq behaviours. By way of
explanation, be stated:
if, for ex_pIe, by some _ana R2 is BO--.hOV
Illade to follow closely upon 51 II. hundred.
tnes, the tendency for 51 to evoke R2 will
become stronger than it was and aay become
stronger than soae other tendency. which was
oriqinally stronqer than it (p. 6).
Simulation training eaploys the law of exercise by .&king
of the repeatability features of the simulator. A
simulator exercise (the stiaulus) can be repeated as often as
required. Trainee actions (the response) during each running
of the exercise can be monitored. by the instructor who can,
through careful observation and. de-briefing at the end of each
run, shape or modify the trainee response to the exercise.
This response, in turn, can be transferred troll. the simulated
stiaulus to a suilar stimulus in the real world. The Marine
Board (1996) has statod that "because no situation is ever
identical to a previous experience, the fact that an
individual becomes more skilled with each repetition of a
similar task attests to the fact of transfer" (p. 37).
The third element which must be present for learning
to take place is the desire to learn. ThorndiJce referred to
this as the Law of Readiness, however, more recently it has
been referred to as learner motivation. Daines et. a1. (1993)
have listed a nUllber of reasona why adults are aotivated to
learn which include learninq or developing a skill and to
3.
obtain a work qualification. As previously stated, marine
simulators are .oat often used for skill development for
certification of ship's officers. Daines et. &1. go on to
list a number of things which serve as disincentives to
learning including failure to achieve, unrealistic goals and
an uncomfortable envirolUllent. They further stat. that:
if students are to maintain an opti.mWl. level
of learning motivation, they must identify and
work to realistic goals that are within their
capabilities and then experience &oae ongoing
success in attaining thUi (p. 10).
The implications for marine saulator use in the above
statement are twofold. First, students must have some input
into the identification of course goals and, second, the
course must be structured. to build on prior successes rather
than siJaply present a number of situations to which the
student muat react.
liaulatioD ...4 Learninq Ityl••
In current learninq theories, much attention has been
devoted to individual learninq styles. smith (1982) defines
learning style as "the individual l • characteristic ways of
processinq information, feelinq and behavinq in learninq
situations" (p. 24). A number of learninq style inventories
have been developed to assist teachers in selectinq methods
for the delivery of course material that address the different
learninq styles of class members. Course 1Ilaterial ma.y be:
presented in a variety of ways including lectures, throuqh
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print aaterial and by audio-visual aaana. The .are varied the
••thods ot presentation, the .are likely that the -.ajarlty of
cla.s aeabera viII learn the aaterial. XUnz (1993) further
added. that:
educational r ••••rch bas indicated that
learning incre•••• as aore sens•• are involved
in the learninq proce... For exa.ple,
info~tion that is seen and heard is better
retained. than if it b only heard. On-the-job
traininq ia often considered the beat ..thad
of traininq because it otfers both retention
and tranaference of training (p. 1).
It haa been stated. previously that slaul.ticR ia otten
used as a substitute for on-the-job training where the latter
does not exist or i. too dangerous for training purposes.
Saul.ticR ia also used. in aany other clrcuaatances where the
application of course aaterial ia to be practised under
realistic conditions. Learninq theories tell us that not all
people have the .aas learninq styles and that a particular
aethad viII not vork, to the sa.e deqree, for a.1l people. If
this is true of all teaching ..thods, than the sa-. _ust be
true of sau~ation a. a teaching aethod..
Saulation bowever, in the context of at leaat one
learning style inventory, way be one of the few teacbing
methods preferred by most learners.
This learning style inventory place. learners into one of
four categories. The categoriea and. asaociated. learning style
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The Concrete Experience learning style
represents a receptive, experienced-baaed.
approach to learninq that reli.. heavily on
t ••ling-based jUdqe.ents. Individuals learn
beat t'rcm specific exaapl•• in which they can
heeo•• involved.
The Abstract Conceptualization learnin9 style
ia an analytical, conceptual approach that
reIi.. on logical thinkinq and rational
evaluation. Individuals learn best in
authority-directed, iaperaonal learning
situations that eJDPhasize theory and
ayateaatlc analysis.
The Active Experi:aantation learni09 style 1s
an active -doinq- orientation to learning that
reli_ heavily on experiaentation. Individual.
learn beat in ...11 group discussiona or
workinq on projects.
The Reflective Observation I_amine) style
indicates a tentative, iapartial and
reflective approach to learning. Individuals
rely heavily on carerul observation in maleinq
jUdqe.-ents, and prefer learninq situations
that allow them. to take the role of impartial
objective observers.
There are aany types of saulation. each ot which have
specitic applications to vhich they are suited as a teachinq
:ll.ethod. Clearly not all learners viII benefit equally fro.
each application ot saulation techniques, however, siaulation
can be used as an _ttective teachinq aethod. that addresses
each of the learning styles outlined above.
The Concrete Expertence learner. will be at ho.e in larqe
scale staulationa such as flight sbulation and ship
sillllulation. As pointed out by the Marine Board (1996), "froa
a technical perspective, in a high fidelity, tull-.ission
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sbip-bridqa saul.tor. the traininq anvirorment is expected to
approach equivalency with the actual operating environaent
being _!.au.lated- (p. 43). In these ai.aulations, train••• are
exposed. to a replica. of the real ByBte. which is co~lete in
nearly every detail. By interacting with the saul.ticn they
are llCCU».ulatinq experiences which viII allow the. to build.
their response. to real world stbuli. Aa thea. siaulationa
usually involve a t ... approach, individuals will also benefit
fro. feedback and discusaions with their peers.
Abstract conceptualization learners will be able to
interact well with role playing type saul.tiona. In thia type
of sbulatian there i. no one sIngle answer to the proble. and.
successive run. of the sbuletion will produce difterent
results wben different decisions are .ada during' the
.!.aullltion. Individual. are able to draw on their theoretical
knowledge of the probl_ area and analyze data produced by the
s!.Jlulation.
Active Experiae.ntation learners by nature liJce to learn
fro. their .i.takes. As pointed out by Drown and. Mercer
(1995). this can be costly in the real world of shipping in
teras of ..tarial and damage to the environ:aent. Saulationa
which involve the "human in the loop· are ideal tor
experiaental learning. These silDulationa provide tha trainee
with co.plat. control ot the si.ulation outCOJae8 through
control of the vehicle beinq ai..aulated. When used in the
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context or education these simulations adapt very readily to
use as a teaching method.
Reflective Observation learners will benefit from the
learning experiences of other individuals who take the role of
tea-. leader in large scale saulationa. This bas been
supported by Bandura (1969) and Muirhead {, Tasker (1991).
These learners may prefer m.inor roles within a tea. structure
where they will be in a position to observe and have laited
input into the process without havinq total control over the
decisions or outcomes. When called. upon to assuae a lead role
in the simulation. these individuals will be able to draw on
What they have learned through observation to base their
jUdgements, decisions and actions taken during the simulation.
Blaul.tioD ia JlariD.• Training
Of all of the applications to which simulation is suited,
traininq is by far the most co_on. In the Marine Industry,
sblulation is beinq used to train Deck Officers to naviqate
and manoeuvre ships, operate ballast and liquid carqo systeas,
manaqe bridge resources effectively and operate satellite
based cOlllJD,unication equipment. Enqineroo. simulators are also
used in the traininq of ship's engineerinq officers. The wide
ranqe of applications in the marine industry makes saulation
a valuable traininq tool. The Marine Board (1996) reports
that the United. states Coast Guard will now qrant remission of
sell ti_ for mariners who attend simulator traininq courses.
••
This will effectively recoqnize ai.JIulator traininq
partial replaceaent tor at least 80" of the ·on the job"
training that aariners are currently required to coaplete.
Saulator traininq in the ..rine industry i. not
standardized. in terwa8 of either content, aethodoloqy or
equipaent. The capability of s!aulator equip.ent varies
consideriUJly and, in particular. ditter.nce. between older
saul.tors and aore .adem saul.tora can be very large. The
International MaritiJIe Organization (1996) has recDlllIlended
general pertoraance standards for .taulatora used in training
The.. cours.. are included in the Standards of
Training, Certification and WatchJceeping for Seafarers (STCW)
convention and are .andlitOry tor the certification of deck
officers. In Canada, the canadian Coast Guard baa
responsibility tor a.ttinq the ainiAua standards 'lor radar and
navigation siaulator training. The Canadian Coast Guard
publication TP4958 (no date) contaiJUI broad learninq
Object~v.s for Shulated Electronic Naviqation Courses (SEN)
levels I and II I however they do not specity content.
The Canadian Coast Guard has set specific quidelin••
which .ust be a.t in order to becoa. certitied as a SEN I or
SEN II instructor. These quideline. specity the protessional
qualification which _ust be held and the .iniaua acceptable
t.acher traininq which is required to beco.. a sbulator
instructor. Accordinq to Thee<lo. (1996). the only required.
saulator training' is in the form at "on the job" training'.
This training' is done under the supervision of a certified
instructor with a final audit by a Coast Guard examiner near
the end of the training period.. Theedoll. further points out
that, for consistency across the country, the aUdits are done
by an exaainer from the head office rather than the reqional
office. A few countries have established som.e guidelines and
procedures to be followed in order to becoae certified as a
siaulator instructor; and the International Maritime
orqanization (1996) has also addressed the question of
instructor training in the latest revision to the 5TCW
convention.
Th_ siaul.tor Inatructor
The quality, preparation and background of the instructor
is very important to the outcomes of a simulator based
training proqraJI.. Mercer (1993) has stated that the simulator
operator (instructor) has one of the greatest influences on
the interaction between the simulator and the trainee because
it is that person Who controls the implementation of the
curricu1\Ol. The literature reveals a strong belief that a
marine aiaulator instructor should be a lIliU"iner. 50.e authors
believe that not only should a aarine simulator instructor be
a aariner, but that he or she should also be an effective
teacher. Carpenter (1991) states that "the instructor must be
an excellent practioner of the skills he is seekinq to iapart
••
and have the ability to pass on that knowledge" (p. 63). This
perspective is also supported by Rosanqren (1992) who stated
that "it is absolutely necessary that such a person has a
nautical backqround with a lot at experience from the real
situations of the same type we try to build up in the
simulator" (p. 19.1).
A study conducted into su.ulator training effectiveness
by Gynther, HaJIlIllell, Grasso Ilnd Pittsley (1982) also
highlighted the aportance of the instructor. The report
stated:
the Illost important finding was that, at the
variables investigated, the instructor had the
qrelltest U1pllct on the effectiveness of
training, thus implying that the instructor,
not the simulator elements, is the most
iJlportant element of the training proqram (p.
2) •
It is evident from this work that the instructor' s role in
si.ulation goes far beyond suply operating the equipment.
The instructor aust be proficient in all areas of simulatcr
training in order to be effective.
COIlpOJum.t. ot _bul.tor Ia.truc:tioa
Other than classrooJII teachinq, there are four separate
and distinct aspects of sillulator training in which the
instructor has a Illljor role to play. These four consist of
exercise develop.ent, exerciae briefinq, exercise running' and
exercise de-briefing. The attitudes of the instructor in each
of these areas will have an influence on the effectiveness of
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the training.
barei.. Developaeat
The initial develop.ent ot' a sUlulator exercise is
critical to the eventual outcome of the simulation training.
In a recent report on marine siJaulation in the United States,
the Marine Board of the National Research Council (1996)
stated. that scenario creation is crucial to opti.aizinq the
training value of individual exercises. While there does not
appear to be anyone recoqnized frallework tor exercise design
in aarine siaulator training. there are co_on elements
throughout the literature.
The process of designing ill saulation exercise is not an
easy one. According to Jones (1995) the silllulation design
process "involves a qreat deal of appraisal, discarding',
selecting, and alterinq, and sometimes changinq things around
completely because of some new idea" (p. 60). This simulation
development process clearly requires that a simulator
instructor qain considerable experience with exercise
development to become proficient.
Good exercise develop.ent starts with the to~ulation of
clear objectives. smith (1990) identities the need for "a
clear specification of the aus and objectives" (p. 153) as
the first principle of aarine simulator exercise desiqn. This
is supported by Robinson and Thatcher (1985) who stated that:
the selection of the .ost appropriate
4.
structure to acccmaodate and relate to the
purpose of the planned lea.rninq experience 1.
crucial to the success at the enterpri.e.
This .eans that the designer _ust be quite
claar what he vish•• the ga.-. or ai.-ulation to
do., whether he wishes it to enable the
participant to rehear.. or l.arn ractual
Infor1Dation, enhance concepts or skills, or to
identify processes or ind••d to bring to
consciousness one or many of these types at
learning (p. 18).
However, • dissentinq view is oftered by Jones (1995) who
apli•• that s~tt-e. saul.ticn d..iqners -tind out what
they have created. and. add the objectives on a.ttervard. to tit
the likely achieveaent.- (p. 84). Reqardles8 of when the
objectiv•• are cre.ted, there appears to be aqree.ant that the
exercise _ust be consistent with the stated. objectives.
The second step in exercise creation is to identify the
criteria for successful ccmpletion of the exercise. In
discussinq the instructional desiqn process, Xe..p (1985)
stated. that:
it is custo.ary to derive test iteas fro..
the objective., with sUbject content or
task it... beinq used. for details. Once
you are satisfied. with the extent and
coapleteness of the learninq objective.,
you are ready to develop ways for
evaluatinq thea (p. 161).
The process of developing evaluation criteria i. often left
until after the exercise has been created, which in turn,
often results in evaluation criteria not beinq related
directly to the exercise objective. By deciding on the
evaluation criteria before the exercise is created., the
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instructor ensures that the required ele:oaents for evaluation
will be included in the sbDulaticD exercise.
staul.tor beret•• Brief'iIlg
Briefing occurs prior to the start of ill sillulator
exercise. There may be ill nu:abe.r of reasons to bold ill briefing
session, but the most prominent one is to inform. the
participants about the suulation, and if necessary I allow
thea the to aake preparations. Pedersen (1990) states that
before a simulator exercise starts the instructor must
"explain the starting conditions" and ·describe ....hat actions
you expect during the exercise'" (p. 146). He also l:aplies that
it is the student who decides wben the simulation is to begin
by reporting to the instructor when the exercise description,
charts and .anuals have been studied. Muirhead and Tasker
(1991), in outlining the requireaents for a standardized
traininq aethodology usinq .arine simUlators, offer the
followinq:
Prior to the commenc8lllent of each exercise,
students will be fully briefed on the
objectives of the exercise, the roles they
will play and the standards of performtnce
expected of them (p. 34).
It is clear from the above sources that a briefinq is a
desirable part of simulation training. The instructor' s role
in briefing is to facilitate information exchanqe and to
ensure that all participants are fully prepared to take an
active role in the simulation. Jones (1995) maintains that
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briefing is easy. providing' it is based on personal
participation by the instructor, and on careful preparation.
He further states that "the facilitator will enter the
briefinq primed with explanatory notes, diaqra».a, maps,
timetables, deadlines, or whatever else is necessary" (po
113) •
Trainees .uat be given sufficient infonaation during the
briefing to enable the. to function within the simulation
however, Jones believes that facilitators should be cautious
about giving too 1I.Uch information to the participants during
the briefinq. In most simulations, it is one of the functions
of the participant to obtain relevant inforaation either
through preparation prior to the start of the simulation,
through interaction with the sillulation, or through both.
This is supported by Bole (1986) who I&&intains that "simUlator
exercise briefings sbould, in general, be simple. However,
more coaplex exercises Illay require time for students to
familiarize thtUllSelves with the charts etc. and, wbere
appropriate, prepare a passage plan" (p. 4-5).
Tbe briefing process as described. in the literature, does
not appear to conform to any clearly defined rules. Tbe
briefing is usually carried out by the instructor or
facilitator but, as Jones (1995) observes, SOlll8 facilitators
-ay give students the opportunity to act as the facilitator.
In the canadian Navy Officer of the Watch Training Progra.m.
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(199S). and in the Australian Navy (1992) equivalent. it is
co_on practice for the trainee to conduct the briefing for
the instructor.
Oral briefing appears to be the 1II.ost co_on 1II&thod. of
passing' on information, but as Bole (1986) points out, written
brlefinq cards allow the student to refer to the card rather
than have to reJUUaber the details of what may have been is
co.plex oral briefing.
Saul.tor beroi•• awmlDq
Running is simulation 1Iay require very little intervention
on the part of the instructor, or it may require constant
intervention. This viII depend on the structure of the
siBulation and whether or not the instructor' s role has been
planned to include interventions. Mercer (1990) has stated
that, in sOlie simulator exercises, the instructor will be
required to take on roles whlch are external to the roles of
the trainees who are participating in the simulation. This
may include taking on the role or the "captain" of various
other ships in the simulation exercise or the role of ill shore
based radio operator Who provides traffic inforlllation when
port entry is being simulated..
It is difficult to control simUlation outcomes without
instructor intervention siaply because trainees have usually
been given the autonomy to act according to their perceptions
and understanding of the situation presented to them in the
simulation.
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caillou, Percier and Waqeaannt (1992). in
discussing the need for video and audio monitoring on a ship
simulator, state as a benefit of close .onitorinq that "once
a typical wrong behaviour is detected. the exercise can be
frozen. mistakes pointed out by the instructor, and the
exercise started again either froa the beginning or from. the
actual situation" (p. 11.7). A aore moderate view of
instructor intervention i. taken by Beadon (1992) who
maintains that "the instructor should be able to add, delete
or modify conditions (such as weather and traffic ships) to
assist in meeting the training objectives" (p. 3!5.4). Jones
(1995) believes that the facilitators role is to ensure that
drastic interventions are avoided. He states that:
It is rarely the case that the unexpected
arises unexpectedly. There are usually
warning signals and the facilitator should
watch out for them. In this way, drastic
intervention can otten be avoided by taking
minor remedial action. Even if a lIlajor
disruption occurs, the facilitator will have
had time to work out sOllle contingency plans
(p. 116).
Each of the above sources agreE! that instructor
intE!rvention is necessary to varying degrees. Kerr (1977). on
the other hand maintained that instructor interventions in a
saulation can only serve to disrupt the students train of
thought and cause the student to block out the instructors
explanations. He maintained that it is better to sit in the
background and take notes for use in a remedial teaching
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session or in a de-briefing session at the end of the
simulation.
It is clear fro. the literature that the instructors main
function during the saulation is to monitor and collect data
which will be used during the de-briefing to follow. Any
intervention in a shlulation should be planned in advance and
should only be initiated by the instructor if the foreseen (or
planned.) situation develops. spontaneous intervention to
force a participant to make a particular decision or to make
an error should be strictly avoided.
S!aul.tor barai•• o.-briati.aq
There are -.any who believe that all other elelll.ents of
simulation training are merely a lead in to the de-briefing
segment, where almost all of the learning takes place.
crookall (1990) places the importance of de-briefing to
simulation and gaming into context by stating "it there is one
thing that gamers have always spoken of as being vital, and
that tOrDS one at the aainstays in Kolb's theory of
experiential learning, it is the preelll.inent role of de-
briefing - ot reflectinq on experience" (p. 3).
The literature identities a nUJDber of de-briefing
practices, all of which have 90.e merit. It is evident that
Illost, if not all, descriptions outline a .ethodoloqy which
works in particular individual circumstances. Jaques (1985)
identifies a series of events in the Experiential Learning
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Qt£J& as follows:
1. Experience - of events or series of
events
2. Description - of event sharing- and
collecting observations
3. Interpretation .&king' sense,
interpreting and finding relationships
4. Generalizing - bringing in past events,
relating to future
5. Application preparinq for next
experience (p. 59)
Of the five iteBIS in the cycle, Jaques maintains that the last
four iteas constitute de-briefing.
Most properly conducted de-briefing' sessions generally
tend to follow the above pattern, however. the methods used by
individual instructors may differ. For example. Jones (1995)
states that it Bay be a good idea to let participants conduct
the debrief, particularly if the simulation itself involved
this sort of function for the participants. Others. such as
Bole (1986). believe that the instructor lD.ust lead the debrief
and atteJll.pt to bring the participants to the appropriate
conclusions.
The debrief should focus on all aspects of the
simulation. According to Pedersen (1990). the instructor
should take. advantage of the debrief to reinforce both
positive and negative aspects of the simulation. It may be
necessary for the instructor to revert to the role of teacher.
rather than facilitator. during the debrief in order to ensure
principles and facts are clearly understood by participants.
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However. participants in a aiaulaticn must be accountable for
their actions during the simulation. This is reinforced by
Meum and sandburg (1993) who describe one saulaticn course
where the debrief usually "lasts at least one hour with the
student doinq Illost of the talking, explaining step by step how
and why be or she pe.rforaed each evolution" (p. 401). clearly
there is also evidence that suggests that a time limit on de-
briefinq is undesirable.
8-.ry
The use of simulation as a teaching tool is relatively
new in the aarina industry. Since the late 1960 I S there have
been a considerable number of uprovements in the technoloqy,
especiallY in recent years, due to the rapid advances in
COlllputer technology. Teaching methodoloqies used with
simulation in the marine industry have evolved over the years,
aainly throug:h trial and error by practisinq instructors.
There is ill clear indication in the literature of the
strong: belief in the importance of the role of the simulator
instructor with regard to suulator training effectiveness.
Until recently, .uine simulator instructor qualifications and
training requireJllents were otten lett to the discretion ot'
individual marine adlDinistrations and, or marine training
facilities. In the latest revision to the STCW, the DlO bas
addressed the issue of qualifications and training for
simulator instructors.
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This review has highlighted sOllle of the many issues which
must be addressed regarding the training of .arine simulator
instructors. The underlying learning theories which support
simulation and, indeed, the .any applications for which
saulation is suitable are aportant to the understanding of
how simulation supports learning. An understanding of adult
learning theory and educational psycholoqy are also important
to instructors using simulators for training aariners. The
instructor's role in each of the learninq processes of
exercise development, exercise briefing, exercise running and
exercise de-briefinq, as part of a simllation exercise, is
evident froa the literature. The study which follows looks at
the attitudes and perceptions of existing aarine simulator
instructors toward simulation and att8Jllpts to identify current
practice and traininq needs for this group.
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CImP'l'D. lIZ
TBJIOaftIcaL I'JlaIOnK)IlK &lID USDRc::a DUIGJI
IJltr04uc~ioD.
In recent years there has been some concern about the
preparation received by instructors who train mariners usinq
aarine simulators. While there are national aarine
author!ties which require instructors to hold mariner
qualifications, and in some cases, teacher qualifications,
there are no international traininq standards for marine
siJD.ulator instructors. The International Maritime
orqanization (IMO) has recently revised the Standard of
Training certification and Watchkeepinq for Seafarers Code
(STCW) and, for the first tiJl,., have included a section on the
training of simulator instructors. section A-I/6 of the Code
states that "any person conducting the in-service training of
a seafarer using ill simulator shall have received appropriate
guidance in instructional techniques involving the use of
sillulators; and have gained practical operational experience
on the particular type of simulator being used."
Since. the. Code is somewhat vague on which instructional
techniques aay be appropriate for use with simulators, it is
necessary to identify educational methodologies in common use.
The data collected for this study helped to identify the
attitudes and perceptions about training which are held by
practisinq marine simulator instructors. It is anticipated.
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that this, in turn, will lead to a lIore complete understandinq
of marine simulator training, the practices which have evolved
through experience, and also for chanqes based on several
reeo_endations.
Although marine simulator instructors will bave a variety
of related tasks to perfo~ depending on the type of courses
they deliver and the type of equipment that they use, it is
typical to orqanize the tasks associated. with the actual usaqe
of st-uletors into four categories:
1. Bia1,alator ••rei•• lMValoplU!nt. In order for
trainees to bave a meaningful interaction with the sll1ulation,
the instructor must carefully prepare and validate the
si.lllulator exercise well in advance of the training. The
simulator exercises must be developed to aeet clearly defined
learning objectives llnd .ust be of an appropriate difficulty
level for the trainees tor Which it is intended.
2. .iaul.tor b.roi•• BriefillCJ. The briefing prior to
the runninq of the simulator exercise is important for the
successful coapletion of the exercise by the trainee. The
briefing may be either oral or written but, in any case, must
include all infonaation necessary tor the trainee to prepare
and execute the exercise. The briefing session usually
includes sufficient time for the trainees to prepare the
exercise.
3. .!aul.tor beroba a\UUlinq. The instructor will
5.
interact with the trainee by playing the role of other ship
and shore based personnel. The instructor will nonaally allow
the exercise to run as proqraJllJlled unless it beeo.es apparent
that intervention is necessary to preserve the exercise
objective. The instructor ..ust monitor all exercise
parameters to ensure that trainees obtain the .aXU\UI. benefit
froa the sillulator.
4. Siaulator barcb. DeJ)riet. The debrief session
following the exercise run should be ill candid analysis of the
trainee performance during the exercise. The debrief should
cover both the positive and negative aspects of trainee
perforaance. The instructor must draw froa observations lIade
during the exercise run to ensure that the process is both
comprehensive and effective.
These four areas related to si.Jll.ulator training, colllbined
with ill general section on siaulator related issues, formed the
basis of the questionnaire used for this stUdy. The attitudes
and perceptions of aarine suulator instructors toward these
responsibilities likely have a considerable impact on traininq
outcomes.
populat.ioD.
The popUlation for this stUdy consisted of marine
simulator instructors who conduct courses at selected
simulator facilities around the world. The author could not
locate a co.plete list of all existinq simulator facilities
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nor was a cOllplete list of marine simulator instructors
available. It was therefore necessary to consult a number of
sources in order to compile an appropriate list.
Attendance lists from. the three most recent International
Radar and Navigation Saulator Lecturers Conference (IRNSLC6,
IRNSLC7 and IRNSLC8) were used to obtain addresses of
facilities which have radar and navigation saulators. The
International Marine Siaulator ForuJll. (DlSF) membership list
was used to obtain addresses of ship lIalloeuvrinq saulator
facilities. The author also wrote to a nuaber ot marine
simulator manufacturers who consented to provide lists of
simulator facilities which they had installed. The
manufacturers provided addresses ot both radar and navigation
saulators and ship manoeuvring siaulators. Finally, a
partial list or Illarine school addresses was identiried in an
international marine directory or services.
separate mailinq lists were compiled of simulator
facilities identified as either operating radar navigation
simulators or ship manoeuvring simulators. Facilities that
operated both types ot simulator vere included in both mailing
lists. A total of 223 radar navigation sill.ulator facilities
and 36 ship manoeuvring saulator facilities vere identified.
Two questionnaires vere sent to each of the identified
suulator facilities. OVerall 518 questionnaires
distributed to 259 saulator facilities.
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oe.iCj1l of Ue at.u4y
In order to investigate the attitude. and perceptions of
.arine saulator instructors, a ques~ionnair. va. developed. by
the author. a copy of which is included in Appendix A. It vas
necessary to develop the questionnaire a.fter a literature
review failed to identity any inatruJHtnta wbieb could be used,
or 1aOdified. tor us., to study the attitude. and perceptions of
aarin. sbulator instructors toward saul.tor training.
The que.tionnaires were ....iled to the identified
simulator facilities in Septeaber 1995. The questionnair••
were completed betw.en october and December of 1995 at the
various faciliti... The analysis vas conducted between
February and Kay of 1996 at M.-orial University of
Hevtoundland ullinq the Statistical Package for the Social
sciences (SPSS).
QpOtb••ia of the atu47
The following hypothesis were forwulated fro. the
research questIons in Chapter 1 to identify siailarities and
differences in the attitudes and perceptions of the .arine
suulator instructors who responded. to the questionnaire.
Hypothesis 1: There are no dif~erences in the general
perceptions of saulator use for traininq: Ca) between
instructors wbo operate only radar saulators, thoa. who
operate only ship .anoauvring saulator. and who operate both
types of saulator; (b) between instructors who hold a Master
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Unli.ited certificate of c:oapetency and those who hold other
qualifications; (0) between instructors who have served as
Master on a ship and those who have not served as Master on a
ship; (d) between instructors who bold a teaching certificate
and those who do not hold a teaching certificate; (e) between
instructors who are certified as a aarine saulator instructor:
by their country and those who are not certified by the
government of their country; (f) between instructors who use
si.lllulator equipment that has a visual system and those who
work on simulator equipwtent that does not bave a visual
syste... ; and (9') between instructors who work at privately
funded facilities and those who work at publicly funded
facilities.
Hypothesis 2: There are no differences in perceived
training procedure. between instructors who operate only radar
saulators, those who operate only Ship aanoeuvrinq saulators
and those who operate both types of simulator.
Hypothesis 3: There are no differences in perceiVed
traininq procedures between instructors who hold a Master
Unli.ited certificate of competency and those who hold other
qualifications.
Hypothesis 4: There are no differences in perceived
traininq procedures between instructors who bave served as
Master on a ship and those who have not served as Master on a
ship.
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Hypothesis 5: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who hold a teaching
certificate and those who do not hold a teachinq certificate.
Hypothesis 6: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who are cert!!led as
a marine simulator instructor by their country and those who
are not certified by the qovernaent of their country.
Hypothesis 7: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who use sillulator
equipment that has a visual system. and those Who work on
simulator equipment that does not have a visual systeJI.
Hypothesis 8: There are no differences in perceived.
training procedures between instructors who work at privately
funded facilities and those who work at publicly funded
facilities.
Hypothesis 9: There is no relationship between the
number of years served at sea before becoming a marine
sillulator instructor and the attitudes and perceptions of
marine simulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures.
Hypothesis 10: There is no relationship between the
number of years served as a marine simulator instructor and
the attitudes and perceptions of marine sim.ulator instructors
toward perceived. traininq procedures.
Hypothesis 11: There is no relationship between the aqe
6.
of the s!.ulator equi~ent used by marine simulator
instructors and the attitudes and perceptions of marine
siJllulator instructors toward perceived training procedures.
Hypothesis 12: There is no relationship between optimWll
simulator exercise lenqth and the attitudes and perceptions of
marine abulator instructors toward perceived traininq
procedures.
Hypothesis J.3: There i. no relationship between t1lll.
spent briefing trainees and the attitudes and perceptions of
marine simulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures.
Hypothesis 14: There is no relationship between time
spent de-briefing trainees and the attitudes and perceptions
of marine simulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures.
Hypothesis 15: There is no relationship between time
spent on exercise development and the attitudes and
perceptions of aarine simulator instructors toward perceiVed
training procedures.
XD_truautatloD
A single questionnaire was designed and developed to
investigate the attitudes and perceptions of Ilarine simulator
instructors toward the areas of sillulator training previously
identified in this chapter. The questionnaire consisted of 10
personal inforlll.ation iteJll.s, 13 simulator equipm.ent operation
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items, 30 general itelllS, 15 exercise development items, 13
exercise briefing itaas, 9 exercise running iteas and 12
exercise de-briefing- itUlS.
The questionnaire it..s were desiqned so that it number of
questions were worded in it positive manner while others were
worded negatively. This was done to ensure that the responses
were not influenced by the qeneral wording of the items. A
four point LiJc:art scale was used to solicit responses which
either (1) stronqly aqreed., (2) aqreed, (3) disagreed, or (4)
strongly disaqreed with each stateJllent. Blank spaces were
provided. for items which called for individuals to provide
other information in the tora of open-ended responses.
Xaatr\lllellt Valid!ty
A review of the literature was undertaken in order to
identify areas where it valid investiqation should be
conducted. While the literature search did not produce a
large volume of material on the subject, it was evident that
there were five .ain areas of simulator operation which needed
to be addressed. This was especially apparent frolll papers
written by aarine simulator instructors for various
International Navigation simulator Lecturers Conferences and
International Marine Simulator Forum. MARSIM conferences. One
of the areas identified related to the attitudes and
perceptions of instructors in general, while the rmlaining
areas were directly related. to the four key aspects of
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siauletor operation, namely, siaulator exercise creation,
siaulator exercise briefing, abulator exercise runninq and
simulator exercise de-briefing.
A nu.aber of stateaents, which, in the opinion of the
author, would provide data on the attitudes and perceptions of
a.rine simulator instructors in the identified areas, were
developed. In order to validate the statements, and ensure
that they were placed in the appropriate cateqories, a table
containing all the state..ents was provided to a panel of
experts. Two of these were in the field of marine silllulation
while the third was an expert in the field of Industrial
Education. A covering letter (Appendix 8) was inclUded to
ensure that the nature of the study was fully explained.. The
experts were asked to review the instrument for content
relevance and identify itellls Which, in their opinion, should
be excluded froll the instrument. The experts were also asked
to add i teas Which, in their opinion, would strenqthen the
instru:aent; and to also maJce any suggestions with regard to
content and wording which, in their opinion, would further
clarify and strengthen the instrument. The experts were also
asked to c01llJllent on the appropriateness of the category in
which each i teJll had been placed.
The final questionnaire was developed after a review of
the experts' co_ents. While the wordinq of soa. iteJlLS was
changed on the basis of individual co_ents trolD. only one of
.7
the experts, no itea was included in the final questionnaire
unless at least two of the three experts bad aqreed
retaining that it8lll and the category in which it fitted.
Procedur••
:In order to proceed with this study, it was necessary to
have the cooperation of the various marine simulator
facilities which had been identified for inclusion in the
research. This was accoaplished by sendinq a package
containinq two questionnairell and a covering letter (Appendix
B) addressed. to the attention of either the Director of the
radar navigation simulator or the Director of: the ship
.a.noeuvrinq simulator as appropriate. Where facilities were
identified. &s having both types of simulator, two separate
packages were sent. The packages were distributed by lIlail on
september 11, 1995 with the intention that they should arrive
at the si.ulator facilities, be completed and returned by
December 31, 1995.
The Director at each facility was asked to cooperate with
the study by adJDinisterinq the questionnaire to two of the
instructors at the facility. They were info~ed. that the
questionnaires were coded to allow for follow up purposes
only. It was also indicated that individual instructors would
not be identified, nor would any si.ulator facility or other
individual be identified. in the stUdy. They were infor1lled
that participation in the stUdy was voluntary and limited to
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the coapletion of the questionnaire. No instructions
given as to the selection criteria of the instructors who
would be given the questionnaire other than a covering letter
(Appendix D) included with the questionnaire. This letter
explained the purpose and nature of the study to the selected
instructors. They were also informed. that participation was
voluntary and that they could refrain frOID answering any
question which they chose to omit. Instructions for
completing the questionnaire were included.
ADaly.i. ot Data
Al.l data were analyzed using the Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) version 6.1 for Windows. Analysis was
completed on the responses to all questionnaire itsas.
Descriptive statistics were generated froa questions 1 to
23. These were then used to compile a profile of the
questionnaire respondents and the nature of the equipment they
operated. A number of groups and sUb-qroups were identified
and further analyzed on an individual basis.
The remaining items on the questionnaire employed a four
point Likert scale which required respondents to indicate they
1) strongly agreed. 2) agreed, 3) disagreed or 4) strongly
disagreed with the statement. A frequency count was completed
for .ach of th••• it8lls on the questionnaire.
Analysis of variance procedures were used to address
hypotheses one through eight which sought to identify
••
differences between various groups and sub-qroups of simulator
instructors. Items were grouped into clusters that
represented attitudes and perceptions related to each of
simulator exercise developaent.. briefinq. running and de-
brlefinq. cronbach's test of alpha reliability was conducted
on each cluster. This process was used to eliminate any
possible ....eaker items in each cluster thereby nprovinq the
overall reliability of the instrwD.ant and making' the tests of
significance aore meaningfuL An analysis of variance was
conducted on each cluster to further deter1lline whether
significant differences existed.
In order to deter1Dine whether any relationships existed
between the groups and Sub-groups identified in the stUdy
hypotheses, a Spear1laJl's Rho correlation matrix was created.
The null hypothesis was either accepted or rejected based on
the results of this analysis.
D••oript.ioD of ....pond.nt..
Overall, 136 responses to the questionnaire
received. Questions 1 through 23 enabled the author to compile
a descriptive profile of the respondents and the silllulator
equip.ant they operate.
Biaulator 'l'ypa 0••4
In question 1, respondents were asked to indicate the
approximate percentage of their tue spent using radar
navigation suulators, ship manoeuvring simulators or other
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types of sim.ulators. As can be seen in Table I, the 104
instructors who indicated that they operated radar navigation
sillulators spent a mean of 62\ of their tae using this type
of equip_ent. A total of 74 instructors who operated ship
manoeuvrinq silwlators did so about 45.5% of their tilDe. The
36 instructors Who operated other types of siaulators
indicated that Jot of their time was spent doing this.
From the responses, it was evident that a number of
instructors operated IIOre than one type of siaulator. Since
the focus of this study was specific to radar and navigation
siaulator and to ship manoeuvring saulator operation, further
analysis of the responses to this question was necessary to
detenalne the nWllber of instructors who operated only radar
navigation simulators, only ship aanoeuvrinq simulators or a
collbinlltion of both types of sim.ulator. The results of this
further analysis are presented in Table 2 which shows that 44
respondents operated only radar navigation simUlators, 14
operated. only ship aanoeuvring simulators and 56 operated both
types of sillulator.
U•• of S!aul.tor Bquipant
Question 2 asked. the respondents to indicate the number
of hours per week spent using a saulator for teaching and
preparation. Responses are shown in Table 3.
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'rable 1
PerCeDtaq. of 'fa. 8PeJlt Udllq Varioua S!aul.tor 'l'yp••
(Il = 131)
SiJIlulator Type
Radar/Navigation
Ship H&n~uVX'inq
10'
Percent of '1'~
2 - 100
45.47
30.08
'I'ab1. 2
22 16.18
Ihm!MIr of IDatructora Operatiaq Bacb S!auI.tor Type
(D = 131)
SiJIlulator Typa
rreq.
It&dar/lfavigation
sbip Kan~uvrin9
Both Typea
No Reapon••
..
14
5'
22
32.35
1.0.29
41.18
16.18
It can be seen that 126 instructors (92.6% of
respondents) use a simulator for teaching for an average of
15.71 hours a week. The 115 instructors who indicated that
they use a simulator for preparation purposes spend a mean
tae of 5.83 hours a week enqaqed in this activity. Such mean
tues ilaply that the ratio ot teaching to preparation is
approxiaately one hour preparation for every three hours of
teaching. It also should be noted that while 115 respondents
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spent some time using the simulator for preparation each week,
most of these (80 respondents) indicated that they spent five
hours or less per week using the simulator for this purpose.
~abl. 3
Bour. per ••ek &peat ill t'_oll!Dq &114 ill Preparation U.iD'l •
la'll_tor (a = 13')
Activity a.apon.s.nta
"res_
T.achinq' 126
Praparationl
No bapon•• 10 7.35
T••chinq
No Reapon•• 21
Prapu:ation
Hour. per week
2 - 40 15.71
I Two re.pondent. indic:at8d that they \teed .. a1laulator for t ••ching 80 and
84 hour. per _k re.pectively. TRw•• r ••pon_. _r& not lncll.ld.ad. a. it
w•• t.lt that the n~r of hOl.lJ:'& incHcated w•• unr."lIOnabla.
J ane re.pondent indicated that. ai.Jllulator w•• uead in prepar_tl.on tor 60
hOllrs per _k. Thi. r ••pon_ w_ not includ.cl: a. it wa. felt that the
n<laber of bQ\u>e indlcatltd w•• unr....ollabl••
Work -.peri_c. of J:D.t.ruotor.
Questions 3 to 6 were designed to determine each
respondent's level of mariner certification, nWllber of years
at sea prior to becoming an instructor, number of years
working as a silll.ulator instructor and whether the respondent
had been in co_and of any ship. The responses to these items
are reported. in Table 4.
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Table 4.
Karin_ QUalificat.ioD &A4 bperie.D.ce of Karin. 8iaul.ator
IDatructor. CD. = 13.)
c.rti.fieation Mean s•• Maan Inst s.~ a.
Tiae (Yr) Tt.- (Yr) Kaner
Pres. , Pr!q. "
Kaster Dn1.iait.cl 8.' '8
Mafte%" LiJaitlld 8.' 13
e-ander (lfny)
Chief Officer 11.76 10.4
Ma Respon•• 1.47
Of the five groups identified in Table 4. only Master
unlillited, Master Limited and CO_Ander (Navy) are considered
to hold a c01IJIland level certificate enabling the.. to serve as
Kaster on large ships. Those in the Chief Officer and "other"
groups, who indicated that they had served as Master, 1llay have
held minor qualifications which entitled theJll to serve as
Master on 5111al1 vessels. However, this was not readily
apparent fro1ll the data.
As can be seen froll Table 4, 84 (61.76'> of respondents
held a Master Unlbllted certificate. This group had the
highest mean sea tiae experience (16.0 years); the greatest
lIIean tiDe as instructors (8.4 years); and the highest nWDber
(58) who had served as a Master. A total of 1.7 (12.50\) of
the instructors held a Master Limited. certificate. This group
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had ill .ean of 15.7 years at sea and 8.4 years as ill simulator
instructor. Thirteen of thea bad served as Master. Only four
(2.94\) of the instructors held qualifications as COllDllander
(Navy) . The mean sea tne for this latter group was 8.5
years, while the D.ean time as an instructor was 14 years. Of
this group, three indicated that they had served as Master of
ill ship. OVerall this data supports the notion that mariners
with co.-and level certification and. experience a ship
Kaster are typical candidates for recruitment as marine
anulator instructors.
The 12 (11. 76') instructors who held certification as
Chief Officer reported ill mean sea tiae of 10.4 years and ill
lIIeAn tue as an instructor of 3 . 6 years. Of the 12
instructors in this group, two had served as Master. The
group desiqnated "other" contained 17 (12.50t) instructors.
This qroup indicated a mean of 8.2 years sea time and a mean
time as an instructor of 6.0 years. Four indicated they had
served as Master .
.a.oa4eaic Qualitioa~ioll.
While the study did not specifically establish the
precise acadeJI.ic qualifications of the respondents, Question
7 did address academic qualifications in qeneral. Table 5
shows the breakdown of such qualifications held by level of
respondent professional aariner certification. A total of 182
instructors indicated that they had soae level of post-
7'
secondaJ:Y education. So•• also indicated they had aore than
one of the listed. acadeaic qualifications. The high nUlllber of
instructors that responded as bavinq a Kaster' s deqree may be
due to confusion on the part of the respondents between a
Kaster's Certificate and a Kaster's Deqree. However, the ..ost
important factor in Table 5 relates to the fact that only
about 30t of the respondents indicated that they bold a
teaching certificate.
A further question related to academic qualifications was
included to establish whether or not the respondents were
currently enrolled in a proqrUUlle of educational studies.
Table 6 shows the breakdown of this by professional IU.riner
certitication held.
A total of 24 persons indicated that they were in the
process of obtaining one of the additional qualifications
listed in Table 6. The total number of instructors with a
teaching certificate will, according to the data, be increased
by only seven, should those enrolled be successful.
Place o~ Work
Question 9 asked respondents to indicate whether they
worked at a private institution, a public institution
(qoverlUll.ent funded) or some other type. of institution. Of the
134 responses to this item, 22 (16.4t) respondents indicated
that they worked at a private institution, 99 (73.9\)
indicated. they worked at a public institution and 13 (9.7\)
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indicated they worked at salle other type o~ institution. It
is apparent from these responses that the aajority of marine
simulators are operated in government sponsored institutions.
Instructors were also asked to indicate whether they were
certified by the qovllrnDlent of their respective countries as
marine sillulator instructors. Of the 133 responses to this
iteJI, 60 (45.H) indicated that they were certified by their
government, while 73 (54. g'J indicated that they were not
certified. This is an indication that lIany national
governments have already bequn to put Boa. eJIlphaai. on the
qualification and training of .arine siID.ulator instructors.
Those who responded positively to the certification
question were asked to describe the sequence of requirements
necessary for them to actually becolle certified. The
resulting responses were cateqorized as shown in Table 1. As
can be seen, the hirinq of instructors is most often based on
professional mariner certification, sea time accumulation and
teachinq simulator courses under the supervision of a
previously approved simulator instructor. It is rare that
completion of teacher training is a requirement.
It is possible that institutions with sillulator
facilities lIay have internal requirement. for teacher
training. However, as can be seen in Tables 5 and 6, ma.ny
instructors do not have teacher training qualifications and
are not actively engaqed in obtaining them. It is evident
7.
that the majority of siaulator instructors are recruited
directly from industry and are trained within a loosely
structured lIlentorinq syste-.. after which, they qain experience
on-the-job while delivering' simulator courses.
Requir..-ta ••c •••ary to ••GOa. Certif"i..s ... &II J::D.struotor
(:D = 131)
Obtain acceptable qualification•.
Teach or •••1at in t ...chirI.9 the eour•••
Obtain ••• tt-/~ri.ne. requlr_nta
Observe cour•• I cour••• for which approval i •
• ought or take CO\lr_ •• student.
Attend cour•• in ai.lllNlat:or operation.
Get approval from appropriate authority
Mtaet requiI_nte (not epeeLf1ed) of approving
body
Obtain t ••c:hinq certificate or equivalent.
AC:CWlNlate t ••c:hinq .xpIIriance.
Include in other qualification held.
M••t requl.r_nta of ai.aNlator facility I .chool.
b_lned I int.rvl~ by appropriate autbority.
Fc.q.
5.1
4.4
2.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
64.7
Rwmill9 8iaul.tor berai••
Questions 11 to 14 asked respondents to indicate what
they felt was the optiaum. running- tia~ of a suulator exercise
and the average tiDe spent on briefing, de-briefing and
developing a typical suulator exercise. The term Ittypicallt
80
was deliberately not defined. since it was felt the responses
would not reflect the true opinions of respondents if any
parameters were set by the researcher.
'ral:tle.
CpU... aUlUlillCj 'l'iae ot • 'rypical .aul.tor baret.. &JI4 the
'1'iae Spellt ~ l"Zl8tructor. for BrhtuCJ, o.-brietiDq ....4
o..alol*_" of • 'l'7Pioal ataulator beret••
Activity
Running-
Briefing'
De-briefing
Dev.lopinq
128
134
94.12
98.53
10-JOO
23.05
Table 8 reveals that instructors consider the opti.W11
runninq time lor a simulator exercise to be just over one
hour, as indicated by the lIean tae of 63.38 minutes.
Instructors spend an average of 17.57 minutes briefinq before
a simulator exercise and an average of 23.05 lIinutes de-
briefing at the cOD.pIetien of the exercise. On average, the
developaent of a one hour simulator exercise requires 143.10
minutes.
It should be noted that simUlator exercise. can ranqe
fro. saple collision avoidance requirinq as little as 10
minutes to complete to coapl.x naviqation exercises requirinq
several hours to coaplete. The developaent tae required for
81
simulator exercises will be directly related to the cOllplexity
of the exercise. This accounts for the wide range of
responses for exercise running time and exercise developaent
time.
Siaul.tor ~ipaellt Char.oteri.tic.
Que.tion 15 on the questionnaire asked respondents to
indicate the nu:aber of ship cubicles that were included with
their simulator. Note, cubicles are the co_only accepted
terJI for the saulated bridges whicb fo~ a part of marine
si.ulators. While there aay be exceptions, radar navigation
simulators usually have .ultiple cubicles however. ship
manoeuvring siaulators usually have only one cubicle. The
nuaber of cubicles reported ranged froll 1 to 25. A total of
21 respondents (15.44\) indicated that their simulator had
only one cubicle. The majority of respondents (63.24t)
indicated that their simulator had two, three or four
cubicles.
Question 16 was included to deteraine the age of the
simulator equip.ent currently in use. Table 9 sWII!Ilarizlils the
results. The data support the notion that si.lllulator use in
marine education has rapidly increased in recent years.
Although. it is unknown whether the 52 suulators between one
and three years of age were replacements of older simulators
or if new installations, it is clear that considerable
resources have been put into siaulation equipment very
·2
recently.
In order to determine the purposes for which simulator
equlpJlent was beinq used, respondents were asked to indicate
in question 17 whether their simulator was used as a radar
naviqation simulator, II ship manoeuvring simulator or tor some
other purpose. The respondents were not provided with
definitions of what constituted either type of simulator.
'rule'
a!au.lator .....ipaut &9-
(Il = 13')
Aqe of Simulator
1 - 3 year.
• - 6 year.
7 - 9 year.
10 ywara or IDOr.
Ko Reapons.
Frequency'
13.24
I Tb. frequenci•• repr•••nt the nwaber of institute. rath8r than the n~r
of respondent••
In total, 121 (88.9') respondents indicated that their
simulator was used as a radar navigation simulator, 79 (58. It>
reported that their simulator was used as a ship manoeuvring
simulator and 32 (23.5') indicated that their simulator was
used for other types of training. Other uses reported
included AutoJlatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA) simUlation,
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Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) simulation and Global Marine
Distress and Safety System I Co_unicationa training.
The extent to which visual systems were employed on the
marine simulator equip.eDt used by respondents was determined.
Those who responded positively to this question were asked to
indicate the nWllber of cubicles that were equipped. with such
systems. A total ot" 68 {50'1 respondents indicated that their
simulator had visual displays in at least one cubicle. The
nWllber of cubicles having visuals ranged fro. 1 to 25, with 26
facilities reporting IDultiple cubicles with visual systems.
OVerall, a total of 162 cubicles having visual systems were
reported. This indicates that 32' of simulator cubicles are
equipped with a visual ayata. It should be noted, however,
that 37 of these cubicles were reported at two faci~ities. It
is also possible that these facilities may have included
desktop siIllulators in the totaL
In an effort to further evaluate the capability of
simulator equipment in current use, the respondents were asked
to indicate if their simulators were fitted with selected
systeas. These selected systelllS included motion systems that
reproduce ship motions in the sea, sound systems that
reproduce sounds such as wind and ship whistles, Automatic
Radar Plotting Aids that track other ships, Electronic Chart
Display and. Inforaation SysteJlB that are used in navigation
and siJrulator exercise record and playback systems. Responses
84
to this question are shown in Table 10.
T~l. 10
1hm!I~ of' ••lected lIyat... XIl.talled all llariD. S!au.lator.(. = 13t)
I Th. high nWllber ot ..otion syst_. reported doe. not coincide with the
nUlllber of .otion .yet_. known to lU:i.t. There _y have been .~
confusion on the part ot .~ rtIspondent••• to the type of lIlOtion eyet_
they _re being' ••ked to indicate.
Question 20 was included. to deteraine the extent to which
respondents wished to upgrade or add to the systems available
on their simulator equipllent. Table 11 contains the responses
to this question. Most would like to add a number of systems
to their existing sillulator inclUding a visual system, an
Electronic Chart and Information Display system (EeDIS) and a
sound system.. Visual systm.s, sound systems, ARPA systems and
ship )lathematical models were a.ong the highest priority tor
upgrades.
Respondents were also asked to indicate if their
ozqanization had any plans to upqrade their simulator or
purchase a new sillulator. A total of 80 (58.8\:) respondents
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'fable 11
.yet... 'l'hat IIl.tractor. Would LUte to Upqrade or Add to
biat:iDq siauI.t.or :IIlIIUllat:lou
(D. = 1345)
Sy.t_ Add opgJ:ade No Re.pon••
rrlKJo rr!q. P'J:!Ci.
33.09 36.76
KotLoR 16.91 12 8.83 74.26
22.79 31 22.79 54.U
6.62 24.26 ..5. 36.76
Navigation
02 60.29In.t~ftt.
Sbip Math
........ 24 17.65 28.68
Record
'1 66.91/Playback
8.09 3.68 88.24
indicated that their organizations had plans to upqrade
simulator equipment within the next two years, while 53 (39\)
indicated that their organizations had plans to purchase new
simulators within the sallie time frame. This supports a
planned growth in simulator use.
Question 23 asked respondents to indicate whether their
organization had the services of a full-ti.. technician to
maintain and trouble shoot the simulator equipment. A total
of 73 (53. 7t) respondents indicated that their orqanization
had full-time teChnicians on ataff. This.ay be an indication
8.
of the increasing level of teChnology being ...played in the
field of -arine saulaticn and the resultant need for support
services.
'rile JlariD.. siaulator I_tructor
Based. on the data collected in this research, a marine
saulator instructor can be described. in general terms, as
being a mariner who holds a cOllDlland level certificate of
competency and who has probably bean in command of at least
one ship. This person served at sea for approximately 15
years before becoming a simulator instructor for approx:iDa.tely
eight years. The instructor has likely completed SODle
additional acadeaic stUdies, however, it is unlikely that
current aaadeale upqradinq is taking place. The instructor
may have completed a proqrCUlJle of teacher training, however,
if such a prOC)raJllJll.e has not already been completed, it is
unlikely that the instructor is enrolled in a teacher training
progralllJlle.
Instructors will most likely work with simulator
equipment that is less than three years old or more than 10
years old. In general, the simulator equipment contains
similar features, and similar upqrades and additions are
required. The instructor will use the simulator equipment for
approxi1lla.tely 22 hours a week, 16 of which are teaching and
the reaainder for preparation. A typical instructor will
spend 17 minutes briefing before an exercise, 60 lllinutes
.7
running the exercise and 23 minutes de-brief inq after
cOlDpletion of the exercise. Developaent o:f a 60 ainute
exercise will take approxmately 140 minutes to ca.plete.
aa
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The analysis of the data collected for the study is
reported in this chapter. Tables consisting of descriptive
statistics for each of the bypothesis are included. F values,
which indicate the deqree to which the relationships are
statistically siqnificant are also included. Additional
statistical analyses were undertaken as required and are
included in this chapter as appropriate. A siqnificance level
of . 05 was considered acceptable tor testinq each hypothesis.
A total of 518 questionnaires were distributed to
siaul.tor facilities in 64 countries. A total of 136
responses were received representing 35 countries. The author
attempted to identify and include as many simulator facilities
as possible therefore S01lle countries had a number ot
facilities identified while others had as few as one facility
identified.
rt should be noted that very little literature related to
attitudes and perceptions of lIarine simulator instructors
exists. The lack of literature makes this study, in effect,
unique and it can therefore be considered exploratory.
Respondents were qiven four choices on each of the attitude
items on the questionnaire. The choices were strongly Agree,
Agree, Disagree and Stronqly Disagree. For analysis purposes,
••
each choice vas •••iqned a value as tollows; Strongly Agree
el}, A9ree (2). Disaqree (3) and Stronqly Disagree (4).
~••t of KJpot.h••h 1
Hypothesis 1: There are no differences in the general
perceptions of saulator use for training: Ca) between
instructors who operate only radar st.-ulators, those who
operate only ship aanoeuvrinq saul.tors and who operate both
types of si.ulator; (b) between instructors who hold. Kaster
Unlimited certificate of competency and those who hold other
qualification.; (c) between instructors who have served as
Master on a ship and those who have not served as Master on a
ship; (d) between instructors who hold. teaching certificate
and those wbo do not hold. teaching cartiticat.; ee> between
instructors who are cartitied as ••arin. siaulator instructor
by their country and those who are not certified by the
goverrme.nt ot their country; et) between instructors who use
sbulator equip.-.nt that has a visual systea and those who
work on saulator equipaent that does not have a visual
systea; and (g) between instructors who work at privately
tunded facilities and those who work at publicly funded
facilities.
In order to address this hypothesis, 14 items were
individually analyzed and reported tor each of the above
variables (••• Tabl•• 12 to 18) using ••ans and the analysis
ot variance procedure. Although these it... did not fit into
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a single construct, it was felt that they would each
individually contribute to the overall validity of the thesis.
Table 12 contains the 14 items related to the general
perceptions of instructors toward sUlulator training. An
analysis of variance was completed for each item. The means in
colU1lll\s 3. 4 and 5 indicate that the instructors in all three
groups (radar navigation saulators, ship manoeuvring
silaulators and both types of simulator) reacted positively to
9 of the statements, "eqativ.ly to 2 of the statements and had
a mixed. reaction to the remaining 3 statements.
Instructors who operated only radar navigation simulators
had a tendency to disagree more strongly with the statement
that trainees do not expect simulator training to be realistic
as compared to the real world. Instructors who operated only
ship :aanoeuvrinq silllulators significantly disagreed (p.Ol)
with the stateaent that radar naviqation simulators were
really ship aanoeuvrinq simulators without the visual scene.
Instructors who operated only radar naviqation siJll.ulators
significantly disaqreed (p-.02) that a trainee JIl.ust 1Ilake
siatakes in order to learn froa a simulator exercise while the
other two groups aqreed with thia statement. Instructors who
operated both types of simulator significantly agreed (P-.03)
with the atatUlent that instructors who understand technical
aspects of the simulator are aore effective than those who do
not understand technical aspects.
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Caltulns 6 and 7 in Table 12 indicated that the three
groups had significantly different reactions to only 3 of the
14 ita.. as mentioned above. The null hypothesis 1 (part a)
was therefore accepted and. it was concluded that, overall,
differences between these three groups of instructors with
respect to general perceptions ot sim.ulator use for training
were not significant.
Table 13 contains the 14 it.ms related to the general
perceptions of instructors toward simulator training. An
analysis of variance was completed for each iteJII. The means in
COlWllnS 3 and 4 indicate that the instructors in both groups
(Master Unlimited qualification and other qualification)
reacted positively to 11 of the statements, negatively to 2 of
the stateaents and had a mixed. reaction to the remaining
statement.
Instructors who be1d a Master Un1imited qualification had
II. tendency to aqree ..ore stronq1y that trainees qenera11y
accept si.ulator traininq as being representative of the real
world. Instructors wbo beld a Master Unlimited qualification
significantly aqreed (p-.04) with the statement that
instructors who have been in cOllDland of a sbip wi11 make more
effective use of a ..rine saulator. Instructors who beld
other qualifications siqnificantlY aqreed (p:.04) with the
statelM!nt that radar and naviqation siaulators were really
ship simulators without the visual scene.
Table 13
atUtude. alld ,era.pUoa. ot ..ri•••iauhtor I ••tnaatan fto Bold a ...t.r Ualiait_
C.rtificate ot CClllpetaaoy alld 1'bo•• no Bold otb.r QQalitioaUa•• Toward .iaulator
1'raiDiaq ill GaDeral
It.. MIlan.
Ka.t.r Oth.r . 8i9 r
... A _rin••1.Mulator .hould be u.~ prLaarlly to 2.45 2.29 1.31 ...
practice .kUla "hich have been ac:quir~ .la_h.r•.
as. In.tructon "Ul _ke MOr••U.ctiv. u.. of .iJllulator. 1.95 2.30 4.22
.0'in ..rine education if they have been in cc.aand of a
ahip.
27, Train_. lJen.rally acc.pt .1.Mulatcr trainin9 aa b.in9 1.95 2.16 3.53 ,0.
r.pr.a.ntativ. or the r.al \rfOrld.
31. Train_. do not ••pect .iJnulator trainin9 to be 3.06 2.88 2.36 .13
r.aliatic aa COMpared to the r.al world.
", In order to l.arn fl'<* a a!aulator •••rci... traineea 2.41 2.41 0.19
.,.t _ke .i.t.k••.
", 81aulator in.truetor. "ho und.ratand the t.chnical 2.05 2.00 0.12
aapecta of the aiJllulator ar. AlOr••ff.ctive than
inatructor. who do not und.r.tand the t.ehnieal
a.peeta.
,.. Radar and navi9atlon a!Jnlllaton ar. r.ally ahip 2.34 2.09 4.29
.0'
aiJIIIIlatora withollt a viallal .ean•.
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COIWlUlS 5 and 6 in Table 13 indicated that the two groups
had siqnificantly different reactions to only 2 of the 14
items as .entioned above. The null hypothesis 1 (part b) was
therefore accepted and it was concluded that, overall,
differences between these two groups of instructors with
respect to general perceptions of simulator use for training
were not slqnificant.
Table 14 contains the 14 items related to the general
perceptions of instructors toward si.ulator training. An
analysis of variance was completed tor each item.. The means in
columls 3 and -4 indicate that the instructors in both groups
(have served as Master Ilnd have not served as Master) reacted
positively to 11 of the statUients. negativelY to 2 of the
stat8lll.ents and had a mixed reaction to the remaining
state.ant.
Instructors who had not served as Kaster had a tendency
to agree .ore strongly with the stateJllent that simulation
requires that instructors use specialized teaching techniques
not used in other areas of education. Instructors who had
served as Kaster siqnificantly agreed (p.OO) that instructors
who have been in colllllland of II. ship will 1Iake .ore effective
use of simulators in lIarine education.
Col\DlJlB 5 and 6 in Table 14 indicated that the two groups
had significantly different reactions to only 1 of the 14
items as mentioned above. The null hypothesis 1 (part c) was
'l'abl. 14
attit\l4•• aad ••ra.ptioD. of KariD••i.ul.tar IDetruotor. no .... aDd .... Mot ••r ....
•• ...ter oa • Ihip 'l'oward 11aulator 'l'raill1Dg b hanal
~ P 8i7 ,
24. A _rine aiJINlator ahould be ua~ primarily to 2.41 2.36 0.11
practica akJ.lla whioh hava tJ.an acquirad ala_hara.
2S. Inatructora will _ka lDOra .ttactiv. ua. ot aimulatora 1.77 2.54 24.52
in _rine aducation it ttlay have be.n in e~nd ot a
.hip.
21. Train_a g.nerally aeeapt aialllator training a. baing 1.96 2.13 2.31 .13
rapr._ntativ. ot the r••l world.
>l. Train... do not .xpeot a1Jnulator training to ba 3.03 2.94 0.48 .49
r.alhtie aa eOlllparad to the raal world.
32. In orliar to 1••rn trc. a .~l.tor ••areia., train... 2.41 2.40 0.32 .51
.....t ..ka aiatak.a.
35. 81.alulator inatruotor. who undaratand the t.chnieal 2.06 1.95 0.15 .J9
aapeeta ot tha alll'lulator ara IlClr••ttaetiv. than
in.truetora who do not \lndantaml the taehnleal
a.peeta.
".
Radar and navigation aJJNlaton ara r.aUy .hip 2.25 2.22 0.05 .82
.1lllulator. without a viaual acana.
The \l•• ot .illulation tor tralnin9 in the _rin. 2.24 2.30 0.16 ...
induatry 1. tar behind the U8Il ot a1Jllulation tor
trainlnq ln oth.r induatr1••.
~
~
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therefore accepted and it vas concluded. that, overall,
differences between these tvo qroups of instructors with
respect to general parceptions of siaulator use for training
were not siqnifica.nt.
Table 15 contains the 14 it... related to the general
perceptions of instructors toward slaulator training. An
analysis of variance vas coapleted. tor eacb lte.. The aeans in
coluwma 3 and .. indicate that the instructors in both groups
(teaching certificate and no ta.chinq certificate) reacted
positively to 12 ot the statements and negatively to the
rem-aining 2 stateaents.
Instructors who hold a teachinq certificate had a
tendency to aqreed. acre strongly with the state.ent that a
.iaulator should be used praarily to practice skills which
have been acquired. elsewhere. This qroup •.150 had a tendency
to agree acre strongly with the stateaent that aarine
shulator instructors aust be able to trouble shoot and
correct siaulator prohl.... in order to .1n1a1ze course
disruptions.
Instructor. who do not hold a teaching certiticate
significantlyaqreed (p-.OO) with the atat_ent that traine••
generally accept lIi.ulator training as being representative ot
the real world. Instructors who hold a teaching certiticate
significantly agreed. (p-.04) with the stateaent that
instructors who underatand the technical aspects ot a
'l'abh 15
a.ttitude.... perception. ot ..riae liaubtor I ••tructon fto Bol. a.4 Do IIot Bo14 •
".acbi89 certiticat. "0.aI'4 liaulatol' 'l'rai.bq b h.erel
"..
24.
>S.
31.
n.
".
".
31.
~ , 819"
A _rine s1Jaul.tor .hould be u.ed prJ.aadly to 2.20 2.46 J.15
practic••kilh which h..... baan acquired .la_her••
Instructors will _kIi acr••U.cU..... us. of dlllUlators 2.00 'I.ll 0.31 .54
in _rifloll education if th.y h..... baan in COIIIIand of •
• hip.
Tr.i,.... ;eMlr.lly acc.pt sJ.eulator training •• being 2.26 1.94 8.30 .00
r.pr.s.nt.tiy. of the r ••l world.
Tr.i.,... do not .xpect s1lllulator training to be 2.93 3.01 0.45 .51
r.ali.tic •• cOllIp.r.d to the raal world.
In ord.r to laarn frCllll ••J.aul.tor ax.roi•• , tr.in_. 2.46 2.43 0.05 .a,
MU.t _0 llIJ.at.ka••
Sillul.tor in.tructor. who uncltirstand tha technical 1.80 2.11 4.50
.0'
.spacts of the aUlul.tor .r. acr. aU.cth. th.n
instructor. who do not undaratand the t.chnical
.apacta.
Rad.r .nd n....ig.tion sillUl.tor••r. r.ally ahip 2.20 2.:n 0.31 .58
siJllul.tor. without ....iau.l .c.na.
Th. 101_ of a1Aulation for train in; in the lllarJ.ne 2.23 2.28 0.10 .15
induatry ia far behind the 101 •• of ainlul.Uon for
tr.ininQ in oth.r induatri.a.
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simulator will be Illore effective than those who do not
understand the technical aspects. This Baae group also
significantly agreed (p=.05) with the statement that
simulation requires that instructors use specialized teaching
techniques that are not used in other areas of education.
Colmans 5 and 6 in Table 15 indicated that the two groups
had siqnificantly different reactions to only 3 of the 14
ItQlllS as aentionad. above. The null hypothesia 1 (part d) was
therefore accepted and it was concluded that, overall,
differences between these two qroups of instructors with
respect to general perceptions of simulator use for training
were not significant.
Table 16 contains the 14 items related to the general
perceptions of instructors toward silllulator training. An
analysis of variance was completed for each itBJII.. The lIleans in
columns J and 4 indicate that the instructors in both groups
(certified as siaulator instructors and not certified as
simulator instructors) reacted positively to 10 of the
statements, negatively to 2 stateJIents and had a m.ixed
reaction to the 2 reaaininq stateaents.
Instructors who are goverruaent certified had a tendency
to agree .ore strongly with the statement that radar and
naviqation saulators are really ship simulators without a
visual scene. Instructors who are qovernJlent certified
significantly agreed (p-.Ol) with the statuent that a marine
Table 16
A~ti~\h1e. aad .ero.p~ioa. of "ri.e llaulator Jaatruotor. no Are aa4 Are JIot certified.
.y tbe CIOv.r.eat of 'l'beir COUDtry "nar4 llaulator orrahiD9 ia OeDeral
"..
,. r Ii, r
... A _rine _iaulator _hould btl u_ed prt...rlly to 2.18 2.U 6.'" ..,
practic. _kllh whioh have be_n acquired _h_har_.
... In_tructor_ will _kao lIlOre aU_ctiv_ u__ or _iaulator_ 2.05 2.13 0.20 ...
in _rine education it thlly hav_ bNn in c~nd of a
_hip.
".
Train__ jenerally accept .1mu.1ator training aa btllJ\j 2.08 2.00 0.57 ...
repre..ntative of the real world.
31. Train_. do not e.~et dlllulator trainin, to be 2.81 ].14 8.22 ...
r.alhtic a. cOCIlpar.d to the r.al world.
... In order to l.arn rrGel a a1alu.lator •••rei_., train__ 2.41 2.46 0.06 .01
auat _kao IlLatake••
3S. SiJIlulator inatruetor. who underatanc.t the t.chnical 2.00 2.03 0.0• ...
aa~cta of the aiJftulator ar. IIOr••ffective than
in.tructora who do not uncl.ratancl the t.chnical
a.pecte.
... Radar and na.. igation aillulator. ar. r.ally .hip 2.14 2.]. 2.86 ...
.t.ulatora wLthOllt a viaual acen•.
37. Th. ua. of .iJllu,lation for training in the _rin. 2.30 2.22 0.35 .55
indu.try 1& hr behind the u•• of .iJlNlation for
trainin; in othar indu.tr i •••
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siaulator should be used. priaarily to practice skills which
have been acquired elsewhere. This qroup &1S0 siqnificantly
disaqreed Cpo-.OO) with the atataaent that trainees do not
expect sau1ator traininq to be realistic as coapared to the
real world.
Instructors who not qovernaent certitled
siqnificantlyaqreed (P"".Ol) with the stateaent that saul.tor
training can replace .uch of the lOon the job" training whic:b
• -.riner is currently required to do.
Coluans 5 and 6 in Table 16 indicated that the two groups
had siqnificantly different reactions to 3 of the 14 items as
mentioned above. The null hypothesis 1 (part e) was therefore
accepted and it va. concluded that, overall, differences
between these two groups of instructor. with respect to
general perceptions of saulator us. for training were not
siqniticant.
Table 17 contains the 14 itea- related to the qeneral
perceptions of instr\l.ctors toward siaulator training. An
analysis of variance was co.pleted for each itea. The aeana in
coluans J and 4 indiCate that the instructors in both groups
(work with visual ay.teas and do not work with visual syete.e)
reacted positively to 11 of the statements, negatively to 2
state1llents and had a mixed. reaction to the reJllaining
stateaent.
Instructor. who do not work with ill visual. syste..
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siqnificantlyagreed (p.OO) with the statement that radar and
navigation siaulators are really ship simulators without a
visual scene.
CoIUllI1ls 5 and 6 in Table 17 indicated that the two groups
had siqnificantly different reactions to only 1 of the 14
items as .entioned above. The null hypothesis 1 (part f) was
therefore accepted and it was concluded that, overall,
differences between these two groups of instructors with
respect to general perceptions of simulator use. for training
were not significant.
Table 18 contains the 14 items related to the general
perceptions of instructors toward simUlator training. An
analysis of variance was completed. for each item. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that the instructors of both groups
(oployed at public siAulator facilities and employed at
private simulator facilities) reacted. positively to 10 of the
statements, neqatively to 2 state.ents and had a mixed
reaction to the remaininq 2 statements.
Instructors who are employed at private facilities had a
tendency to disaqreed more stronqly with the state.ent that
trainees do not expect simulator training to be realistic as
c01llpared to the real world. This qroup also had a tendency to
aqreed with the stateJIent that, in order to learn frOID a
sUlulator exercise, trainees aust llli!lke aistakes while those
instructors who were employed at a public facility disagreed
TalIl. 18
attitud•• aed '.ro.ptloa. of bda. li.ulator Ie_tRotor. Do are "'loyad at 'ri.at.
a.d Publio Ibulator .aoiliti•• Toward li.ulator Traiaia9 ia O.e.ral
)leana
Public Privata e 819 ,.
... Aurin••Ululator ahou.ld be u.aed prlJurlly to 2.42 2.]) 0.19 ...
practice .kill. which have be4in acquired eh_here.
... Inatructora will _ke .are eff.cthe ~ae ot a1fMllatora 2.23 2.02 0.90
."in urine edu.cation it they have been in COll'lUnd of a
ahip.
". Train_a generally accept at-~lator training aa beingrepre.entatiye ot the real \oI'Orld.
31. Train__ do not expect aUlulator trainil\9' to be 2.76 3.05 3.44 ••7
re.li.tic a. cOlllp«red to the r.al \oI'Orld.
32. In order to l.arn trOll a ailllulator e.eroi•• , trdn... 2.75 2.41 3.66 ...
lIlU.t _ke ..i.take••
". 81.a11ator inatr~ctora who ~nderatand the technical 2.00 2.02 0.01 .Il
••pact. ot the .iaI~lator are IIOre eftective than
in.truotor. who do not ~nderatand the technical
a.paeta.
JO. .adar and naviqation .illu.latora are really .hip 2.27 2.23 0.06 ...
• 1.Jaulatora witho\lt a via~.l aeene.
37. The u..e of dllll~lation tor trainin; in the Illarin. 1.95 2.35 5.00 .OJ
ind~atry La far behind the ~a. of ail'llu.lation for
training in other ind~.triea.
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with the statellent. Instructors who a.re employed at private
facilities bad ill tendency to disagreed aore strongly with the
statement that marine simulator instructors must be able to
trouble shoot and correct simulator problems in order to
minimize course disruptions.
Instructors who were employed at public facilities
siqnificantly agreed (p-.03) with the statement that the use
of simulation for training in the .arine industry is far
behind the use of simulation tor traininq in other industries.
COl\UU18 5 and 6 in Table 18 indicated that the two groups
had significantly different reactions to only 1 of the 14
items as mentioned above. The null hypothesis 1 (part q) WillS
therefore accepted and it was concluded that, overall,
differences between these two groups of instructors with
respect to general perceptions of suulator use for training
were not significant.
T••t of Kypoth••i_ 2
Hypothesis 2: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who operate only radar
simulators, those who operate only ship manoeuvring simulators
and those who operate both types of sillulator.
In order to address this hypotheais, four clusters of
questions were developed and analyzed. The clusters dealt
with si.ulator exercise development (cluster A), simulator
exercise briefing (cluster B), si.ulator exercise running
112
(cluster C) and sauletor exercise de-briefinq (cluster D).
Each of the four groups was investigated separately.
Cluat.ar 1
Cluster A concerned simulator exercise develop.ent.
Table 19 contains a correlation matrix of the nine items in
this cluster. The correlation coefficients, .eans and
standard deviations are contained in this table. The overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of 0.737 for these
iteas was considered acceptable for this exploratory
research. All nine it8llls were used to investigate exercise
development.
An analysis of variance was completed tor each ite.a, the
results of which are contained in Table 20. The aeans in
COlwan8 3, 4 and 5 indicate that instructors in all three
qroups reacted positively to all items with the exception of
a slightly neqative reaction to one ito (concerning- trainee
performance evaluation) by instructors who operated only ship
manoeuvring simulators. Instructors who operated both types
of si.ulator had the laOst positive reaction to four items.
Instructors who operated only ship manoeuvring- saulators bad
the most positive reaction to three items wbile those Who
operated only radar navigation simulators reacted most
positively to two iteJIs.
Instructors who worked with only ship manoeuvring
simulators had a slight tendency to disagree with the
113
stateaent that it vas easy to evaluate trainee performance
during a saulator exercise while the other two groups had It
tendency to agree with the stateaent.
Columns 6 and 7 in Table 20 indicated that the three
groups did not have siqnificantly different reactions to any
of the nine iteas.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster A was
co.pleted.. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 21.. This analysis indicated no significant difference
between the three qroups. This section of the null hypothesis
was therefore accepted and it was concluded that radar and
navigation suulator instructors, ship manoeuvrinq simUlator
instructors and instructors who use both types of simulator
had similar attitudes and perceptions toward SilDUlator
exercise development.
Clust.r B
Cluster B concerned simulator exercise briefing. Table
22 contains a correlation aatrix of the 11 items in this
cluster. The correlation coefficients, means and standard
deviations are contained in this table. The overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of 0.632 for these
items was considered acceptable for this exploratory research.
All 11 items were used to investigate exercise briefing.
An analysis of variance was completed for each itea, the
results of which are contained in Table 23. The means in
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Table 20
Attitude. aJl4 .eroeptioa. ot ..riae Biaulator I.atruotora no Operate .ither Radar
liaulator., Ihip Kaaoeuvria'l liaul.tor. or Botb 'l'ype. ot Biaul.tor 'l'ow.r4 liaul.tor
..erobe Developa.at
It_
Rad Ship Both r SJ.g r
2.11 2.60 2.16 2.20.11
2.00 2.00 1.81
51. It i ••a.y to evaluate trainee ~rtotl\l&nce durLng a
aimulator e.erci••.
52. ."aluation ot .iJIlulator ••ercia•• ia b.at achiav.d
through a llIixtur. ot subj.ctiv. and objective
e"aluation t.chniqu••.
53. Marine .imulator in.tructora ha". a good. und.ratanding 2.10 2.40 2.25
of e"aluation technique•.
Th. tirat at.p in good. e••rche de".lopMlnt h tor the
inatructor to cl.arly d.Une the obj.ctiva of the
e.erciae.
Good e.erei.e developllMlnt h the lllOat ialportant ~rt
ot aimulator training.
60. Karin. eill\ulator e ••rehe d.v.loplllilnt include. 1.10 1.41 1.14
validation and ta.ting of all .a~cta ot the a.ercia•.
61. Iimllator •••reia•• ahould be eon.ht.nt with the 1.64 1.11 1.68
e.ereha objective.
63. It ia important that the inatruetor dev.lop a Hat ot 1.96 2.00 1.91
....nti.l taeke that the tr.in_ IIIU.t ~rform during a
.1IlIu1ator a.ereia•.
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columns 3, 4 and 5 indicate that all three groups of
instructors reacted. neqatively to four ot the i teas and
positively to six of the items. The remaining it8lll produced
a slightly negative reaction froll instructors who operated
only Ship .anoeuvrinq silllulators while the other two groups
had a positive reaction to this iteJII.
Instructors who operated only ship manoeuvring sUaulators
had a tendency to disagree IlOre strong-IY with the statement
that a briefing process is not necessary for most marine
simulator exercises. This group also had a tendency to agree
more stronqly with the statement that exercise briefings
usually include sufficient time for the trainees to prepare a
passage plan for the siaulator exercise.
COlumlS 6 and 7 in Table 23 indicated that the three
groups had significantly different reactions to only one of
the 11 iteaa. Ship manoeuvrinq silll.ulator instructors did not
aqree (IF.05) as stronqly a8 the other two qroups with the
stateJll.ent that simulator exercise brie!inq should provide
additional instruction, as necessary, to strengthen any areas
of weakness that the trainees .ay have.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster B was
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 24. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
difference between the three groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was therefore accepted and it was concluded that
118
radar and navigation saulator instructors, ship manoeuvring
siJIulator instructors and instructors who use both types of
simulator had si_llar attitudes and perceptions toward
siJaulator exercise briefing.
Clu.tar c
Cluster C concerned simulator exercise running. Table 25
contains i!l correlation aatrix of the 12 It8lll.s in this cluster.
The correlation coefficienta, ...ans and standard deviations
are contained in this table. The overall Chronbach's alpha
reliability coefficient of 0.614 for these itells was
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 12
itelaS were used to investigate exercise running.
An analysis of variance was completed for each itell, the
results of which are contained in Table 26. The means in
columns 3. 4 and 5 indicate that all three qroups of
instructors reacted negatively to four of the items and
positively to the eight reJllaininq itUlS.
Instructors who operated only ship manoeuvring simulators
had a tendency to disagree more strongly than the other two
groups with the statement that simulators were most effective
where large groups of trainees were involved.
CollBlns 6 and 7 in Table 26 indicated that the three
groups had significantly different reactions to only one of
the 12 items.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster C was
n9
Tabh 23
Attitude. aDd .ero.ptioll. at "rill••iaulator I ••truator. Wbo Op.rat••ith.r "dar
liJnll.tor., Ship ".o.uYrill9 .iaul.tor. or both tflMl. of .laul.tor Toward llaul.tor
beroi•• Briefillg
,,,.
Rad 8hip lot' r Sip r
... A tralnee .ho\Ild be phen only the .1nau. lUllOunt of 2.66 2.88 2.91 2.16 .12
information n.e••••ry to ea.pl.t. the llaul.tor .x.rcill.
70. A brilflng procI.1 11 not nlcliliry for .cIt _rinl liMulltor 3.15 3.47 3.37 2.14 .07
IXlreilll.
71. Thl IIIIOlt Ittlct1"1 wlY to brLlt I 1111lulltor IXlre111 il wLth 2.332.572.23 1.115 .16
or.l 1nltrL.lctlon.
72. IXlrel_ brllflft9 rlq\lLrl1 elrltlll prlplration by thl 1.87 2.00 1.H 1.':15
.'0
lnltructor.
73. IXlrel_ brllflngl UIUIUy Inellldl luUlcllnt tl.l for thl 2.17 1.81 1.95 2.92 .0.
trlin_. to prl~rl I pllll,... plln tor thl ILaulltor
IXlrcill.
". Durlng thl brllflft9. the Lnltnactor lhould rl"l_ III 2.00 2.19 1.95 1.02rlll••nt Lntor--.tLon nAilllllry far the Iuceiliful eOlllplltLan
of thl liJllIIl.tar IXlreLII.
81a1ul.tar 1.lrc1l1 brLlflng Ihauld prov1d1 Idd1t1an.l LIS 2.24 1.892.99 .OS
lnltructlon, •• niceiliry. to .trlnvthln .ny Irl•• of
wealul••• thlt t.he t.rain••• may hav•.
81111ul.tor IXlrel.1 bl;llflnVI .hould be condllctld in • f011ll.1 2.36 2.40 2.47 0.50 ..,
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completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 27. The analysis of variance indicated no siqnificant
difference between the three groups. This section of the null
hypothesis vas therefore accepted and it was concluded that
radar and navigation simulator instructors, ship manoeuvring
simulator instructors and instructors who use both types of
silllulator had sailar attitudes and perceptions toward
simulator exercise running.
Cluster J)
Cluster D concerned sill.ulator exercise de-briefing_
Tabla 28 contains a correlation matrix of the 13 itUlS in this
cluster. The correlation coefficients, means and standard
deviations are contained in this table. The overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of 0.650 for these
itEllllS was considered. acceptable for this exploratory research.
All 13 iteas on the questionnaire were used to investigate
exercise de-briefing.
An analysis of variance was cOllpleted for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 29. The means in
colUJlUls 3, 4 and 5 indicate that all three groups of
instructors reacted positively to nine at the ite»s and
negatively to the remaining five items.
Instructors who operated both types of simulator had a
tendency to agree more strongly than the other two groups with
the statement that the debrief should start with a review of
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the posttive aspects of trainee performance.
Columns 6 and 7 in Table 29 indicated. that the three
groups had siqnificantly different reactions to four of the 13
items. Radar navigation simulator instructors disagreed to a
lesser extent (p=.02) than the other two groups that only the
trainee in a lead role will gain experience and knowledgei and
did not agree to the same extent as other instructors (p-.05)
that trainees should help each other during simulator courses.
The ship .anoeuvrinq saulator instructors disagreed
significantly more (p-.03) than radar simulator instructors
that the debrief session ia a good time for trainees to relax.
This group were also significantly less convinced (p=.03) than
the other two groups that trainees must be more accountable
for their actions during a sUaulator exercise.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster D was
completed.. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 30. The analysis of variance indicated that significant
differences existed between group 1 and group 2 and between
qroup 1 and group 3. This section of the null hypothesis was
therefore rejected. and it was concluded that radar and
navigation siaulator instructors and instructors who use both
type. ot si.ulator had different attitudes and perceptions
toward .aulator exercise de-briefing than did ship
manoeuvrinq si.ulator instructors.
!~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Table 29
Attitude. end Peroeption. at ..rine luul.tor Ia.truator. no Op.rate .ither Radar
11aul.tora, Ihip ..aoauYr1Dg ltaul.tora or both type. of ltaalator Toward ltaal.tor
"Hobe De-Briefing
28.
29.
...
s•.
."
Ship Both , Siq r
Train... who ben.fit alO.t frOlll d.-ulator ••erci••• t.nd to 2.lJ 2.50 2.12 2.03 ...
al.o be tho.1ll who are lllO.t active in other cla••room
activitie••
Durinq .1JIlul.tor e.erci.e. Which involve a group of trainee., 2.183.353.13 4.35 ••2
only the tr.inee in the lead role ptuter or W.tch Officer)
will g.in e.perience or knowledge.
Trainee. in a qiven qroup can learn almo.t a. lIIuch frOlll each 2.482.24
other aa they can learn frOlll the in.tructor.
A qaod. _rine ai.Jllulator inatructor will lIake u.. of train... 2.11 1.71 1.98 3.04 ••S
to help other train... during a .!.mulator courae.
8Ua.ulation can be an effective teaching tool for All 1.17 1.88 1.68 0.89 .41
tr.in.... reqardle•• of their learning .tyle.
The focu. of ••i.mulator e.erci.e debrief lhould be only on 3.183.413.32 1.56
mi.take. that _re ..ade auring the run.
The aebrief ia a qood t~ tor the tr.in... to relax before 2.163.29
the next .imulator e.ercile.
The debrief Ihould be done quickly .0 a. not to wa.te 3.09 3.18 3.16 0.19 .OJ
valuable allllUlator t1Jrle.
...
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~••t of Bypotb••ia 3
Hypothesis 3: There are no differences in perceived.
training procedures between instructors who hold a Master
Unli:aitad certificate of competency and those who hold other
qualifications.
In order to address this hypothesis, four clusters of
questions were devel.oped and analyzed. The clusters dealt
with siaulator exercise development (cluster A), simulator
exercise briefing (cluster B). suulator exercise running
(cluster C) and simulator exercise de-briefing (cluster DJ.
Each of the four groups was investigated separately.
C~u.ter A
Cluster A concerned siaulator exercise development. Table 19
(page 114) contains a correlation matrix of the nine items in
this cluster; and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbach' S
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.737 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All nine
i t8lllS were used to investiqate exercise development.
An analysis of variance was completed for each itea, the
results of whicb are contained in Table 31. The means in
colUKlns 3 and ... indicate that both qroupa of instructors
reacted positively to all itlUllS. Instructors who held a
Master Unli.ited certificate of competency reacted more
positively on three of the nine iteJllS. while those who held
other qualifications reacted aore positively on the remaining
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six items. However, coI\UU1s 5 and 6 in Table 31 indicated
that the groups did not have significantly different reactions
to any of the nine iteas.
Instructors who held a Master Unlimited certificate of
compatency tended to agree aora positively to the statEUlent
that evaluation is best achieved throuqh a mixture of
Objective and subjective evaluation techniques; and
instructors who held other qualifications aqreed
positively to the statement that siaulator exercises should be
consistent with the Objective.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster A was
co.pleted. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 32. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted. and it was concluded that instructors
who hold a Master UnliJaited. certificate ot competency and
those who hold other qualifications had similar attitudes and
perceptions toward simulator exercise development.
Cluster B
Cluster B concerned saulator exercise briefing. Table
22 (page 119) contains a correlation matrix of the 11 items in
this cluster; and as reported earlier the overall Chronbac:h' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.632 and
considered. acceptable for this exploratory research. All 11
iteas were used to investigate exercise briefinq.
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An analysis of variance was coapleted. for each item, the
reBults of which are contained in Table 33. The Ileans in
columna 3 and 4. indicate that both groups of instructors
reacted neqatively to three of the iteJll.s and positively to
seven of the items. The remaining itelll. about giving trainees
as much tae as they required to prepare lor a simulator
exercise, produced a slightly positive reaction froll
instructors who held a Master Unliaited certificate of
competency while the other group had a negative reaction to
this itelll.
overall, there was agre8llent, to sOlle extent, about many
aspects of exercise briefing. Both groups were particularly
supportive of the need for caretul instructor preparation for
briefing and that it was a necessary part of saulator
traininq.
Both groups were supportive. but less certain (more
neutral) toward conductinq a briefinq in a fO:nlal :manner; that
the most effective way is through written instructions; and
that si.lllulator instructors have a qood understanding of
effective briefing techniques.
Instructors who held other qualifications had a tendency
to agree BOre strongly with the statement that simulator
exercise briefing should provide additional instruction, as
necessary I to strenqthen any areas of weakness that the
trainees aay have.
1'01. U
Attitud•• aDd peroeptioD. of ..riDe aiaulator Ia..truaton fto Bo14 a ...ter Ua.liaitecl
certifioate of Capetea.ay aa.d Thoae fto Bold Other QUalifiaatioa.. Toward aiaulator
".roi•• Bri.fia.9
~ r 5iQ r
69. A tr.in_ .hould be Q1v.n only the lIinL- -.Gunt of info~tion 2.82 2.90 0.41 .69
nee••••ry to cOMpl.t. the .illlUl.tor .x.roi••.
10. A bri.finQ proc••• i. not n.c••••ry for lAO.t _rin••iJlNl.tor l.ll 3.38 0.45 .50
.x.rci•••.
11. The mo.t .ff.ctiv. w.y to bri.f ••u-ul.tor .1Il.rci•• i. with or.l 2.43 2.16 5.26 .02
in.truction.
12. K••rch. bri.Un9 requ1.r•• c.r.ful pupar.tion by the l.n.tructor. 1.82 1.80 0.04 ...
.1Il.rci•• bri.finQ. u.u.11y inolude .uUioi.nt time for the 2.00 2.04 0.13 .12
train_. to pr.par•• pa•••W- plan for the .ilnul.tor ...rci••.
During the bri.til\Q, the in.truotor .hOllld r.vi_ all r.l.v.nt 2.06 1.'0 2.21
information n.c••••ry tor the .ucc•••ful cocapl.tion of the
.ialulator .1Il.rci••.
15. St..Jlator •••rci.. bri.U1\9 .hould provic&e .dditional 1.99 1.80 3.25 .01
in.truction••• n.c••••ry. to .tr.ft9th.n .ny .r••• of _.kn•••
that the tr.in_. lIl.y h.v••
16. S1Jaulator .1Il.rci•• bri.Un9••hould be conduot.d in • foraal 2.42 2.41 0.02
.'0
_nn.r.
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COIU11n8 5 and. 6 in Table J3 indicated that the groups had
significantly different reactions to only one ot the 11 it....
Instructors who held II. Kaster onliaited certi:ficate of
coapetency agreed to II siqnificantly l.sser extent (p-.02)
with the state-.nt that the :aost ettective way to brief' II
saulator exercise i. with oral instruction.
An overall analysia ot variance tor Cluster B vas
coaplated. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 34. The .nalysi. of variance indicated no significant
difterencea betw••n the two qroups. This .ection o:f the null
hypothesis vas therefore accepted and it vas concluded that
instructors who hold a Master Unlhited certificate of
coapetency and those Who hold other qualifications bad siallar
attitudes and perceptions toward aaul_tor exercise briefinq.
Cluater C
Cluster C concerned saulator exercise running". Table 25
(page 123) contains a corre~ation aatrix ot the 12 iteas in
this cluster and as reported earlier. the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coetticient at the.. vaa 0.614 and
considered acceptable tor this exploratory re.search. All 12
it... were used to inve.tigate ex.rcis. running.
An analysis ot variance was co.pleted tor each item, the
results ot which are contained in Table 35. The .eans in
coluans 3 and 4 indicate that both groups reacted negatively
to eight ot 12 it... and. positively to tour ite.as.
Table 35
AttitUde. aDA .eroeptiou of briDe Biaul.tor In.truotora Who Bold a ...ter uuiaited
Certifioat. of coap.tenoy aDd Tbo.. Who Bold otber gualifioation. Toward '1JIulator
".roi•• RUIlniDl)
".
30.
41.
44.
other r 8ig ,
s1lrlulatora are moat effectively uaed in t.aching aituationa 3.30 3.31 0.00 .97
when large group. of trainee. ara involvad.
The objective at a aJ.mulator .x.rciae need not be idantiti.d 3.09 3.29 2.14 .15
tor train_a.
SiIllulator training can be an .tt.ctiv. l.arning .xperi.nc. tor 1.57 1.53 0.11 .74
all train_. who take aimulator courae•.
lIilllU.latora ara moat ettectively ua.d in t ••ching aitu.tiona 1.38 1.491.l9 .2.
when ...ll group. of train..a are lnvolved.
It i. not n.c••••ry for. marin••1.mulator inatructor to be • 3.65 3.34
_rinar to affectiv.ly tuk. u.e of • marina aimul.tor for
training.
It i. ilIportant that th.re .r• • nough b.rning tuteria1a 1.78 1.780.00
."avaUabl. during the cour.e for train_. to r.vi_ b••ic
knowledge required for m.rin. aimulator training cour•••.
Tra1n_. often know more .bout n.w marin. technology than 3.04 2.92 0.99 .32
marine .imul.tor inatructora.
The train_ .hould .lwaya h.ve the fr_dom to deteElllin. the 2.05 2.32 4.08 .05
.pea<t of Own Ship, ev.n it it _.na that the planned acenario
will be apolled.
...
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'1able 31
baly.i. of Varia.o. for the a.ttitUd•• all4 ••ro.ptio•• ot llarill. liaulator l ••truotor.
Who 8014 a ...ter u.U.ite4 cutlfiaata of co.p.tellOY aB4 'l'ho•• Who Bo14 othu
QUaUficatio•• 'Ioward liaulator huoh. aWlDlag
'WIl ot 'qu.re. Me.n Squar.. , 8i9 ,
..t_n Group.
Within Group.
Total
113
"'
14.9251
13U.6053
1359.5.1041
14.9251
11.8992
1.250 .2651
" ..hr UnHlIlit~ 22.01
other 22.16
~
~
N
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Both qroups strongly indicated support for small groups
of trainees on suulator courses and that simulator training
can be an effective learning experience for all trainees.
Instructors supported the notion of identifying the exercise
objective for the trainees and also felt that sufficient
learninq :aaterials for review of basic knowledqe should be
available during simulator courses. There was some evidence
o"! uncertainty (more neutral) as to when a simulator exercise
should be stopped and whether an instructor should Ilanoeuvre
target ships in order to prevent collisions with the traineets
ship.
CoIUJDnS 5 and 6 in Table 35 indicate that the two groups
had significantly different reactions to only two of the 12
iteas. Instructors who held a Master Unl.illl.ited certificate of
co.petency disaqreed to a greater extent (p=.Ol) with the
stateJllent that it is not necessary for a marine simulator
instructor to be a lIaZ"iner to effectively llake use of a marine
simulator for training. This group also agreed to a greater
extent (p"'.05) with the stateJllent that the trainee should
always have the freedom to determine the speed of own Ship,
even if it means that the planned scenario will be spoiled.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster C was
cOllpleted. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 36. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
144
hypoth••is va. accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who bold a Master Unliaited certificate of competency and
tho•• who hold other qualit:icationa had .1.lIar attitude. and
perceptions toward shulator exercise runninq.
Clutar D
Cluster D concerned saulator exercise de-briefing.
Table 28 (page 128) contains ill correlation :aatrix of the 13
iteas iJ'I. this cluster and as reported earlier. the overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of the_ va. 0.650
and. considered. acceptable for this exploratory research. All
13 iteas were used to investigate exercise de-briefing.
An analysis of variance va. coapleted tor each item, the
result. of wbich are contained. in Table 37. The _ean. in
colu.na 3 and 4, indicate that both qroups ot reacted
negatively to tour of the iteaa while both qroupa reacted
positively to the nine r ...ininq iteaa.
In general, both qroups of instructors were in agreement
that trainees who did well in si.ulator exercises also tended
to do well in other classrOOll activities. However, both
qroups were sOllewhat neutral toward the notion ot traine••
learninq a~st as .uch tro. each other as tro. the
instructor.
Both group. indicated a stronq beliet that the de-brief'
should start with a review ot the positive aspects of' trainee
pertoraance, not tocus just on .istakes that were ..de during
Table 37
attitu4•• aad peroepUo•• of "'ria. Ii.ul.tor x..truotol'8 no .old .....ter UaU..itiM
certificate of ca.pet••oy .... 'I'1II0•••1II0 .014 oner gualiticatioll.. 'I'ow.r4 liaulator
"ercla. De-bri.fbq
Oth.r r 819 ..
28. '1'ral~a who Nn.Ut MOat frClll .iJnulator •••rei... t.nll to 2.15 2.16 0.01 .91
al.o be tho•• who ar. MO.t activ. in oth.r cla••rOOll
activiti••.
During .imul.tor •••rei••• which invol.... a 9roup of 2.95 3.16 2.17 .l4
tr.i~., only the t.rain_ in tlla laall role (Na.tar or
Watch Officar) will oain a.~rianc. or knowlello•.
Train_. in a oiven 9roup can laarn almoet a. mueh frOlll
each other aa thay ean l.arn frOlll the inatruetor .
... A 900d _rina .imulator inatr-uetor will make u•• of 2.01 1.90 1.23
."tra1~. to h.lp oth.r train... during a aLlDulator eoun••
SO. S1aulation ean be an .ff.etiv. t ••ehinO tool for .11 1.74 1.84 0.91 .J<
train_., rajardle•• of th.lr laarnlnQ atyl••
91. Tha foou. of a .Lmulator .xereiee d.brief .hould be only 3.36 3.24 1.36 .25
on lIliataltea that _re _II. durlnQ the run.
The dabrief i •• gooocl tt.. for the train••• to r.lax
before the ne.t .1JNlator ex.rei.a.
". The debri.f .hould be cIron. quickly ~ as not to waste 3.20 3.02 2.00 .16valuable .l.aulator t~.
~
~
~
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the exercise and take as 1luch tilDe as required to COJIlplete.
Colu:ans 5 and 6 in Table 37 indicate that the two groups
had significantly different reactions to only one of the 13
iteas. Instructors who hold a Master Unlimited certificate of
competency agreed to a greater extent (p=.04) with the
stateJllent that the de-brief is the most important part ot
suulator training.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster D was
co.pleted. The results of this analysis are presented. in
Table 38. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was therefore accepted and it was concluded that
instructors who hold a Master Unli.llllted certificate of
competency and those who bold other qualifications had similar
attitude. and perceptions toward siJIulator exercise de-
briefing.
If••t of Bypotb••i. f,
Hypothesis 4: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who have served as
Master on a ship and those who have not served as Master on a
ship.
In order to address this hypothesis, four clusters of
questions were developed. and analyzed. The clusters dealt
with simulator exercise develop_ent (cluster A). siJaulator
exercise briefing (cluster B). simulator exercise running
14.
(cluster C) and .iJlulator exercise de-briefing (cluster OJ.
Each of the four groups vas investigated ••parately.
CIU8tU a.
Cluster A concerned saulator exercise develop.ant.
Table 19 (paqa 114) contains a correlation aatrix of the nine
it... in this cluster and. as reported earlier. the overall
Chronbach'lI alpha reliability coefficient of these vas 0.737
and considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
nine items were used to investiqate exercise development.
An analysis of variance was completed tor each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 39. The means in
COlUAnS 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who served .s Master
and. those who did not serve .s Kaster reacted positively to
aU iteas.
Both qroups were soa.what unsure Caore neutral) about
whether it is e.sy to evaluate trainee perforJlAnce during a
siJIulilltor exercise and whether suulator instructors have a
good understanding ot evaluation techniques. They were,
however, in clos. aqreeaent that evaluation of auulator
exercises is best achieved. through a aixture ot. subjective and
objective evaluation techniques.
Instructors in both groups also agreed that CJood exercise
develop.ent is the most important part ot' simulator training,
that siaulator exercises should be consistent with the
exercise objective and that aarine sbulator exercise
: 150
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developtMll\t includes va1idation and te.tinq o~ all aspects ot
the exercise.
COIlDllS 5 and 6 in table 39 indicated that the two qroups
did not have aiqniticantly different reactions on any of the
nine ite:as.
An overall analysis of variance tor Cluster A was
coapleted. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 40. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
ditterence. between the two qroups. This ••ction of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who bave served as Kaster on a ship and those who have not
served as Master on a Ship bad suilar attitudes and
perceptions toward abulator exercise develop.ent.
Clu.ter B
cluster 8 concerned saul.tor exerci•• briefing'. Table
22 (paqe 119) containa a correlation ..trbl: ot the 11 iteas in
this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbach·.
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.632 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 11
it... were used to investiqate exercise briefing.
An analysis ot variance vas coapleted for each it.., the
results of which are contained in Table 41. The .eans in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that instructor. who had served aa
Master and. tho.. who had not served. as Master reacted
negatively to three iteas. While tho.e who had been Master
'53
reacted neutrally to one it.., tho•• who bad not been Master
reacted. neqatively to this it... Both groups reacted
positively to the seven r--.aininq it....
Generally. instructors agreed that. briefinq process vas
necessary tor aarine abul.tor exercise. and that the brietinq
require. careful preparation by the instructor. Both groups
were less stronq in their aqreeaent that trainees should be
qiven .ore than the .iniaWl ot intoraation during the debrief
llnd the extent to which the instructor should review relevant
into~.tion during the briefing. There ....a. 80:ae evidence ot
uncertainty reg-arding the us. of oral or written brietinq and
as to whether the briefinq session should be conducted in II
fo~l aanner.
Coluana 5 and 6 in Table 41 indicate that the tvo group.
had aiqniticantly different reactiol\8 to only one of the 11
iteas. Instructors who had not served. as Master siqniticantly
aqreed (p-.04) acre stronqly that the briefing process sbould
provide additional instruction, as necessary, to strenqtben
areas of veakness that trainees aay bave.
An overall analyais of variance for Cluster B vas
coaplated. Th. r ••ults of thia analysis are pre.anted in
Table 42. The analysis at variance indicated no aiqniticant
ditterenc•• betveen the tva groups. Thi•••ction at the null
hypothesis va. accepted and it vas concluded that instructors
Who have served as Master on a ship and those who have not
'l'abb U
attitud••••d ••rollption. of Karin. liaul.tor ID.truotor. no ••••••d Bav••ot ••rv.d
.....t.r OD • Ship Toward .laulator ...roi•• Bri.fiag
69. A trainee .I\ould be giv.n only the ainilllUlll amount of inforaation
naceaa.ry to complata the .inlul.tor a••rciae.
70. A bri.fing proc.a. i. not n.c••••ry for tlIO.t IlI&rine .im.. l.tor
•••rei•••.
'fh. lDOat .U.ctiv. w.y to bri.r a ailwl.tor •••rci•• ia with or.l
in.tr..etion.
I ••rei•• brilring rlquh,•• earlf..l pr.~r.tion by the in.tr..etor.
73. 1.lrclal brilUnga uau.lly includ. auUici.nt tiJne for the train_a
to pr.p.r•• p••••g. pl.n for the .!mul.tor 'lI.rei••.
74. Ouring the bri.Hng, the inatruetor .hould r.vi_ all r.l.v.nt
infoI'llation n.c••••ry for the .uee••• rul CQlIlpletion of tl\•
• !mul.tor I ••rei••.
75. Saul.tor •••rei•• bri.fing .hou1d provide .ddition.l in.truetion,
•• n.e••••ry. to .tr.ngtl\.n .ny .r••• of _.kn••• th.t the tr.in_1
m.y havl.
S!Jllul.tor •••reil. brilringa ahould be conductld in • rormal
mannlr.
M.rinl li.nIul.tor inltruetorl have • good undlrlt.nding of .ff.etivI
brieUng t.chniqu••.
~ r 11g r
2.82 2.91 0.64 .43
3.353.31 0.16 ...
2.352.27 0.43 .51
1.78 1.85 0.61 ...
2.00 2.04 0.11 .74
1.94 2.09 2.15
2.01 1.80 4.47
.0'
2.44 0.13
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served. as Master on a ship had similar attitudes and
perceptions toward simulator exercise briefing.
Clu.ter C
Cluster C concerned simulator exercise running. Table 25
(page 123) contains a correlation matrix of the 12 items in
this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbacb's
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.614 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 12
items were used to investigate exercise runninq.
An analysis of variance was c01llP1eted. for each item, the
result. of which are contained. in Table 43. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that instructors Who bad served as
Master and those who had not served as Master reacted.
negatively to eight of the 12 items while both groups reacted
positively to the four remaining items.
Both groups agreed that saulator training can be an
effective learning experience tor all trainees and that
simulator training is best suited to small groups of trainees.
Instructors all indicated that it was necessary to be a
mariner to .ue effective use of a marine simulator. There
was soae uncertainty as to whether the exercise should be
stopped once it beca.ae apparent that the exercise obj ective
could not be .et and as to whether the instructor should
manoeuvre tarqet ships to prevent collisions with the
trainee's ship.
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ColUllll18 5 and 6 in Table 43 indicate that the two groups
had significantly different reactions to only two of the 12
iteJIS. Instructors who had served as Master significantly
disagreed (p-.01) more strongly with the stateaent that
saulators are Ilost effectively used in teachinq situations
when la:r:qe groups of trainees are involved. This same group
also significantly disagreed (p=.01) more strongly with the
statement that the instructor should stop the simulator as
soon as the exercise objective bas been aet. even if further
learning can take place.
An overall analysis of variance tor Cluster C was
completed. The results ot this analysis are presented in
Table 44. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section ot the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was conclUded that instructors
who have served as Kaster on a ship and those who have not
served as Master on a ship had si.ilar attitudes and
perceptions toward simulator exercise running.
Cluat;u D
Cluster D concerned simulator exercise de-briefing.
Table 28 (page 128) contains a correlation matrix of the 13
iteaa in this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.650
and. considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
13 it_s were used to investigate exercise de-briefing.
Tabl. U
Attitud•• and ••ro.ption. of ...rin. liaulator In.tnaotor. fto .... aDd Ba•• Mot ••rved
a.....t.r on a Ihip 'l'oward siaulator ".rob. RWUliDg
".
30.
".
J4.
41.
83.
~ • 8ij r
Simul.tor••r. lIlO.t .ffactivaly u.ad in t ••chinj .itu.tion. whan 3.43 3.13 6.68 .01
l.rg. group. ot tr.in••••r. involv.d.
Th. obj.ctiv. ot ••1llIul.tor .x.rch. naad. not ba id.ntifiad for 3.11 3.25 1.28 .20
tr.in••••
aiJllul.tor tr.ining c.n ba an .Uectiv. l ••rning axperianca tOr all 1.58 1.53 o.:n ...
tr.in_. who t.kll .iJllul.tor cour•••.
awl.tor••r. lIlO.t .ftectiv.ly u.ad in t.achinj .ituation. wh.n 1.36 1.50 1.99
.1'
_11 jroup. ot tr.in••••r. involvad.
It i. not n.c••••ry tor a IUrin••imul.tor in.tructor to ba a 3.60 3.42 2.15 .14
_rin.r to aff.ctiv.ly _k. u•• ot a _rin••iJIlulator tor
tr.ining.
It i. iIIlportant that thar. are enO\lgh l.arning ..at.ri.l. av.Uabl. 1.79 1.76 0.14 .71
cluring the cour•• tor train••• to r.vi_ ba.ie knowladj. required
tor _rine .1llIul.tor tr.ining cour•••.
Tr.in_. oft.n know mora about n_ ...rin. t.chnoloqy than IUrin. 3.03 2.98 0.14 .71
.imulator in.tructora.
Th. train_ .houlcl alway. hay. the traad.OIl to clet.rIlIin. th••peed 2.13 2.15 0.03 .87
ot Own Ship, ev.n it it maan. that th. plannad .c.nario will H
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An analysis ot variance was completed for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 45. The means in
colUJllns J and. 4 indicate that instructors who had served as
Master and those who had not served as Master reacted
negatively to four ot the iteas wbile both groups reacted
positively to the nine r8lllaininq ite:llS.
There was qlllleral agreement that sblulation can be iIln
effective teaching tool for all trainees, regardless of their
learning style iIlnd that ill good marine simulator instructor
will Ilake use of trainees to help other trainees durinq ill
saulilltor course. However, both groups disagreed that the
focus of ill simulator exercise debrief should be only on
mistakes that were _de during the run, that the debrief is ill
good time to relax iIlnd that the debrief should be done quickly
so a8 not to waste 8llulator time.
Both groups agreed that the debrief should start with a
review of the positive aspects of the exercise and that
playback of all or part of an exercise can be useful in de-
briefinq.
Columns 5 and 6 in Table 45 indicate that the two groups
had siqnificantly different reactions to only one of the 13
i teas. Instructors who had served as Master agreed more
stronqly to a siqnificant extent (p-.OO) with the statement
that trainees aust be accountable for their actions durinq a
simulator exercise.
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An overall analysis of variance for Cluster 0
co.pleted. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 46. The analysis of variance indicated no siqnificant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who have served. as Master on a ship and those who bave not
served. as Master on a ship had sailar attitudes and
perceptions toward siaulator exercise de-briefing.
If••t of Kypotb••ia 5
Hypothesis 5: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who hold a teaching
certificate and those who do not hold a teaching certificate.
In order to address this hypothesis. four clusters of
questions were developed and analyzed. The clusters dealt
with simulator exercise development (cluster A). simulator
exercise briefinq (cluster B). simulator exercise runninq
(cluster C) and simulator exercise de-briefinq (cluster D).
Each of the four qroups was investiqated separately.
Cluat.r A
Cluster A concerned simulator exercise developJlent.
Table 19 (paqe 114) contains a correlation matrix of the nine
itQS in this cluster and as reported earlier. the overall
Cbronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of these vas 0.737
and considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
nine iteas were used to inveatiqate exercise develop.ent.
Tabh U
attitu••• a••••rcaptio•• of "ri•••laulator I.atructor. Who .ava ••d ...... Itot .ar..."
.....tar o. a .hip To.ar••iaul.tor ".rob. De-briaUD9
It_
~ r 8i9 "
". Traineee who benetie MOee trc. .aul.eor ellerci.e. eend eo al.o be 2.16 :l.lJ 0.06 .80eho_ who are lIOet .ctive in oth.r olaa.r~ .otiviti••.
During dJN1.tor e.erei.e. whieh involve a grololp ot traineee, only 3.10 2.93 1.61 .21
the trainee in the le.d role ("..ter or "atch Otticer) will gain
e.perlence or knowledge.
". Train_e in a given grololp een learn alllOee ae lI'luCh trOll each other 2.31 2.33 0.08 .78
.e they c.n learn trom the in.truotor •
... A good _rine ehwletor inetruotor will _ke loIee ot trdneee to 1.96 2.02 0.31 .58
help other train_. during a eimulator cOlolr.e.
Siaulation c.n be an etteoeive teeching tool tor all trainee., 1.16 1.111 0.03 .IS
reqardle.. ot their learnin; etyle.
91. Thil foeu. of a .~ul.tor ellerci_ debriet ehould be only on 3.34 3.24 1.02 .n
alltake. that _re _de dlolring the run.
... The debrief 11 a good tiJDe for the trainee. eo relax before the 2.94 2.111 0.24 .OJ
next .iJIlulator ellerci.e.
93. The debriet ahould be done qloIickly 10 ae not to wa.te valuable 3.10 3.15 0.12 .73
.i.n\ulator tirrle.
The debrief ia the moet import.nt pe.rt ot .Ululator training. 1.99 2.09 0.62 .OJ
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An analysis of variance was completed. for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 47. The Ileana in
colu.ns 3 and 4 indicate that both groups reacted positively
to all iteas.
There was soae evidence of uncertainty in both groups as
to whether it vas easy to evaluate trainee performance during
a saulator exercise however. both groups agreed that both
objective and. SUbjective evaluation techniques were necessary.
Both qroups agreed that simulator exercise developJUlnt is
the moat i.portant part of simulator training, that exercise
development should start with a clearly defined. objective and
that the exercise should be consistent with the objective.
Both groups also agreed that marine simulator exercise
development includes validation and testing of all aspects of
the exercise.
COlumlS 5 and 6 in Table 47 indicated that the two groups
did not have siqnificantly different reactions to any of the
nine items. Instructors who beld a teaching certificate bad
a tendency to agree aore strongly with the statement that
marine si.ulator instructors had a good understanding of
evaluation techniques.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster A was
co.pleted. Tbe results of this analysis are presented in
Table 48. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
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hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who have a teaching certificate and those who do not have a
teaching certificate bad silllilar attitudes and perceptions
toward simulator exercise development.
Clut.e%' 8
Cluster 8 concerned saulator exercise briefing. Table
22 (page 119) contains a correlation aatrlx of the 11 items in
this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.632 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 11
items were used to investigate exercise briefing.
An analysis of variance was c01llpleted for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 49. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that both qroups of instructors
reacted negatively to three of the iteas and positively to
seven of the ite.s. The re:maininq item produced a sliqhtly
positive reaction from instructors who held a teachinq
certificate while the other qroup had a negative reaction to
this item.
There was qeneral aqreement that a briefinq process was
necessary for simulator exercises and that briefinq requires
careful preparation by the instructor. There was, however,
801lle evidence of uncertainty as to whether the briefing should
be conducted in a forael ..nner and how .uch tillle should be
given to trainees to prepare tor a simulator exercise.
US
Coluana 5 and. 6 in TlI.ble 49 indicated that the qroupa bad
significantly different reactions to thre. of the 11 it....
Instructors wbo bad a teachinq certificate did not agre.
(p-.04) as stronqly with the stateae.nt that the .oat effective
way to brief a .!.aul.tor exercise ia with oral instruction.
This saae group disaqreed (p.DJ) 1••• strongly with the
stateaent that the ~.t effective way to brief a a!.aul.tor
exercise i. with written instruction. While both of these
state.ents produced siqnificantly difterent respon•••• both
groups were uncertain ,.ore neutral) as to which method (oral
or written) va. .oat etfective. rnatructora wbo had II
teachinq certificate agreed significantly (p=z.Ol) aore
strongly with the atllt...nt that exerci•• briefings usually
include sufficient ta. for the trainees to prepare II passaga
plan tor the s!.Aulator exercise.
An overa~l ana~yaia or variance ror Cluster B vas
coapleted.. The result. or this analysia are presented in
Table 50. The analysis or variance indicated signiricant
dirferences between the two qroups. This section of the null
bypothesis was rejected and it was concluded that instructors
who have a teachinq certificate and those vho do not have a
teachinq certificate had different attitude. and perceptions
toward saulator exerci.e briefinq.
eluater e
Cluster C concerned siaulator exercise runninq. Table 25
Table .,
Attitude. aDd .eroeptioD. of lI&riDe eiaqlator ID.truotor. Who Bold aDd Do Mot Bold a
T..ohiDlj certifioate Toward ei.aulator Ibr:erobe lriefiDCj
69. A train_ ahould be giv.n only the lIIinilllulll amount of information
n.c••••ry to complete the .i.mulator exerci.e.
" bri.ting proc••• i. not n.c••••ry for mo.t marine .1Jrlulator
.xlrci.el.
Th. mo.t eff.ctiv. way to bri.t a .ilJIulator ax.rci•• i. with oral
in.truction.
lI:aercia. bri.tinq r.quir•• car.ful pr.paration by the in.tructor.
73. lI:aercia. b>:'i.finga uauaily includ. auffici.nt tillll fo>:' the
trlin... to prepare I pallag. plan fo>:' the lilllulator .xarci.e.
7.. During the brieUm;l. the in.tructor .hould r.view .U r.leVlnt
intormation n.c••••ry for the .ucc•••ful completion of the
.Lmulator exerciee.
1S. SiJIlulator .x.rci•• bri.fing ahould provide addition.l
inatruction. a. n.c••••ry. to .tr.ngthen Iny arell. ot _akn•••
th.t the train.e. m.y h.v•.
S1JIIulator .x.rci•• bri.fing. ahould b. condu.cted in I tot'lll4l
mannlr.
77. ...>:'in••imu.lltor inatructor. h,vI a good und.r.t.nding of
.ffective briefing technique•.
..
~
~
'rule 41' cootillllH
~ p 819'
78. The lDO.t .ffective w.y to brief I .i.fIu.l.tor •••rcLl. LI with
written in.trlolction.
2.63 2.88 4.9••0]
80. Tr.in_••hould be \liven •• much time •• th.y n••d to pr.p.r. for 2.]9
••1.mul.tor •••rei •••
Table 50
3.43 .07
ADalyai. at VariaDO. tor tb. attitud•• aD4 .aro.ptioll. ot Kari•• abulator Inatruotora
fto ao14 aD4 Do .ot ao14 a t'..obiaq certifioate 'l'owar4 abuhtor beroiae Brht1a9
lUll of Squ.r.. He.n lqu.re. P li\l r
&It_.n GrOlolp.
Within Group.
Total 11.
69.5943
1057.5884
1121.1826
69.5943 7.4359 .0014
S.rv.d •• H••t.r 16.14
Not s.rved •• H••t.r 16.58
~
~
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(page 123) contains a correlation matrix of the 12 items in
this cluster and .a reported earlier, the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.614 and
considered acceptab1e for this exploratory research. All 12
items were used to inveatiqate exercise running.
An analysis of variance was completed for each itua, the
results of which are contained in Table 51. The m.eans in
coltUUl8 3 and 4 indicate that both qroups reacted negatively
to eight of the 12 items while both groups reacted positively
to the four r8lU.ininq items.
There was general aqretnlent that simulators are most
effectively used. in teaching situations when ...11 groups of
trainee. are involved and that smulator training can be an
effective learning experience for all trainees who take
simulator courses. There was soae evidence of uncertainty
Caore neutral) as to when siaulator exercises should be
terminated hoveve.r, both qroups stronqly disaqreed vith the
stat_ent that slllulator instructors should force trainees
into makinq m.istakes durinq simulator exercises.
ColUllns 5 and 6 in Table 51 indicate that the two qroups
had significantly different reactions to only two of the 12
items. Instructors who had a teaching certificate disaqreed
(p-.OO) leS8 stronqly with the atatelllent that it is not
necessary for a .arine saulator instructor to be a 1Il4rinar to
effectively Bake use of a urine saulator for training. This
TaII1. 51
a.ttit\l4•• and p.rc.ption. af ..rin. Saulator ID.truator. Who Bold aDd Do .at Bold a
'I'_Oblaq C.rtifioate Toward aDulator ".rob. RUDJIliDq
SiaNlatora are moat errectively ulMd in teaching .it\lation. when
large group. or train..e are involved.
30. The objective of a eimulator a.erche need. not be ictentified for
train•••.
33. Su-ulator training can be an effective l.arning experience for all
train... who take .i.nlulator cour....
34. sUllulator. are ~at .ffectiv.ly uaad in t.aching aituation. when
IIlUll groupa of train.e. are involved.
41. It i. not nec••••ry for a ...rin. almulator inatructor to be a
_riner to .ffeetiv.ly make 1.1•• of a marin••imulator for
training.
43. It i. ilIIportant that there are enough learning mat.rial. available
ct\lring the eOl.lr•• for train••• to r.vi_ ba_ie knowl.dg. requir.d
for .....rin••imulator training cOl.lr••••
Traina._ oft.n )mow IllQr. about n_ marin. t.ehnology than marin.
_imulator in.tructor••
Th. train_ ahould alwaya have the fr_dom to det.nina the .peed
of Own Ship, ev.n if it _ana that the plann.ct _c.nario will be
.poiled.
~p 8ig P
3.28 0.3S ...
3.13 3.170.12 .73
1.£>0 loS" 0.22 ...
1.41 1.41 0.00 ...
3.26 3.659.17 .00
1.74 1.800.4
3.10 2.96 1.28 .26
~
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qroup a1ao disaqreed aiqnitica.ntly (p-.OO) aore stronqly with
the atateae.nt that the instructor ahou.ld not aanoeuvre target
ship. in order to prevent a collision with OWn Ship.
An overall analyais of variance tor Cluster C vas
completed. The result. of this analysis are presented. in
Table 52. The analysia of variance indicated. no significant
ditferencea between the two groups. This section of the null
hypoth••ia va. accepted and it va. concluded. that instructors
who have. teachinq certiticate and tho.. who do not have a
teacbinq certificate had .i.al1Ar attitudes and perceptions
toward aiauI.tor exercise runninq.
Cluater D
Cluster 0 concerned .iauI.tor exercise de-briefinq. Table 28
(page 128) contains a correlation a.nix of the 13 items in
this cluster and .a reported. earlier. the overall Chronb&ch' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these va. 0.650 and
considered. acceptable for this exploratory research. All 13
iteaa were used. to investiqate exercise de-briefinq.
An analysis of variance was coapleted. for each it_, the
results of which. are contained in Table 53. The aeans in
coluana 3 and. 4 indicate that both CJroupa reacted neqatively
to four of the iteaa While both qToup. reacted positively to
the nine r ..aininq iteJlls.
Instructors generally agreed that inatructors should. use
train••s to help other trainee. and. that traine•• can learn
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tro. each other. Both groups diaagreed. that the debrief
should. focus only on .i.take. and th&t the debrief vaa it. good
t~ tor train... to rellllC. Both groups also disaqreed that
the debrief should ~ clone quickly 80 .s not to vast.
abulator tae. Instructors generally agreed that the debrief
should start with • review of the positive .spects of the
exercise and that instructors should. provide additional
instruction during the debrief. Instructors vere also in
aqree:llent on i ••u•• related. to train•• accountability and
us.fulness of exercise playback during the de-brietinq
session.
Coluans 5 and 6 in Table 53 indicate that the two groups
had siqnificantly ditterent reactions to only tvo of the 13
iteaa. Instructors who had • teacbinq certificate agreed
(p-.02) aore stronqly with the stat...nt that saulatian can
be an effective t ••chinq tool tor all trainees, reqardl.... of
their learninq style. The saae qroup aqreed to a lesser
eJCtent (p-.03) that the debrief ia the _oat i_portant part of
saulator traininq.
An overall analysis of variance tor cluster 0 was
coapleted. The r.sults of this analysis are pre.ented in
Table 54. The analysis ot variance indicated no Biqnificant
difterences between the two qroups. This s.ction of the null
hypothesis wa. accepted and it vas conclud.d that instructors
who have a t.achinq certificate and those who do not have ..
1"
teaching certificate had si.ilar attitudes and perceptions
toward siIulator exercise de-brietinq.
Hypothesis 6: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who are cart!fted as
a marine suuIator instructor by their country and those wbo
are not certified by the qovernaent at their country.
:In order to address this hypothesis. four clusters of
questions were developed and. analyzed. The clusters dealt
with suulator exercise development (cluster A), saulator
exercise briefing (cluster B), siJIulator exercise running
(cluster C) and sillulator exercise de-briefing (cluster 0).
Each of the four qroups was investigated separately.
CluetU' ..
Cluster A concerned siaulator exercise develop.ent.
Table 19 (page 114) contains a correlation IIatrix of the nine
items in this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.737
and considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
nine it8Jlls were used to investigate exercise development.
An analysis of variance was completed for each itea, the
results of which are contained in Table 55. The .eans in
columls 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who are certified by
the government of their country and thoBe who are not
certified reacted positively to all iteJll.s.
Tabl. 53
attitud•• aad peroeptioD. ot "riDe .!mal.tor ID.truotora Who Bo14 aD4 Do JIot Bo14 a
T••ObiIl9 Certiticat. 'l'o••r4 .iauletor ".roi.e De-brietiD9
K.ana
~ r Iii r
28. Train_. who ben.fit .o.t frc. .iaI1ator •••rci••• t.nd to al.e) 2.25 2.11 1.16 .28
be tho•• who ar. -o.t acti"e in oth.r cla••rOOlll acti"iti••.
".
During .~l.tor exercl••• which involve. group of train.... 3.20 2.96 2.64 .n
only the tr.in•• in the le.d role (K..t.r or Watch Ofticer)
will i.in ••pari.nc. or knowledge.
Tr.ln... in • gi"en group c.n le.rn almo.t •• JMIch from ••eh 2.28 2.38 0.70 .•0
other •• they e.n l.arn from the in.truetor.
46. A qood _rine .i.alul.tor in.tructor wUl lII.ke u•• ot train... to 2.00 1.98 0.04 .84
help other tnln... dllring • almillator cour.e.
SO. 11Jwlation e.n be .n effeetlY. t.aehin; tool for .11 tr.in.... 1.60 1.85 5.53 .02
reg.rdl••• of their l.arnini .tyl••
91. Th. fceu. ot ••1lllulator •••rci•• d.bri.f .hould be only on 3.34 3.29 0.25 .62
rlli.t.ke. that _re _d. during the run.
The debrief 18 a good t1.ea for the train... to r.l.. before the 2.93 2.90 0.03 .84
n.xt .i.JDulator axarei.a.
92. Tha clabriaf .hOI.ild be done quickly .0 •• not to .....t. ".lu.ble 3.15 3.11 0.09 • 77
.!mulator ti_.
OS. The d.brief 1a the IllOlt lmporhnt part of aimulator trainini. 2.24 1.93 4.79 .03
~
~
~
orol. 53 COIl1:iDlledl
r;;-MO r Sig r
... Th. in.tructor .hould t.ke advantage of t .... debrief to provide 1.66 1.68 0.04 .85
additional in.truction in ar••• wh.r. the tr.i"... have
d8lllOn.trated a _.kn•••.
... Th. d.bri.f .hould .tart with. r.vi.w of the poaitiv. a.pect • 1.77 1.82 0.24
.6'
of the tr.in••• performance during the .imul.tor exeroi.e.
100 Trainee. mu.t be eccount.bl. for th.ir .otLon. dllring a 1.79 1.84 0.27 .60
.imul.tor ex.rci.e.
101 Playbaok of .U or a part of a ailllUlator .1l.roLa. can b. u.etlll 1.64- 1.73 0.77 .,.
in exerei•• de~bri.fin9'
Tabl. 5f
AMly_b ot variaaoe tor tb. Attitude_ aDd .eroeptioD. ot Karia. 8bulator ID.truotora
Who Bold aDd Do .ot Bold a 'f.aobiD9 Certitioate 'foward .bulator ..uolae De-bri.tiD9
Sourc. D.'. SWIl ot Square. M.an Square. r Sig ,
Bet_n Groupa
Within Grollpa
Total
10.
110
19.3636
1446.4922
1465.8559
19.3636
13.2706
1.4591 .2297
Served •• Haater 39.97
Hot Serv.d a. Ma.ter 39.08
...
~
=
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Instructors who were not certified bad a tendency to
agree more strong-Iv that evaluation of simulator exercises is
best achieved. throuqh a lIixture of subjective and objective
evaluation techniques however, both groups were so.ewhat
uncertain (more neutral) as to whether evaluation of ai.ulator
8Jl:ercises was easy. 80th groups were also sODewbat uncertain
(more neutral) as to whether instructors had a qood.
understandinq ot evaluation techniques. Both groups of
instructors agreed on the iJaportance of exercise develop_ent
and on the value of clearly defined. objectiv••.
Colwana 5 and. 6 in table 55 indicated that the two groups
did not have significantly different reactions to any of the
nine itelllS.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster A was
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 56. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who are certified as a marine simulator instructor by their
country and those who are not certified by the qoverlDlent of
their country bad su.ilar attitudes and perceptions toward
silllulator exercise develop.ant.
Cluster B
Cluster B concerned si.-ulator exercise briefing. Table
22 (page 119) contains a correlation aatrix of the 11 it811S in
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Table 56
ADaly.t. ot VartaDoe tor til. attitUd•• alld '.roeptioD. ot Kariae .taul.tor ID.truotor.
no Ar. aDd Ar. Mot CertitiH .y tile aov.r....llt ot Tbetr COUlltry Toward .taul.tor
Exercise Development
'um ot 'quarea Mean Squar.. , 8iq I'
a.twetln Group.
IHthin Group.
Total
11'
m
.1211
1082.6691
1082.9914
Certitied by Go",.roment 16.43
Hot. certUied by Go.... rnment. 16.54
~
..
~
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this cluster and as reported. earlier, the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coefficient ot' these was 0.632 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 1.1.
ite.s were used to investiqate exercise briefing.
An analysis of variance was completed lor each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 57. The means in
colUlllns 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who were certified
by the qovernaent of their country and those who were not
certified reacted negatively to four of the 11 items while
both groups reacted positively to the seven remaining items.
Both groups of instructors agreed that a briefing process
was necessary however, they were uncertain (more neutral)
about which .etbod of briefing (oral or written) was lIlost
effective and. if the briefing should be conducted in a fo:t"llal
manner. Both qroups also aqreed that briefinq should include
preparation time but, aqain, were somewhat uncertain as to how
much tiae should be allocated to this process.
Coluana 5 and 6 in Table 57 indicate that the two qroups
had siqnificantly different reactions to only two of the 11
iteas. Instructors who were certified. aqreed (p.04) more
stronqly that durinq the briefing-, the instructor should
review all relevant inforaation necessary for the successful
completion of the siaulator exercise. This SUle qroup also
aqreed (p-.05) aore stronqly that saulator exercise briefinq
should provide additional instruction, as necessary, to
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strenqthen any areas of weakness that the trainees ll4y have.
An overall analysis of variance tor Cluster B was
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 58. The analysis of variance indicated no siqnificant
differences between the two qroups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded. that instructors
who are certified as a marine smulator instructor by their
country and those who are nat certitled by the government of
their country had sullar attitudes and perceptions toward
simulator exercise briefing.
Cluster c
Cluster C concerned simulator exercise running. Table 25
(page 123) contains a correlation matrix of the 12 itll!lllB in
this cluster and as reported. earlier, the overall Chronbach I s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.614 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 12
lteDS ware used to investigate exercise running.
An analysis of variance was completed for each item. the
results of which are contained in Table 59. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who were certified
by the governJlent of their country and those who were not
certified reacted negatively to eight of the 12 items while
both groups reacted. positively to the four reaaining iteaa.
There wall general support for s.a.l! groups of trainees on
siaulator courses and agre...nt that suulator traininq can be
Tabh 57
Attitud•• aDd ••ra.ptiOD. ot KariDa aiaulator ID.truator. Who Ar. aDd Ar••ot C.rtitied
8y th. ao.ar.aDt of nair country 'l'o"ard aiaulator ".rat•• arhtill9
...
1••
71.
"
~ P 8i; r
A tr.in_ .holllcl be given only the lIlinimWII IIlIlOIInt of information 2.80 2.90 0.84 .36
n.c••••ry to compl.t. the .illllll.tor •••rch•.
A bri.fing proc••• i. not n.e••••ry for lllO.t marin••imll.tor 3.27 3.40 1.63 .2.
• ••rei•••.
The lIlO.t .ff.etiv. w.y to bri.f ••imul.tor •••rei•• L. with or.l 2.242.39 1.86 .18
in.trllction.
E••roi•• bri.fing r.quir•• earaflll pr.~r.tion by the Ln.trllotor. 1.871.78 0.73 .39
S••rci•• bri.fing. u.II.lly includ••uttici.nt tiaw tor the traina•• 1.96
to pre~r. a pe•••qa plan for the .imulator ••arei••.
Durin; the brl••fing, the in.tructor ahOl.lld r.vi_ all r.lavant 1.882.10 4.19 ...
information nece•••ry for the .uee•••flll eomplation of the
ailllul.tor ax.rei•••
Simul.tor •••rci.. bri.finq ahollld provida .dditional inatruction, 1.822.01 3.81 ••S
aa n.e••••ry, to atrength.n any ar.a. of _akn••• that tha train.a.
m.y hava.
Iimll.tor •••rci•• briefing••houlcl be conduct.ct in a formal 2.332.48 1.89 .17
lIIanner.
Marine .imulator in.tructor. hava • good undar.t.nding of .ff.ctiv. 2.132.21 0.57 ...
br iaf in9 tachniques.
~
TalIle 51 cOIlot:iIloQM
~ I' 5i91'
The lDOat etteeth-e way to beief a ai.lllulatoC' e.eeei.e ia with
wC'itten inet:ruetion.
Train_e ehOllld be 91ven a. lIlueh time a. they need to pre,*re for a 2.55 2.53 0.04 .8S
a1alulatoc e.erei.e.
Tule 5.
ADaly.l. of VariaDoa for the Attitude. eD4 .aroeptioD. of Mariae li.ulator ID.truotore
no ara aDd Ara IIot cartified By tha Qoyar_aDt of "bair couDtry Toward liaulator
Ibleroba BriefiDq
Source SUil of Squan. NIlan Square. .. 8i9 r
8et_n Group.
Within Ceollp.
Total 112
6.1088
1116.3336
1122.442S
6.1088
10.0S11
0.6014 .4314
Certified by OOVern.-nt 23.91
Not Certified by Government 24.31
~
~
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effective learning experience for all trainees.
Instructors supported. the notion of identifying the exercise
objective for the trainees and also felt that sufficient
learning materials for review of basic knowledge sbould be
available during siaulator courses. There was some evidence
of uncertainty (lDore neutral) as to when ill simulator exercise
should be stopped and whether an instructor should llla1loeuvre
target ships in order to prevent collisions with the trainee's
ship. Both qroups disaqreed with the statement that sUaulator
instructors should force trainees into _ak.ing mistakes during
simulator exercises.
Coltm.ns 5 and. 6 in Table S9 indicate that the two qroups
did not have significantly different reactions to any of the
12 itlDS.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster C was
co.pleted. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 60. The analysis of variance indicated no siqnificant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who are certified as a marine simulator instructor by their
country and those Who are not certified by the qovernaent of
their country had similar attitudes and perceptions toward
simulator exercise runninq.
Clua1:ar D
Cluster 0 concerned siaulator exercise de-briefinq.
'l'abU 59
Attitude. aa4 puoeptio•• of Mari.e l1.aulator X••truotore Who Are e.d Are JIot certified
.y tile Goyenuleat of Tbeir COWltry Toward l!aulator ..erohe RUIlDhq
~ , 8i9 r
26. Sialulator. ar. lllO.t IItfllctivllly u• ..:i in tllachin; .ituationa whan 3.28 3.31 0.05 .82
1argll groupa of tr.in_••r. involvad.
Th. objactlv. of a aialu1ator •••rcia. nll4d not be identified for 3.24 J.09 1.29 .26
tr.in••••
33. SilIlulator training c.n 0. .n .tt.ctivII l ••rning .xperi.nc. tor .11 1.651.49 2.28 .12
tr.in_a who t.ka .imu1ator cour•••.
S1Jnu.l.tor••r. lllO.t .ttactiv.ly u••d in t ••ching aituation. whan 1.45 1.J8
am.ll group. of train••••r. involv.d.
41. It i. not n.e....ry for. m.rin••lmulator in.tructor to be • 3.423.62 2.62 .11
_rin.r to .ft.etiv.1y ..ak. U•• ot a marin••imll1ator tor training.
... It 1& iJD.port.nt th.t th.r. 111:'••noullh l.arning lIlatllri.h av.ilabl. 1.80 1.77 0.07 .79
durlng thll coura. for tr.in_a to ravi_ b.lic know1.dV. r.quired
tor _rin••i.lftu1ator trainift9 cour•••.
Tr.in_a ott.n know lllOr. about n_ ..rln. t.chnoloqy than _rin. 2.97 3.04 0.42
.i.alul.tor in.tructor•.
Th. tr.in_ .hould .lwaya hay. th. tr~ to d.t.minll tha a~d 2.10 2.19 0.39
ot own Ship, .van if it _.n. th.t the plann.d .c.n.rio will be
.poiled..
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Table 28 (page 128) contains II. correlation lIlatrix of the 13
iteas in this cluster and as reported earlier. the overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coe.tficiant of these was 0.650
and considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
13 items were used to investigate exercise de-briefing.
An analysis of variance was completed for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 61. The means in
col\ml\S 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who were certified
by the qoverJUllent of their country and those who were not
certified reacted neqatively to four of the it.._ while both
groups reacted positively to the nine remaininq items.
Both groups aqreed that use of trainees to help other
trainees was acceptable however, there was 50:11.8 uncertainty i!UiI
to whether trainees can learn frolll each other. Both groups
aqreed that trainees who were not in a lead role during an
exercise would gain experience and knowledge and that
siaulation can be an effective training tool regardless of
individual learning style.
Instructors who were certified tended. to disagree lelis
strongly than the other group about the focus of the debrief
however. they tended to agree aore stronqly with the notion of
using the debrief to provide additional instruction.
ColUllU1s 5 and 6 in Table 61 indicate that the two groups
had significantly different reactions to only one of the 13
items. Instructors who were certified significantly agreed
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(p=.02) aore stronqly with the stateaent that trainees .ust be
accountable for their actions during ill simulator exercise.
An overall analysis o~ variance for Cluster D WillS
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 62. The analysis of variance indicated no siqnificant
differences between the two qroups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who are certified as ill marine siJllulator instructor by their
country and those who are not certit'led by the government ot.
their country bad Bullar attitudes and perceptions toward
simulator exercise de-briefing.
'1'••t at. Bypoth••ia 7
Hypothesis 1: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who use siDulator
equipment that has ill visual systeJl and those who work
siaulator equipment that does not have a visual systea.
In order to address this hypothesis, four clusters of
questions were developed. and analyZed. The clusters dealt
with simulator exercise development (cluster A). simulator
exercise briefing (cluster B), si.ulator exercise running
(cluster C) and simulator exercise de-briefinq (cluster 0).
Each ot the tour groups was investiqated separately.
Cl.u_tu &
Cluster A concerned. simulator exercise development.
Table 19 (page 114) contains a correlation matrix ot the nine
'l'aJll. 11
Attitud•• aDd .eroeptioD. of MariD••iaul.tor ID.truotor. Do &1'. aDd Ar••ot C.rtified
.y til. Qov.r.....t of 'I"'.ir COUDtry 'l'o••rd .i.ulator ..erobe De-brlefiDlJ
Meana
y;;----jiO r S1j r
". Train_. who benefit .cl.t frc. .t-ulator ellerei.e. tend to allJO be 2.21 2.ll 0.51 .45tho.e who are moat active 1n other ola••rOOl' activ1tle•.
29. Durlnj .1JIulator 'lI.rcl••• whLeh involve a jroup of tr.in.... only 3.07 3.03 0.08 .78
the tr.in.. ln the l.ad role (Maater or Watch Officer) will jdn
allperlanea or knowledga.
". Tr.ineea in a jivan jroup can laarn allllO.t aa lIuch frOlll .aeh othar 2.38 2.31 0.29 .59aa they can laarn from the In.truetor.
... Il. 900d _rina aLlI'Nlator in.truetor wUl lIIake u•• of train_. to 1.952.04 0.86 .J6
h.lp other train••• durinj a aimulator cour••.
50. 81ll1ulation can be an .ffactiva taaehlnog tool for all train_., 1.751.79 0.18 .61
rajardla•• of thair learnlnj atyla.
91. The focua of • aiau1ator axareb. dabriaf ahould be only on 3.21 3.39 3.35 .07
.iatak.a that _r. _da durlnj the run.
92. The dabrief ia a good tiae for the train... to ralax befora tha 2.832.91 1.18
."next .ialulator a.arei.a.
93. Tha debriaf ahould be dona qulekly .0 aa not to wa.ta valuabla 3.12 3.14 0.03 .87
aimulator tLma.
95. Tha dabri.f La tha lIIOat lmportant ~rt of a1mulator traininj. 2.081.97 0.11 ••0
~
..
~
!'abl. U coDt;iDIlH
n_
~ . liV r
Th. in.tr\lot;or .hOl,lld t;ak. advant;av. of the d.bri.f to provide 1.!9 l.'n 2.88
additional in.tr\lotion in ar••• wh.r. thll train... have
d~n.trat.d a _akn•••.
".
Thli d.bri.f .hOl,lld .tart with a r.vi_ of the po.LtLv. a.peot. of 1.131.88 2.64 .11
the train... performano. durinv the ailMllator ex.robe.
100 Train_. lll\I.t be acco\lntabl. for th.ir aotion. durinq a .ilinulator 1.70 1.90 !.3! .0'
.x.rol••.
101 Playbaok of all or a part of a .iJNlator .x.roh. oan be u••ful in 1.75 1.68 O.!l ...
.x.rei•• de-bti.fing.
'1'ab1. 62
ADa1r_i_ ot 9&ri&1I0. tor tb••ttitWl•• all4 ••roaptioa. ot Mariaa aiaulator Ia.truotora
Who Ara aD4 Are JIot certified By tb. CIOv.r••at ot '1'be1l' COUiltry 'l'owar4 liaulator
".roh. Da-brhtilllJ
8u. of 'quara. HaaR 'quar.. r 8i9 r
INIt_n Group.
Wlthin Group.
Total
1
lOa
10'
4.1641
1432.5995
1436.7636
4.1641
13.2648
0.3139 .5764
"an.1 certified by Govarnment 39.63
Hot OIrtUiad by Gov.rnment 39.24
~
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itmaa in this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall
Chrol\ba.cb's alpha reliability coefficient at' th••• vas 0.737
and conaidered acceptable for this exploratory res.arch. All
nine iteaa were useet to investigate exercise development.
An analysis of variance was cOlllpleted for each iteJll. the
results of which are contained in Table 63. The _ana in
col~ 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who worked. with ..
visual syat_ and tho•• Who did not work with II. visual system
reacted positively to all it....
There va. general aqree.ent by both qroup. that exercise
developaent is the lIOat i.portant part of saul.tor traininq
and that validation and teatinq are part of exercise
develop_ent. There va. also .gr....nt on the it... related to
evaluation and the succe.s and .elf esteem of trainees.
Colwana 5 and 6 in table 63 indicated that the two groups
bad significantly different reactions on three ot the nine
it8Al!l. Instructors who did not work with a visual aystea
aqreed (p-.05) aore strongly that trainee perforaance was easy
to evalu.ate during' a s!aulator exerci.e. This s... qroup also
aqreecl (p-.01) aore strongly that .arin••!aulator instructors
had a good understanding ot evaluation techniques. Instructors
who worked with II vt-ual systea IIqreed (p-.02) that the tirst
step in good exercise developaant is tor the instructor to
clearly detine the objective ot the exercise.
An overall analysis of variance for Clu.ater A vas
,..
ca-pletad. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 64. The analysis of variance indicated no siqrlificant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted. and it was concluded that instructors
who work with a visual system and instructors who do not work
with a visual syBtea bad similar attitudes and perceptions
toward simulator exercise development.
Cluater »
cluster B concerned. s!aulator exercise briefing. Table
22 (page 119) contains ill correlation matrix of the 11 it_s in
this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.632 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 11
iteas were used to investigate exercise briefing.
An analysis of variance was c01Il.pleted for each itea, the
results of which are contained in Table 65. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who worked with a
visual system and those who did not work with a visual system
reacted negatively to four items while both groups reacted
positively to the seven r ..aining iteas.
In general, both groups agreed that briefing is necessary
and that caret"ul preparation by the instructor is required.
There was soae evidence (more neutral) that both groups were
uncertain about whether the briet"ing should be t"o:r'lllal and
whether oral or written briefing was most effective. While
Table n
Attitude. aad peroeptioD.. ot ..riae .taul.tor Ia.truotor. fto Work witb • Viaual Byat..
a84 '!'bo.e no Do IIOt Work Witb • Viaual .yat. 'raward ..erobe Develo,.eD.t
IU.
~ , lig F
It i ••a.y to .valuat. train_ perfoJ:'aanc. durlnq a .aulator 2.37 2.11 3.88 ...
• xlrei••.
". Ivaluation of 11JIwlator .x.rch•• h beet achi.ved through a 1.88 1.97 1.12 .29Ilixturl at lubj.ctivl and objlctiv••valuation t.chniqu•••
53. "'-orin••aulator in.tructor. have a good und.ratanding of 2.31 2.03 6.11
.valuation t.chniqu•••
Th. flrat .tep in good exerei.e de"elo~nt i. for the in.trllctor 1.U 1.535.62
to clearly d.fin. the obj.oti". of the .x.rei••.
55. oooc:t •••rei•• d.v.lopnent i. the lIlO.t illlportant plrt of .imulltor 1.51 1.722.06 .15
training.
... "Irin••l..tIulator ....reh. d.vllopnent inolud•• villdition Ind 1.67 1.70 .n .15
t ••ting of all alpect. of the ....reh•.
... Siaulator ....rcll•• ahould be conaietant with the ••areh. 1.64 1.68 .19
obj.ctivi.
". It ia aportant that thl inltrllCtOr dlv.lop • Iht of ....nthl 1.97 1.89 ." .ntllk. that thl train_ lII\lat parfol'Wl during a Iu.ulator ••lre1a••
... Slice••• 1n aimulator •••1'01•••• I.pa<:llll)' 1n the ••1'1)' .t.g•• ot I 1.9. 1.89.27 ...
OO\U;'_, 1. i_port.nt to thl I.lf Iltl_ .nd confldlnol of aU
tr.in....
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both groups agreed that the brie~fng' session should include
preparation time, they were uncertain as to whether trainees
should be given all the time they needed. to prepare.
COIUDrlS 5 and 6 in table 65 indicated that the two groups
bad significantly different reactions on only one of the 11
it_s. Instructors who did not work with a visual system
disagreed (p:.Ol) less stronqly with the statement that a
briefing process is not necessary for most Il.llrine simulator
exercise•.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster B was
c~pleted. The results of this analysis are presented. in
Table 66. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who work with a visual system. and i.nstructors who do not work
with a visual system had suilar attitudes and perceptions
toward simulator exercise briefinq.
Cluster C
Cluster C concerned simulator exercise runninq. Table 25
(paqe 123) contains a correlation matrix of the 12 items in
this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.614 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 12
itBllS were used to investiqate exercise runninq.
An analysis of variance was completed for each item, the
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results of which are contained in Table 67. The IM&lUI i.n
coluana 3 and 4 indicate that instructor. who worked with a
visual Byat.. and thoae who did not work with a visua1 .yat..
reacted. positively to four iteas while both qroups reacted
n&qatively to the eight reaa.ininq i teaa.
There vas general support for aaall qroups of trainees on
saulator cours•• and aqree.ent that aiaulator training can be
an effective learning experience for all trainees. Instructors
supported the notion of identifying the exercise objective tor
the trainees and also felt that sufficient learninq aateriala
for review of basic knowledge should be available durinq
saulator course.. There vas soa. evidllllce of uncertainty
(aore neutral) a. to whan a abul.tor exercise should be
stopped and whether an instructor should aanoeuvre tarqet
ships in order to prevent collision. with the train•• •• ship.
Both group. disagreed vith the atat...nt that saulator
instructors should torce trainees into .uinq aistakes durinq
saulator exerci•••.
Coluans 5 and 6 in table 67 indicated. that the tva qroup.
did not have aiqnificantly different reactions on any at the
12 ite.a.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster C vas
co.pleted.. The results at this analysis are presented in
Table 68. The analysis of variance indicated no siqnificant
diftarences between the two groups. This section of the null
Table 15
Attitude. aad .aroaptioa. or ..riDe a1aulator t ••truoton 00 lork 11th a Vbual .,.t.
a.d '1'110•• llIo Do Mot 101'11; wltb a Vi.gal .,.t. Toward beroi•• IIri.ti.9
~ r lliq r
69. A tr.inee .hould be gh.n only the lIIinLmUIII amount ot intor.-tion 2.932.11 1.99 .16
~c••••ry to cc.pl.t. the .iflUl.tor .x.roi•••
70. A bri.ting proe••• i. not n.e••••ry tor lIlO.t _rin••1.JIul.tor 3.45 3.20 6.32
.0'
•••rei....
71. The lIlO.t .tt.eth. w.y to bri.t ••i.mul.tor .x.rell. 11 with or.l 2.29 2.36 0.35 .55
in.truetion.
It••rci •• bri.ting r.quir•• o.r.tul pr.par.tion by the in.truetor. 1.80 1.83 0.11
."
It••rei•• bri.ting. u..ually inolud••uttioi.nt ti_ tor the train••• 1.942.08 1.61
.'0
to pr.par. a pa••ag. plan tor the .illlul.tor •••rei•••
". During the brllfing. the in.tructor .hould r.vi_ aU r.l.vant 2.07 1.94 1.71 .19into~tion Me••••ry tor the .ucc...tul cOlllpl.tion ot the .1lIIulator
.x.rei•••
15. SlaNlator •••rci.. bri.fing .hould provide addition.l in.truetion, 1.9\1 1.86 1.52 .12
a. n.o••••ry, to atr.ngth.n any ar.a. ot _alul••• th.t the tr.in...
_y hav•.
SUnulator •••rci •• bri.fing. ahould be conduet.d in a tOrMal _nn.r. 2.49
Mari~ .intulator inatructor. h.v. a goood und.r.t.nding ot .tt.ctiv. 2.202.150.24 .63
bri.fing t.chniqu••.
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hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who work with a visual systUl. and instructors who do not work
with .. visual syste. bad sblilar attitudes and perceptions
toward suulator exercise running.
cluater D
Cluster D concerned simulator exercise de-briefing.
Table 28 (page 128) containa a correlation matrix of the 13
iteaa in this cluster and as reported earlier. the overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.650
and considered acceptable tor this exploratory research. All
13 items were used. to investigate exercise de-briefing.
An analysis of variance was completed for each item. the
results of which are contained in Table 69. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that instructors who worked with a
visual system and those who did not work with a visual system
reacted negatively to four items wbile both groups reacted
positively to the nine remaininq iteas.
Both groups agreed. that it is good practice to use
trainees to help other trainees however. there vas &Ollle
uncertainty (llore neutral) as to whether trainees can learn
frOB each other. Both groups agreed that simulation can be an
effective training tool reqardless of individual learning
style. Both groups were in general agre8lllent regarding the
conduct and content of the debrief session.
Instructors who worked with a visual syst8ll tended to
Tabl. 67
attitud•• aad p.ra.ptioa. of ..ria. Saul.tor la.truator. Who Ar. aad Ar. Mot C.rtified.
B.,- tb. Go••r ....nt of Th.ir Country Toward aalliator ".rai•• Running
,..
...
n.
...
.,.
~ . 519 r
S!JIllilaton are llIOet ettectively ueed in teachinq .ltu.tlon. when 3.343.28 0.25 ..,
larqe qroupe of train_. are involved.
The objective of a .Lmlilator ax.rcia. n••d not be id.ntifi.d for 3.223.10 0.87 .35
train_•.
SiJnu.lator traininq can be an .ff.ctiv. l.arning- .xperi.nc. for all
trainee. who take .imulator courae••
SiJDul.tor••re lIlO.t .tt.ctiv.ly u.ad in t ••ching .ituation. when 1.361.47 1.13 ...
&Illall qroup' of tr.inee••re involv.d.
It i. not n.c••••ry for a m.arin••1.Iaulator in.tructor to be a 3.553.51 0.12 .73
_rin.r to .ff.ctiv.ly m.ak. u•• of a marin••illlulator for training.
It La ilIportant that th.re .re enough le.rning mat.riaLa av.ilabl. 1.791.78 0.03 ..,
during the cOllr•• for train_. to r.view ba.ic knowl.dge requlrlKl.
for lII.rin. 11lIlulator training cour ••••
Train... often know II\Or. about n.w Illarin. t.chnology than marine 2.993.03 0.16 ...
.imul.tor in.tructor•.
The tnin.. Ihould alway. have the fr..dOlll to determine the lpeed 2.122.16 0.06 ••0
at Own Ship, ev.n if it _ane that the planned Icenario will be
epoUed.
~
o
~
Table 67 cOAt.LA""
It", Ileana
~ , 8Lq ,.
... The in.tr"ct.or .hould. .top tha a.l.mulator a. aoon •• the exere.l.•• 3.02 2.88 2.60 .11
objectlve haa be.n _t, even .l.f further learninq can take place.
The in.truet.or .hould. not m.noauvr. tarqet ah.l.p• .l.n order to 2.832.67 1.31 .25
prevent a eo11i• .l.on w.i.th OWn Sh.l.p.
The exerei.e .hould be allowed. to cont.l.nu••v.n when tha tra.l.nee 2.72 2.80 0.54 .46
h.. no chance of aChievinq the ex.rcb. obj.ctive.
... Simulator .l.n.truetor••hould. force tra.l.n••• .l.nto JlI&k.l.nq m.l..takea 3.233.17 0.24
d.ur.l.nq .imulator .x.rci•••.
'l'able II
ADalr_i. ot Varialloe tor the Attitude. alld .eroeptioll. at krill. Biaulator III.truotor_
Who Work witb • Viauel Byat_ alld 'l'bo.a fto Do .ot Work witb • vi.uel .y.t.. 'l'oward
barot.. RUllllillq
SWlI of Squar.. Mean Squar•• Si9 ,.
8at_n Group.
Within Group.
Total
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11.
.1332
1366.2146
1366.3478
0.1332
12.0904
0.0110
Viaua1 Sy.tern 22.27
No V.I..ual Syatam 22.34
N
o
20.
agree .ore strongly than the other group with the BtateJD.ent
that the de-brief is the .ost iaportant part of simulator
training_
COIWllnS 5 and 6 in table 69 indicated that the two groups
had siqnificantly different reactions on four of the 1.3 itBlQS.
Instructors who did not work with a visual system disagreed
(p-.OO) to ill l ••••r extent with the stateJllent that during
simulator exercises which involve a qroup of trainees, only
the trainee in the lead role (Haster or Watch Officer) will
gain experience or knowledge. This group also disagreed
(p.OO) that the focus of the debrief should only be on
aistak.s however they disagreed (p:.Ol) less strongly that the
debrief was a good. time for trainees to relax. Instructors
who worked with a visual systeJII agreed (~. 01) that a good
instructor will use trainees to help other trainees during a
silllulator course.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster D was
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 70. The analysis of variance indicated significant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis vas rejected and it was concluded that inatructors
who work with a visual system and instructors who do not work
with a visual system had different attitudes and perceptions
toward simulator exercise de-briefinq.
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'l'••t of Bypoi:b••ia •
Hypothesis 8: There are no differences in perceived
training procedures between instructors who work at privately
funded facilities and those who work at publicly funded
facilities.
In order to address this hypothesis, four clusters ot
questions were developed and analyzed. The clusters dealt
with siaulator exercise development (cluster A) I simulator
exercise briefing (cluster B), simulator exercise running
(cluster C) and simulator exercise de-briefing (cluster D).
Each of the four groups was investigated separately.
Cluater A
Cluster A concerned siaulator exercise development.
Table 19 (page 114) contains a correlation aatrix of the nine
ittUIS in this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall
Chronbach's alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.737
and considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
nine items were used. to investigate exercise development.
An analysis of variance was completed. for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 71. Keans in columns
3 and 4 indicate the groups reacted positively to all items.
There was soae uncertainty (more neutral) as to whether
trainee performance was easy to evaluate however, both groups
agreed that both SUbjective and objective evaluation
techniques are required to evaluate trainee performance.
Table 6t
Attitud•• ud ,eroeptio•• of "ria••U1ulator l ••truotora fto WOI'It witb a Vbual .yata
aDd. Tboaa Wbo Do Mot WOl'k With a vb....l .y.ta Towal'd ••aroba De-briafiav
~ . II1g r
,a. Tr.i,... who Denetit .,o.t trOll .i.rllulator .".rcia.a t.nd to alao De 2.152.11 0.06 .ao
l:ho•• who .re .a.l: .cl:lve in other c18aaroo. activiti.a.
29. Ouring .Ululator •••rci••• which invOlve • CjJroup of tr.in_., only ].]22.75 21.1 .00
l:h. tr.in_ in the l.ad role (Mut.r or "'atch Offic.r) wIll galn
."peri.nc. or !lnowhdge.
... Tr.inee. in • CjJ1v.n group can i.arn ailllO.t .a lllIl.ch frOlll .ach oth.r 2.28 2.41 1.19 .,a
a. l:hey can 1.arn trOlll the inatrllotor .
... A goocl _r1n. a1.allllator Inal:rllol:or will m.k. lIa. of l:raln... to 1.86 2.lJ 7.62 .01
help oth.r train••• dllr1ng a .imulator oour••.
SO. 81alulat10n can De an .ff.ctiv. teaohing tool for .11 tr.in.... 1.83 1.71 1.]1 .25
r.gardl••• of their learning nyle.
91. The focu. of a ailllulator e".rola. debrief ahould De only on ].46 ].13 10.9 .00
lIli.taka. that _r. lIlad. duri.ng the run.
Th. debri.f la a 900cI tiMe for the train... to reIn Defore l:h. ].062.75 6.15 .01
n••t .imulator .".roi••.
.,. Th. d.bri..t .hould De don. quickly eo aa not to waat. valu.abl. ].19 ].06 1.07
."
.lmulator tlma.
Th. debri..t 1& the llIOat iJlIportant part ot ai.mulator tr.in1ng. 1.912.15 3.18 .oa
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There was qeneral aqree.ent on the use of exercise objectives
and the need for consistency.
ColWlU1s 5 and 6 in table 71 indicated that the two groups
did not have significantly different reactions to any of the
9 items. However, there was a tendency for instructors who
worked at public facilities to agree lIare stronqly with the
statement that marine simulator instructors have a qood
understanding of evaluation techniques. This group also had
a tendency to agree more stronqly that good exercise
development is the lIlost important part of suulator training.
Instructors who worked at public facilities to agree Ilore
strongly with the statement that success in simulator
exercises, especially in the early stages of a course, i.
important to the self esteem and confidence of all trainees.
An overall analysis of variance tor Cluster A was
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 72. The analysis of variance indicated no significant
differences between the two qroups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who work at private simUlator tacilities and instructors Who
work at private simulator facilities had. similar attitudes and
perceptions toward simUlator exercise develop1l.ent.
Clu.tu 8
Cluster B concerned aimulator exercise briefinq. Table
22 (page 119) contains a correlation matrix of the 11 itUlS in
Table 71
attitude. &Del pel'o.ptiOD. of IlariDe at..1l1ator ID.trv.otor. fto are .ployed .t Priv.te
aD4 ~lio .laul.tor ....oUiU•• '1'oward laul.tor ..uolae DtIveloplle.t
tt_
Prh. rucHe p Sii ,.
Sl. It ia aaay to avaluate train.. plIrfonllllnce durinq a a1.muhtor 2.38 2.21 0.75 .39
axerci••.
". av.luation of a1JMll.tor .x.reia•• h beat .chi.ved throullh a 1.95 1.93 0.05 .BJ
.i.tur. of 'Ubjlctivl .nd obj.ctivI Ivaluation techniqul"
53. Karine .1aNl.tor inatruotora hive. qood und.ntandinll ot 2.43 2.13 2.75
.1'
.valu.tion tlchniquaa .
... Tha tint .tap in 1100<1 a.archa davllopment h tor thl 1.55 1.39 1.72 .lP
inltructor to cllirly dltinl thl objlctiva ot tha I.aroila.
Good 1.lroi.1 devllopment il tha lIIOat i.JIIportant part ot 1.86 1.61 3.06 ...
dl'll\Ihtor trdninll •
... Marine aialulator I.erohl davelo~nt includl' valldation and 1.68 1.67 0.01 .93
t.atinq ot all aapecta ot thl 1.lrehe.
'1- 8i.1lu.lator a.arcilaa ahould be conaiatant with tha axareha 1.64 1.68 0.11
."obj.ctiva.
". It i. important that tha inltrllctor davelop • li.t ot 2.05 1.89 1.36 ."
....nti.l t.aka that tha tr.in•• IIlIl.t pertor1ll dllrinll a
.i.Jaulator •••rei•••
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this cluster and as reported. earlier. the overall Chronbach' s
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.632 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 11
ite:.s were used to investigate exercise briefing.
An analysis of variance was completed for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 73. The means in
coluans 3 and 4 indicate that both qroups of instructors
reacted negatively to three of the items and positively to
seven of the iteaa. The re.aining item produced a slightly
positive reaction froID. instructors who were employed at
private facilities while the other qroup had a negative
reaction to this itea.
In general, both qroups agreed that briefing is necessary
and that careful preparation by the instructor is required.
There was so•• evidence (more neutral) that both qroups were
uncertain about whether the briefing' should be formal and
whether oral or written briefinq was most effective. While
both qroups agreed that the brietinq session should include
preparation tae, they were uncertain as to whether trainees
should be qiven all the tae they need to prepare.
COlwana 5 and 6 in Table 73 indicated that the qroups did
not have siqnificantly different reactions to any of the 11.
ite1AS.
An overall analysis of variance tor Cluster B was
co.pleted. The results of this analysis are presented in
212
Table 74. The analysis of variance indicated. no significant
difference. between the two qroups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted. and it WillS concluded that instructors
who work at private at-ulator facilities and instructors who
work at private saulator facilities bad siailar attitudes and
perceptions toward siaulator exercise briefing.
Clu.ter C
Cluster C concerned simulator exercise running. Table 25
(page 123) contains is correlation matrix of the 12 ite.s in
this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall Chronbach' B
alpha reliability coefficient of these was 0.614 and
considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All 12
items were used to investigate exercise running.
An analysis of variance was coapleted for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 75. The means in
columns 3 and 4 indicate that both groups reacted negatively
to eight ot the 12 items while both groups reacted positively
to the tour re:aaining items.
There was general agreem.ent that s..ll groups ot trainees
on suulator courses were preferred and aqreem.ent that
simulator training can be an effective learning experience for
all trainees. Instructors supported the notion that sufficient
learning .atertals for review ot basic knowledge should be
available during lIuulator courses. There was slight
disagreement with stateaents related to when a saulator
flabl. 73
Attitud•• aad ••roeptio•• of KariD••laul.tor Ia.tnotor. Do .are lllapIOYed at 'rinteaD. PubUo .iaul.tor '.oIUt!•• f'OWard .!auI.tor ..erohe arbflav
Pdv. PubUc . aLg'
... A trainee .hould ~ gLv.o 001)' the alo1mllfl _ot of 2.95 2.84 0.60 ...
ioforaaclon nec••••ry co oo.pl.c. the .inllIlator ".1'01•••
7•• A bri.fing proe••• 1. not n.o••••I:)' for lIIO.t _1'10••1aII1.tor 3.36 3.30 0.20 ...
.x.rei••••
71. Th. -.:I.t eUectLv. w.)' to bri.f ••l.aulator .x.roh. h wlth 2.40 2.Jl 0.32 .57
oral io.truotLoo.
n. Ixerch. bri.fing r.quir•• e.r.flll pr.~r.tLoo b)' tha 1.17 1.82 0.11
."io.trllotor.
73. Ix.reh. bri.fiog. lI.u.11)' inolud. auffLoLant tiM for tha 2.09 2.01 0.28 ...
tr.inee. to pr.~r•• p••••g. pl.n for the .1aII1.tor .x.rgt.•.
Ouring the bri.fing. the io.truotor .houid r.vi_ .U r.l.v.nt
intoraation nec••••ry for the .lIee••• flll oOllpl.tion of the
.!mul.tor .x.rei•••
". 8Ulul.tor .x.rch. bri.fing .hould pl:ovide .ddltlonaL 1.95 1.90 0.16 ...in.trlletion••• ""e••••r)'. to .tr.nqth.n .n)' .rtI•• of _.kn•..
th.t the train... _y h.v•.
siMllator .x.rei.. brl.fing••hould be COndlioted 1n • toraal 2.29 2.41
_nneI'.
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exercise should be stopped and whether an instructor should
aanoeuvre target ships in order to prevent 00111.10n8 with the
trainee's ship. Both qroup. disaqreed with the stateaent that
simulator instructors should force trainees into making
mistakes during siJD.ulator exercises. There was it tendency for
instructors who worked at private facilities to disaqree less
strongly that a aarine simulator instructor did not have to be
a aariner.
Columns 5 and 6 in Table 75 indicate that the two qroups
had significantly different reactions to only one of the 12
items. Instructors who worked at PUblic facilities disaqreed
(p=.05) less strongly with the statement that the objective of
a siaulator exercise need not be identified for trainees.
An overall analysis of variance for Cluster C was
completed. The results o~ this analysis are presented in
Table 76. The analysis o~ variance indicated no siqnificant
differences between the two groups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted and it was concluded that instructors
who work at private siaulator facilities lllld instructors who
work at private simulator facilities had si.ilar attitudes and
perceptions toward silll.ulator exercise runninq.
Clu.tu D
Cluster D concerned suulator exercise de-briefing-.
Table 28 (paqe 128) contains a correlation aatrix of the 13
it..s in this cluster and as reported earlier, the overall
21.
Cbronbach' 5 alpha reliability coet"ficient o'f these was 0.650
and considered acceptable for this exploratory research. All
13 iteas were used to investigate exercise de-briefing.
An analysis ot variance was completed for each item, the
results of which are contained in Table 77. The ..eans in
colWllns 3 and 4 indicate that both groups reacted negatively
to four of the it8lllS while both groups reacted positively to
the nine remaining items.
Both groups agreed that it is good. practice to use
trainees to help other trainees however, there was so••
uncertainty (more neutral) as to whether trainees can learn
from each other. Both groups agreed that simulation can be an
effective traininq tool regardless of individual learning
style. Both groups were in general agreement regarding the
conduct and content of the debrief session.
Columns 5 and 6 in Table 77 indicate that the two qroups
had siqnificantly different reactions to only two of the 13
it..s. Instructors who worked at public si.lll.ulator facilities
disaqreed (p=.02) to a lesser extent that during simulator
exercises which involve a qroup of trainees, only the trainee
in the lead role (Kaster or Watch Officer) will gain
experience or knowledge. This saae group aqreed (p-.05) to a
lesser extent with the stateaent that a good marine simulator
instructor will Jl&ke use ot trainees to help other trainees
during a simulator course.
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Tabl. 77
attitll4•• alld ••ro.ptioll. of KariD••uulator IDatruotor. 00 ar...ployed at 'rivat.
aDd hbUo .uulator 'eoiUti•• Towerd .iaulator ".rob. De-brieUDq
~r Siqr
... Train... who ben.fit llIC.t from dlllUlator ...rclee. tend to allo 2.14 2.17
be tho•• who ar. lIO.t aotive in oth.r ola••rOOlll activit i ••.
". During .iaIlator ell.rei••• which involve a group of traine.a, 3.l2 2.90anI)' the traina. in til.. l.ad 1'01. Illaat.r or Watch Officer' "1111
gain .xperi.nc. or knowledg••
Train... in a giv.n group can l.arn allllOat a...uch frOllll .ach
oth.r a. th.y can l.arn from the in.tructor.
... A good ..dn. aimulator in.tuctor will lUke u•• of train••• to 1.77 2.04
help oth.r train••• during a .imulator oour••.
... 8illulation can be an .tr.ctiv. t ••ching tool for aU train..., 1.91 1.12
regardl••• of th.ir l.erning .t)'l•.
... The fceu. of e .1JMI1ator .1I.roi•• d.bri.f .hould be on11 on l.U 3.25
Iliatek•• thet _1'. _d. durinq th. run.
92. Th. d.bri.f i. a qood time for the train... to r.1.11 bafor. the
n.xt .imulator .x.roi•••
". The d.bri.f ahou1d b. don. quickl)' ao aa not to wa.ta valuable 3.18 l.llaimulato.r t1Jna •
... The d.bri.f La the .c.t 1.Ilportant part of aJ..lulato.r treininq. 2.29 2.03
0.02 .89
5.16 ••2
0.09 .11
3.81 ...
1.40 .,.
1.21 .26
0.00 ...
0.18 .67
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An overall analysis o~ variance for Cluster D
completed. The results of this analysis are presented in
Table 78. The analysis of variance indicated. no siqnificant
differences between the two qroups. This section of the null
hypothesis was accepted. and it was concluded that instructors
who work at private suulator facilities and instructors who
work at private saulator facilities had aiallar attitudes and
perceptions toward siJaulator exercise de-briefing.
'l'••t of JIYpotb••i. ,
Hypothesis 9: There is no relationship between the
nWllber of years served at sea before becoming a marine
simulator instructor and the attitudes and perceptions of
lIarine simulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures.
As can be seen in Table 79, the correlation coefficients
are very 511al1 with no siqnit"icant relationships at the .05
level between years of service at sea and any of the four
training procedure constructs ot" exercise develop.ent,
exercise briefing, exercise running and. exercise de-briefing.
Based on this analysis, the null hypothesis was therefore
accepted and it was concluded that there was no relationship
between the number of years served at sea before becoming a
_rine aiaulator inatructor and the attitudes and perceptions
of .arine siaulilltor inatructors toward perceiVed trillininq
procedures.
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'tule 7J
RelatioDship aatw... tbe WQaber or 'lear. aD raatructor .peat
at 8_ aad tbe Attitud.•• &Ill! Perception. 'toward f'railliDq
procedur•••
Correlation coefficient
Year. at barei•• barei•• barel_ harci••
Se. oeveloent Briefinq RunnillC} De-briatinq
Years .t -.0947 -.0895 +.0668 +.0350
r· J1O p:.344 p=.476 e·7l7
'l'••t of Bypoth••ia 10
Hypothesis 10: There is no relationship betyeen the
nWlber of years servad. as a marine suulator instructor and
the attitudes and perceptions of Jaarine simulator instructors
toward perceived training procedures.
As can be seen in Table 80, the correlation coefficients
are very small with no siqnificant relationships at the .05
level between years of service as a aarine simulator
instructor and any of the four training procedure constructs
of exercise developllent, exercise briefing, exercise running
and exercise de-briefinq_ Based on this analysis, the null
hypothesis was therefore accepted and it was concluded that
there was no relationship between the nwaber of years served
as a marine simulator instructor and the attitudes and
perceptions of marine suulator instructors toward perceived
training procedures.
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"aJ)~. 10
Itelatia_hip ..1:.._ t.be -.mber or Year. aerved. •• &Jl
J:Datruotor &.114 t.be attit.ud•• and PeroeptioDa 'l'owar4 'fraiD.iDq
Procedur•••
Correlati.oD eo.ffic:ient
Year• .. ZXerc:i_ here!•• Bxerc:i_ hllJ:'ci••
Instruct DevwlOflllllnt Bri-.fing: RunnilUJ oe-briet1nq
rears .. +.0982 +.0309 +.1041 -.0245
Instructor p:.290 r· 74J p:.264 p=.798
Hypothesis 11: There is no relationship between the age
of the simulator equip.ent used by urine simulator
instructors and the attitudes and perceptions ot' marine
simulator instructors toward perceived training procedures.
As can be seen in Table 81, the correlation coefficients
are very slIall with no siqnificant relationships at the .05
level between the age of the simulator equipment and any of
the four training procedure constructs of exercise
development, exercise briefing, exercise running and exercise
de-briefing. Based on this analysis, the null bypothesis vas
therefore accepted and it vas concluded that there was no
relationship between the age of the si.ll.ulator equipment used
by marine simulator instructors and the attitudes and
perceptions of 'Sarine simulator instructors tovard perceived
training procedures.
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~ul••1
...1at!O_la.ip ..two__ the Age of til_ .1aul.~r -.p.it-eat. tlLat
Ue I.Il.8truotor v••• aDd the :a.tt.it.u4•• &Il4 perceptio_ ~.
~.i.a.i.a9 Proce4ur...
CD~l.tion coefficient
....f bex-c1._ berci_ berei_ beret.-
!q\l.i~nt o.vel~D.t ad..fino Rulll'linq De-briafinq
....f +.0453 +.0750 +.0638 +.0215
.qIL1.~t p=.626 r·.:I.6 r· 494 poo.767
'f.at. of Kypoth••ia 12
Hypoth••ia 12: There is no relationship between optimum
suulator exerei•• lenqth and the attitude. and. perceptions of
marine si.ulator instructors toward perceived training
procedure•.
As can be ••en in Table 82, the correlation coefficients
are very a.all with no aiqniticant relationships at the .05
level between the optau. siaulator exercise lenqth and any at
the four traininq procedure constructs of exerei_.
developaent, exercise briefinq, exercise running and exercise
de-briefing. Based on this analysis, the null hypothesis vas
therefore acceptad and it vas concluded that there v.. no
relationship betveen optiau.. abulator exercise lenqth an4 the
attitudes and perceptions of aarin. s!aulator instructor.
toward perceiVed traininq procedure•.
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'l'u,l.. 12
.elat.ioubip ••twe_ Opt.iaua liaulator Jtlr:ercb. aWUliDq 'l'iatl
&lllS t.he Att.itude. &Dd Peroeptio~ Toward 'l'railliJlq Procedur•••
eoettLcLar:r.t
harci._ berci_ ....re!... B••rei.. axarei••
Lengtb Davalo_at Briefinq RunninQ 011 briefing
axarcJ._ -.0133 +.0382 -.1088 +.0860
L.nqth p-.886 p=.685 p=.243 p:.370
Hypothesis 13: There is no relationship between time
spent briefing trainees and the attitudes and perceptions of
.arine simulator instructors toward perceived. training
procedures.
The relationships between briefing time and exercise
running or exercise de-briefing were not significant although
there was II tendancy for increased time: spent briefing to
reflect more negative attitudes toward ite.s related to de-
briefing.
As can be seen in Table 83, there is a siqnificant
relationship between time spent in exercise briefing' and the
attitudes toward exercise development and exercise briefing' at
the .05 leve!. That is, as briefing' time increases, attitudes
and perceptions about the various elements of exercise
development and exercise briefinq become more positive. Based
on these results, the null bypothesis was therefore partially
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rejected and it was concluded. that there is a relationship
between the attitudes and perceptions of instructors toward
related si.lllulator exercise constructs and tue spent on
brieling.
'l'al:tl. u
Rel.tioD.hip B.t.... BZeroh. ari.ring' 'l'ia. aDd tbe Attitud••
aa4 l'eraeptioD.. 'roward 'l'railliDg Procedur•••
Co-t'relatlgu eo-ttic::ient
Briefinq axerci_ berei•• berci•• nerei••
..... Developl!l!ll.t ad.Uno RunnUlq D_brief1.nq
Sri.finq -.1810 -.2134 -.0313 +.1594
..... e-.OSO p:.022 p-.7J8 p:.09S
Hypothesis 14: There is no relationship between t1..
spent de-briefing trainees and the attitudes and perceptions
ot aarine si.lllulator instructors toward perceived training
procedures.
As can be B8en in Table 84, there is a siqnificant
relationship between exercise de-briefing tilDe and the
attitudes toward exercise develop.ant, exercise brietinq and
exercise de-brietinq at the .05 level. That i8, aa de-
briefinq tiae incre.ses, attitude. and perception. about the
various eleaents of exercise develop.ent and exercise briefinq
beco.e lIlore positive. However, it is also evident that as de-
briefinq the increases, attitudes and perceptions about the
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various elements of exercise de-briefing become more negative.
Based on this analysis, the null hypothesis was therefore
rejected. and it was concluded that there is a relationship
between the attitudes and perceptions of instructors toward
related saulator exercise constructs and time spent on de-
briefing.
Tabl. 840
••latioaahip ••t..... beEch. De-brier!D9 'riae and the
Attitud•• aJld Perceptiolla 'l'ovard TraiDi.Dq Prooedur•••
Oebri.~ I:xerei•• berci•• herel.. ..erci••T_
O..,.lo;Dent Briefi.nq lbmnil19 De briefing
Oebrie! -.2017 -.1950 -.1234 •• 4204T_
p-.028 p-.037 p-.185 p-.OOO
'1'••t of BypOtb••ia 15
Hypothesis 15: There is no relationship between tille
spent on exercise development and the attitudes and
perceptions of marine siaulator instructors toward perceived
traininq procedures.
As can be seen in Table 85, there is a significant
relationship between time spent in exercise development and
the attitudes toward exercise de-briefing at the .05 level.
That is, as developllent time increases, attitudes and
perceptions about the various eleaents of exercise de-briefing
become more neqative.
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However, relationships between
development tiae and the other three constructs o~ exercise
development, exercise brietinq and exercise running were not
lIiqn.iticant. Based on this analysis, the null hypothesis was
therefore accepted and it was concluded that there is little
relationship between the attitudes and perceptions of
instructors toward. related siaulator exercise constructs and
time spent on exercise development .
••lation.bip a.t...... berei.. oe••lopalUlt 'ria. and th.
Attitud•• and Peroeptioa. 'l'oward 'rrabalnq Procedur•••
~v.lop bere1.•• berei•• S.erei•• "erei••
r<- oevelO}llll!Dt Sri.nog Runninq De-br.1.etlnw
Develos-ent -.0079 -.0284
-.0212 +.2080
r<- p-.932 p-.763 r· S2O p-.028
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:Illtroduction
The purpose for undertaking this study was to investigate
the attitudes and perceptions of instructors who operated
courses using marine saulators. Instructors who used two
types of marine saulator. radar navigation simulators and
ship manoeuvrinq simulatora, were studied. This chapter
presents a stnmllary of the findings of the study and the
conclusions drawn fro. the data. Rece_endations to improve
sillulator training at the Marine Institute and other simulator
facilities llnd for additional studies are also presented in
this chapter.
Data COII.etioll
Data was collected through the administration of a single
questionnaire. TWo questionnaires were mailed to each of 259
radar navigation and snip manoeuvring simulator facilities
....ith instructions for their completion and return. The
questionnaires were sent and returned between september and
December, 1995 and were analyzed between January and June,
1996. A total of 136 responses were received representing 35
countries.
Th. a••pond.At.
The respondents were marine simulator instructors who
operated either a radar navigation simulator, a ship
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manoeuvring simulator or both types of' siJIulator. These
instructors were employed at either a privately owned
simulator facility or a publicly funded facility. Almost all
ot the respondents had mariner qualifications and had served
at sea for some time before becominq a simulator instructor.
Saul.tor Bquipaant
The simulator equipment represented in this study ranqed
from one year old to ten years of age and over. Simulators
that were one to three years old represented 38' of the total
while simulators that were ten years old and over represented
33\" of the total. The simulators were fitted with similar
equipment and many ot theJD. also had visual systems. Many of
the organizations represented in the study have plans to
either upgrade existing siaulator equipment or purchase new
simulator equipment within the next two years.
au.aary of tbe J'u4inq_
A total of IS hypotheses were used. to study the attitudes
and perceptions of marine simulator instructors. Hypothesis
1 investigated attitudes and perceptions of marine siDulator
instructors toward marine siaulator training in general.
Hypothesis 2 to 8 investigated perceived differences in
training procedures Ulonq a number of sub-groups within the
sample. Hypotheses 9 to 15 looked at possible relationships
between selected variables and the attitudes and perceptions
of aa.rine simulator instructors.
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CMJleral PerCept.ioD. of Saul.tor '0'••
Hypothesis 1 compared the general perceptions held by
silllulator instructors toward the use of si.Jllulators for
training. The 14 items that were used to investiqate this
hypothesis were analyzed individually however. they were not
grouped into II cluster. Responses were compared by type of
siaulator used, professional certification held, service as
Master of II ship, teacher certification, certification as
simulator instructor. use of visual systeJllS and employment
situation. While sOlle of the items produced statistically
significant differences among the various sub-qroups at or
below the .05 level, they were not sufficient to indicate
differences among the sub-groups as a whole. Therefore, the
null hypothesis was accepted.
Perceived Dirf'ereDc•• ill 'l'r.iaiAq Procedur••
Hypotheses 2 to 8 investigated. perceived differences in
training procedures. Four clusters of questions were used to
investigate each hypothesis. The four clusters were: Cluster
A, which dealt with exercise developlllent; Cluster 8, which
dealt with exercise briefing; Cluster C, which dealt with
exercise runninq; and Cluster D, which dealt with exercise de-
briefinq.
Hypothesis 2 compared the perceptions of instructors who
used radar navigation simulators, ship manoeuvrinq simulators
and both radar navigation and ship manoeuvring si.ulators.
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The analyses of variance carried out on each of the tour
clusters indicated that differences were statistically
siqnificant in only one of the clusters, cluster D. Therefore
the null hypothesis was accepted for each cluster, except
Cluster 0 for which it was rejected..
Hypothesis ) compared the perceptions of instructors who
held a Master Unlimited certificate of cOl1petency and those
who held other marine qualifications. The analyses of
variance carried out on each of the four clusters indicated
that there were no statistically significant differences in
any of the clusters. Therefore the null hypothesis was
accepted.
Hypothesis 4 compared the perceptions of instructors who
had served as Master on a ship and those who bad not served as
Master. The analyses of variance carried out on each of the
four clusters indicated that there were no statistically
significant differences in any of the clusters. Therefore the
null hypothesis was accepted.
Hypothesis 5 co.pared the perceptions of instructors who
held a teachinq certificate and those who did not hold a
teaching certificate. The analyses of variance carried out on
each of the four clusters indicated that differences were
statistically significant in only one of the clusters, cluster
B. Therefore the null hypothesis was accepted for each
cluster, except cluster B for whieb it was rejected.
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Hypothesis 6 compared. the perceptions of instructors who
were certified as siaulator instructors by the qoverruaent ot
their country and those who were not certified. The ana~yses
of variance carried out on each of the four clusters indicated
that there were no statistically siqnificant differences in
any of the clusters. There.tore the null hypothesis was
accepted.
Hypothesis 7 co.pared the perceptions of instructors who
use siaulator equipment that had a visual syste. and those who
use equiplIent that did not have a visual system.. The analyses
of variance carried out on each of the four clusters indicated
that differences were statistically significant in only one of
the clusters, cluster D. Therefore the null hypothesis was
accepted for each cluster, except Cluster 0 for which it was
rejected.
Hypothesis 8 compared the perceptions of instructors who
work at privately funded facilities and those who work at
publicly funded facilities. The analyses of variance carried
out on each of the four clusters indicated that there were no
statistically siqnificant differences in any of the clusters.
Therefore the null hypothesis was accepted.
aelatiollahip* .et••en ••l.ct" Variabl••
Hypotheses 9 to 15 investiqated relationships between
selected variables and. the attitude scale constructs for
exercise development, exercise briefing, exercise running and
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exercise de-briet"inq.
Hypothesis 9 investigated. the relationship between the
nuaber ot" years servlad. at sea before becoainq a aarioe
siaulator instructor and the attitude scale constructs. A
correlation analysis indicated that there were no siqnificant
relationships between years spent at sea and the attitudes and
perceptions of .arine slllulator instructors. Therefore, the
null bypothesis vas accepted..
Hypothesis 10 inv••tiqated the relationship between the
n\mbe.r of years sarved. a. a marin. siaulator instructor and
the attitude scale constructs. A correlation analysis
indicated. that there were no siqniticant relationships between
years served as a lDarin. simulator instructor and the
attitudes and perceptions of ..arine siaulator instructors.
Therefore, the null hypothesis wa. accepted..
Hypothesis 11 investigated the relationship between the
age of the saulator equipaent used and the attitude scale
constructs. A correlation analysis indicated that there were
no siqnificant relationships between the age of the siaulator
equipment used and the attitudes and perceptions of aarine
siaulator instructor.. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
accepted.
Hypothesis 12 investigated the relationship between
optaua .iaulator exerci.. length and. the attitude scale
constructs. A correlation analysis indicated that there were
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no significant relationships bet_en the instructor's opti-.ua
saulator exercise length and the attitudes and perceptions of
-.arine slaulator instructors. Therefore, the null bypothesis
vas accepted.
Hypothesis 13 inv••tigated the relationsbip between tille
spent brietinq trainees and the attitude scale constructs. A
correlation analysis indicated that there vas. siqniticant
relationship between the instructors a.verag. briefing tu. and
the attitudes and perceptions of .arin••i.ulator instructors
toward exercise develop.ent and exercise briefinq. Therefore,
the null hypothesis va. partially rejected.
Hypoth.sis 14 inv••tigated. the relationship betveen ta.
spent de-briefinq trainees and. the attitude scale constructs.
A correlation analysis indicated. that thare vas • significant
relationship between the instructors average de-briefing tbe
and the attitud.. and perceptions of aarine sbulator:
instructors toward exercise developaent, exercise brie.ting and.
exercise de-briefinq. Therefore, the null hypothesis was
rejected.
Hypothesis lS investigated the relationship between ti.e
spent on exerci.e developaent and the attitude scale
constructs. A correlation analysis indicated that there was
only a significant re.lationship betwe.n the instructors
average develop••nt tiae and the attitude. and perceptions of
lIiI.rine simulator instructors toward exercise de-briefing. The
".
other three constructs revealed no siqnificant relationships.
Therefore, the null hypothesis was accepted.
COIlClWlloa.. and Iaplioat.ioll..
Introduction
This study addressed attitudes and perceptions ot' marine
simulator instructors toward siaulator training in general and
specifically in the areas of exercise develop.ent, exercise
briefinq, exercise running and exercise de-briefinq. The
study also attempted to determine whether relationships
existed between selected variables and instructors attitudes
and perceptions toward exercise develop.ent, exerci.e
briefinq, exercise running and exercise de-briefing. Each ot
these areas will be discussed separately.
GaDaral Percept.ioD.. of Saul.tor 0••
On the basis of the study, it was concluded that
instructor perceptions of selected general aspects of
simulator training in general were not statisticallY
significant at the .05 level. In all but a few cases, the
different groups either unanim.ously agreed with the statements
or unanimously disagreed. There were, however, some
individual statements which produced significantly different
responses. Overall, the data indicates that the type of
simulator used, professional certification held, service as
Master of a ship, teacher training, certification as simulator
instructor, use of visual systeas and eaplo~ent situation had
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little or no el"f'ect on the attitudes and perceptions of
instructor. toward s!.aulator training in qenU'al. since the
atate.ents in this aection vere analyzed tor each ot the above
cateqori•• , they viII be dealt with .eparately.
aiau.1at.or~
In general, it appears that the type of saulator used.
haa very little etrect on the attitude. and perceptions ot the
instructors who operate thea. The re.ponse. to the individual
ite.aa, with the .xceptiona noted. belov, are _!.allar tor all
three qroupa hoveve.r. it should be noted that instructor. who
operated only ship aanoeuvrinq simulators produced more
positive responses to aost iteas than did the other groups.
None ot the i tltml produced .. strong respon.. fro. any ot the
qroup. and, in tact, the _ans tor abost all of the iteaa are
qrouped. around the neutral value ot 2.5 indicatinq that
instructors vere sc._what uncertain in their respons.s.
Instructors wo operated only radar naviqation aaulators
disagreed. that trainees must .ale_ aistakes in order to learn
trom a simulator exercise While instructors who operated only
ahip aanoeuvrinq saulatora aqreed with the sa.e atateaent.
Neither group produced stronq te.linc)s toward this atate.ent
however, the ditterence waa statistically signiticant at the
002 level. The soaewhat neutral response to this statement
indicates that instructors are ao...wtlat unsure of the learninq
process as it relates to siIul.tor us•.
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Instructors who operated both typea of saulator aqreed
aore strongly that instructors who understood the technical
aspects ot' the s!.aulator were aore effective than those who
did not understand. the technical aspects. The responses to
this stattD-ent were statistically different at the .03 leveL
This difference bas u.plicationa for training requireJIe.rtts of
instructors. Clearly there is a belief a.onq 80•• instructors
that an understanding of the technology which drive.
simulators has an impact on the effectiveness of the training
in which simulators are em.ployed..
A statement to the .f:fect that radar navigation
simulators were really ship aanoeuvrinq saulators without the
visual syat.. was included. in this .ection. Hot surprisinqly,
instructors who operated only radar navigation si.JIulatora
aqreed. with the stat...nt wbile instructors ",bo operated only
ship aanoeuvrinq .aulatora diaaqreed. This difference, which
vas siqnifica.nt at the .01 level, indicates that the
differences betveen these tva types at. aaulator ..y not be
clearly understood.
Overall, instructors frOB all three qroups appear to
share similar perceptions of the general usage of siBulators
in marine training. Although there is no data to support the
notion, it i8 likely that the majority of instructors who
indicated that they currently operate only ship manoeuvring
saulators have, at soae tille, also operated radar navigation
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simulators. This may account for the marked similarity in the
responses or all groups since they share a co_on training
backqround. Future training programmes for marine simulator
instructors should atteapt to clarity issues related to
general simulator use. The differences noted above in the
areas of learning processes and technological differences are
iaportant issues which could be a source of future study.
Prot•••lonal cutiticatioa.
The various lIlarine qualifications held by instructors do
not appear to have an effect on their attitudes and
perceptions toward the general issues of simulator training.
The responses to the individual iteJlls, with the exceptions
noted below, are suilar for both groups with instructors who
hold other qualifications showing a slightly more positive
response to most items. None of the ite.as produced a stronq
response from either qroup with the means for many of the
items close to the neutral value of 2.5 indicatinq that
instructors were somewhat uncertain in their responses.
Instructors who held a Master Unlimited certificate of
competency aqreed more stronqly than instructors who held
other marine qualifications that instructors who had been in
co_and of a ship would aake waore effective use of simulators.
The responses produced a statistically siqnificant difference
at the .04 level. Since both qroups aqreed with the statement
and since persons who have been Master on a ship generally
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bave aore experience that those who have not been Kaster. this
seeas to be a. clear endors.-ent of the llaportance ot
professional experience to the sbulator instructor.
The issue ot' whether radar navigation saulators were
really ship -.an08uvrinq shulators without the visual systea
produced a statistically siqnificant ditterence at the .04
level. While both group. agreed with the stat_ent, those who
held a Master Unli».ited certificate agreed less strongly.
Th!s difference may be due to the qreater level of experIence
possessed by this qroup, qiving thea more time to have fo-=--ed
opinions reqardinq the ditterences in these two simulator
types.
While there appears to be sufficient evidence to support
the notion that a .arine saulator irw:tructor should hold BO_
level of .arin. qualification. there does not appear to be any
justification for further investiqation into the suitability
of one level of certification over another. There does,
however, appear to be a need to investigate the issues of
general .iaulator us. in order to provide instructors with a
aore clearly defined role for saulator traininq.
sarvice a....t.ar
In general, the responses froa both groups were si.ilar
for the majority of items. While instructors reacted
positively to all but one it_, the r.sponses to .any it...
tended to be neutral as evidenced. by ..ana around the value of
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2.5. Instructors tended to be soaewbat uncertain (aore
neutral) about the prt.ary purpose of .Uu~ator trai.ninq and
the relationship to on-the-job traininq and sea service
Instructors also tended to be uncertain
reqardinq trainee perceptions of saulator rea11s. and whether
they .ust aaJc:e aiatakes in order to learn. There was also
80lae evidence ot uncertainty related to the instructors'
ability to troUblesboot and correct sbulator probleas and to
the level of instructor confidence when operating the
equip.ent. The only item which produced clear aqreeaent froa
both groups was related to the need to understand bow htm.ans
learn.
Instructors wbo had served .s Kaster agreed that
instructors who had been in co-.nd of a ship would :aake aore
etfective us. ot abul.tors in -.arin. education. Thoae who
had not been in coaaand of a ship disagreed with this
state.ent. but only .arqinally so. It wa8 not surprising that
the difference was statistically signiticant at the .00 level
given the nature ot the stateaent tor th.s. groups. The tact
that the respon.e tro_ instructor. Who had not been in comaand
at a ship was neutral supports the notion that professional
mariner experience is an i».portant quality tor saulator
instructors. However, there is no indication of any
differences in the perceptions of the groupe toward saulator
training in general.
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'l'..cller orr.hUll
In general, the responses tro. both groups were slailar
tor the aajority ot iteas. While instructors reacted
positively to .cst iteas, the response. often tended. to be
neutral as evidenced by aeans around the value ot 2.5.
Instructors tended to be so.ewhat uncertain (aore neutral)
about the prt-ary purpose ot Biaulator traininq and the
relationship to on-the-job training and service
requirements. Instructors alao tended to be uncertain
regarding train•• perceptions ot sauletor realisa and whether
they .ust .alee ai.take. in order to learn. Although
instructors who had II teaching certificate tended to agree
aore strongly regarding the need to be able to trouble shoot
and correct suuIator probleas there was sOlll.e evidence ot
uncertainty .s to the level ot instructor cont idence when
operating the equip.ant. Instructors clearly agreed on the
need to understand. bow buaans learn in order to be an
effective teacher.
Instructors who did not hold a teaching certificate
aqreed .ore strongly that traine.. generally accepted
simulator training aa being representative of the real world.
The difference in responses to this statuent were
statistically significant at the .00 level. This is
consistent with Giles and SalJlon (1978) who stated that
siaulators reproduce life-lilte experiences requiring trainees
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to .ake decisions.
Instructors who held ill teachinq certificate agreed aore
strongly that simulator instructors who understood technical
aspects of the simulator were aore effective. The difference
in responses to this stateJlent were statistically siqnificant
at the .04 level. The sa:m.e group also agreed more stronqly
that anulation requires that instructors use specialized
teaching techniques not used in other areas of education. The
difference in responses to this statement were statistically
siqnit'icant at the .05 level.
While the different responses to most of the stateJllents
\lere not statistically siqnificant, those differences
identified above indicate that instructors who held ill teaching
certificate placed ill greater value on issues related to
student acceptance of simulation and understandinq of the
technical aspects of si.ulation. They also indicated a
qreater awareness of specialized teaching techniques required
for simulation usage.
The fact that the responses to so many items indicated a
general uncertainty aJIlong the respondents leads to the
conclusion that marine saulator instructors need to be better
infonaed on issue. related to simulator training. While it is
clear that teacher traininq does have an effect in some areas,
it is also clear that teacher training needs to be improved in
order to address llOre of these issues. Marine simulator
2<.
instructors can certainly benefit fro. ill proqr.ume of teacher
training however, the focus of the training should be
specifically related to the use of simulation.
c.rtifioat.ioD •• staul.tor Ia.traotor
The responses froll both qroups werB similar for the
majority of items. Instructors reacted positively to most
items, bowever I the responses often tended to be neutral as
evidenced by m.eans around the value of 2.5. Instructors
tended to be somewhat uncertain (more neutral) about the
relationship between .bulator training and on-the-job
training and. sea service requireJlents. Instructors also
tended to be somewhat uncertain about whether trainees must
make mistakes in order to learn. Although both qroups tended
to aqree that instructors need to understand the technical
aspects of the si1ll.ulator. they tended to be more neutral in
their response reqarding the need to be able to trouble shoot
and correct siaulator proble:ms. There was also som.e evidence
of uncertainty as to the level of instructor confidence when
operating the equipment. As in previous co.parisons,
instructors clearly agreed on the need to understand how
hUJDans learn in order to be an effective teacher.
certified instructors agreed that a aarine siaulator is
primarily used to practice skills acquired elsewhere while
uncertified instructors slightly disagreed with the statement.
The differences in the responses of the two groups was
2••
statistically siqnitica.nt at the .01 level and Bay be due in
part to the use ot part task saul.tors tor skill develo~ent
prior to takinq aandatory course. on radar navigation
s!.aulators .s part of the certification process. This JUly
also be due to the tact that aariner training requireaents are
closely re.latad to on-ths-job traininq .s evidenced. by the •••
service requir_ents tor obtaining' certification. This result
also supports stat_ants aade by Muirhead and Tasker (1991)
relatinq to use ot ship .anoeuvrinq suulators for basic skill
training who suggested that this was not cost effective.
Both qroups disaqreed. that traine.s do not expect
saulator training to be realistic .s co.pared to the real
world, however the responses differed siqnificantly at the .00
level. Certified instructors disaqreed. less strongly than did
uncarti.tied instructors. This aay be explained in part by the
focus of the trainee on the broader issue of obtaininq
certification rather than a focus on learninq skills throuCJh
the use ot siaul.tion. Traine.s who take non---.nd.tory
siaulator courses are JaOre likely to have a stronger tocus on
the acquisition ot skills through si.llulation. Trainees who
are I!!XPOSed to simulation tor the tirst tim. are also l1kl!!ly
to be soaewhat uncertain ot what to expect in terms ot
siaulator reali••.
Certified instructors .arqinally disaqreed with the
stat..ent that siaulator traininq could replace auch ot the
2 ••
on-the-job training. aariner i. rRqUired to do. uncertified
instructors aarqinally aqreed with this stateaent. While the
.eans indicated that both qroups were uncertain about this
ite., the ditterence vas statistically aiqnificant at the .01
level. It is possible that the issue ot .andatory versus non-
aandatory saulator courses bad an attect on this difference.
Whereas .andatory saul.tor courses are an integral part of an
overall training reg i •• , non-aandatory siaulator courses are
almost always in the are. of specific skill development not
nona.lly included in the lUlndatory traininq requir...nts.
Kunz (1993) has stated that on-the-job training is otten
considered the best aethod of traininq bowever, it would be
useful to investigate the comparative benefits and
practicalities of on-the-job traininq versus siaulator
training' in the .aEina industry.
Instructor certitication is not required by all aaritbe
nations bowever certain aarine saulation traininq courses are
:aandatory. As indicated by the data. many instructors are
certified for delivery of sillulation courses in their
respective countries. It is very likely that this
certification applies to aandatory simUlation courses required
for aariner certification and not to non-.andatory siaulator
traininq however. it is aleo likely that both qroups contain
individuals who deliver both aandatory and non-:aa.ndatory
saulator traininq. This 1I&y explain why the responses of
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both groups are satlar for IIOst of the iteas.
0.. of vi81Jal ~.t._
In qaneral. the responses fraa both qroups were sallar
for the aajority of iteas. Instructors reacted positively to
aost iteas. however, the responses to a nu:aber of the it...
tended to be neutral as evidenced. by ..ans near the neutral
value of 2.5. Instructors tended. to be soa.what uncertain
(aore neutral) about the relationship between simulator
training and on-the-job training and se. service requireJlents.
Instructors also tended to be so••what uncertain about the
prlaary application of siaulator traininq and whether traine.s
aust .aka .latak•• in order to learn. Both qroups tended to
aqree that instructors need to understand the technical
aspects of the s!.aulator however. they tended to be aore
neutral in their response reqardinq the need to be able to
trouble shoot and. correct saulator proble.s. There was also
so.e evidence ot uncertainty as to the level of instructor
confidence when operating the equip.ant. As in previous
co.parisons.. instructors clearly aqreed. on the nead to
understand. how huans learn in order to be an etfective
teacher.
Instructors who did not work with a visual syst.. agreed
aore strongly with the statement that radar navigation
saulators are really ship siaulators without the visual scene
however. instructors who worked with a visual systea prod.uc:ecl
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a neutral response. The difference in the responses of the
two qroups to this statellent was statistically significant at
the .00 level. The response to this statement may have been
influenced by the fact that all ship IIlanoeuvrinq simulators
have visual systems while radar naviqation silllulators can be
equipped with visual systems. It is possible that the type of
courses which are delivered on radar naviqation saulators may
be enhanced significantly with the addition of a visual
syste.. The author was unable to identify any marine
simulator research in this area however, the literature on
learning' styles and learning' preferences clearly indicates
that adding a visual systea would potentially enhance learning
for litany individuals. The enhancement of training provided by
radar navigation simulators through the addition of a visual
ayateJI could be the subj ect of further study.
Blaployilent Situation
In general, the responses fro'll. both groups were similar
for the .ajority of iteas. As in previous comparisons,
instructors reacted positively to most items, however, the
responses to aany of the iteas tended to be aore neutral.
Instructors tended to be somewhat uncertain (Dare neutral)
about the relationship between simulator training and on-the-
job training and sea service requirBJaents. Instructors also
tended to be somewhat uncertain about the prUti!lry application
ot saulator training and Whether trainees must make lIlistakes
in order to learn.
2••
Both qroups tended to agree that
instructors need to understand the technical aspects of the
smulator, however, there was also sOlie evidence of
uncertainty as to the level of instructor confidence when
operatinq the equipment. Instructors who worked at public
facilities tended to be tlore neutral in their response
regardinq the need to be able to trouble shoot and correct
simulator problus than were instructors who worked at private
facilities. While the difference was not significant, there
aay be sOIDe connection to the level of technical support
available at the different facility types. As in previous
cOlllparisons, instructors clearly aqreed on the need to
understand how people learn in order to be an effective
teacher.
The only significant difference among instructors
employed at public or private institutions was related to a
comparison of the use of simulation for training in the marine
industry and other industries. Differences in the responses
to this sta.tement were statistically significant at the .03
level. While both groups agreed that the use of simUlation in
the marine industry was far behind the use of simulation in
other industries, instructors who worked. at public
institutions agreed .ore strongly. Although there is nothing
in the data to support the notion, it is possible that, with
cuts in public funding for education, the private sector
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institutions have a slight advantage in technoloqy and
therefore enjoy a higher level of usage than the public sector
institution•.
Parcei,," Diffareac.. i.a orr.huq procedur••
Overall, on the basis of the study, it was concluded. that
instructors perceived differences in traininq procedures were
not statistically significant at the .05 level. A n\mber of
individual stata.enta produced statistically significant
ditterenc•• at or below the .05 level, however, there was
insufficient evidence to reject the null bypothesis for any of
the comparisons in this section. The study looked at tour
distinct slea.nts of saulator training in wbich the
instructor ia directly involved.. The.e eleaents were
8%ercise develop_nt, exercise briefinq. exerci•• runninq and
exercise de-briefinq. Responses were coapared. by type ot
saulator used, protessional certitication held, service a.
Master of a ship, teacher certification. certification a.
si.aulator instructor, use of visual ayateas and. eaploYliant
situation.
Type of 8iaulat;or
Hypothesia 2 compared the perceptions of: instructors who
used radar navigation simulators, ship manoeuvring simulators
and both radar navigation and ship .anoeuvrinq saulatora.
The analyses ot variance carried out on each of the tour
clusters indicated that ditterenca. were statistically
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significant in cluster 0 which dealt with exercise de-
briefing. While the null tlypothea!s waa rejected tor Cluster
0, it was accepted for the remaining three clusters. However,
a nWllber of individual statements in the re..aininq three
clusters did produce significant differences at or below the
.05 level.
On the basis of the response. to items in Cluster A. it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
development were similar for all three groups. They agreed on
the best way to evaluate simulator exercises but were somewhat
neutral regarding the ease of evaluating simulator exercises
and instructor understanding of evaluation techniques.
Instructors aqreed on the use of obj ect!ves in exercise
development and that good. exercise develop.ent is the .ost
uportaht part of simulator training.
On the basis of the responses to itiUlS in Cluster B, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
briefing were si_ilar for all three groups. All groups
strongly agreed that a briefing process was necessary. however
there was evidence of uncertainty as to whether it should be
a formal process and Whether oral or written briefing was the
preferred aethod. Oral briefing appears to be more c01llDlonly
used, however Bole (1986) has identified SOllle advantages of
written briefing. It would be useful to conduct a study into
the relative effectiveness of oral versus written forms of
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briefing.
There was general agreem.ent that the instructor should
review all relevant infonaation during the briefing, bowever,
there was 5011.8 indication of uncertainty as to hoW' much
information should be given. While all groups agreed that
preparation tiJDe should be allowed, there was uncertainty as
to whether trainees should be qiven all the tue they need to
prepare.
The only statement in Cluster B that produced a
significantly different response was related to the provision
of additional instruction during the briefing process to
strengthen areas of trainee weakness. While all three groups
agreed with this statement, instructors who operated only ship
.anoeuvrinq simulators agreed less stronqly than the other two
groups.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster C, it
was concluded that instructor: perceptions toward exercise
running were suiln for all three groups. There was general
agreement that si.ulator15 were most effective with s1l1all
groups of trainees and that the learning experience was
effective for all trainees. Instructors agreed that the
exercise could run beyond the attailUlent of the objective if
further learning could take place. however they appeared to be
somewhat uncertain whether the exercise should be allowed to
continue if attainment of the objective becaJIle iIlpossible.
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The statement concerning the freedom of the trainee to
determine the speed of the own Ship during the exercise
produced a siqnificant difference at the .04 level. While all
groups agreed with the statellent, instructors who operated
only ship manoeuvring simulators and both types of saulator
agreed more strongly than instructors Who operated only radar
navigation simulators. This difference may be due to the
differences in the focus of training offered on radar
navigation simulators and ship manoeuvring simulators. The
former tends to focus aore on situations involving other ships
within the gaming area whereas the latter tends to focus aore
on situations which involve only the own Ship. Changes in the
speed of own Ship in a radar navigation simulator exercise
will have an effect on the planned interactions with other
ships, which in turn, J1ay affect the planned learning
outcomes.
Cluster D concerned exercise de-briefing. While nine of
the statements did not produce significant differences. four
statements produced siqnificant differences at or below the
.05 leveL Based on the responses to items in Cluster D, it
was concluded that there are differences in the perceptions of
instructors toward exercise de-briefing. Instructors who
operated only radar navigation saulators disaqreed less
strongly that only the trainee in the lead role during a
saulator exercise will gain experience. This .ay be due to
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the number or trainees which are present in each own Ship
cubicle during the training. In radar navigation simulators
the number of trainees is often luited to two while four is
.cst co_on with ship aanoeuvrinq siJaulators. The reduced
numbers may provide less opportunity for trainees to observe
others during the exercise.
It is interesting to note that instructors who operated
only radar navigation simulators agreed less strongly with the
concept of peer tutoring. Although all groups aqreed that a
good instructor would aake use of trainees to help each other
during a simulator course, there was a significant difference
between instructors who operated only radar navigation
sillulators and those who operated only ship manoeuvring
aUulators. The data indicates some differences related to
trainee interaction durinq suulator courses. This could be
a subject for further investigation.
All qroups disagreed that the de-brief was a qood. time
for trainees to relax before the next exercise. Instructors
who operated. only radar navigation simulators agreed less
stronqly than the other two groups. Althouqh the prime
purpose of de-briefing is clearly to re.flect on the past
exercise, it may also be an appropriate time to relieve
tensions prior to starting a new exercise. While the
literature does not address this issue, it may be appropriate
to investiqate the effects of stress build up froll. previous
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exercises on trainee performance in subsequent exercises.
The final stllteJllent which produced a siqnificant
difference was related to trainees own accountability for
actions taken during an exercise. While all groups agreed
that the trainee should be accountable, instructors who
operated ship manoeuvring suulators agreed less strongly.
This difference may be due to the differences in the content
of mandatory and: non-aandatory courses where, in the fOrller,
trainees are learning basic skills required for certification,
and in the latter, are learning skills to achieve proficiency.
Pror•••ional Certification
Hypothesis 3 compared the perceptions of instructors who
held a Kaster Unlimited. certificate of competency and those
who held other marine qualifications. The analyses of
variance carried out on each ot' the t'our clusters indicated
that there were no statistically significant differences in
any of the clusters. While the null hypothesis was accepted,
a nWllber of individual stateJlents in three of the four
clusters produced significant differences at or below the .05
level.
On the basis of the responses to items in cluster A, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
developllent were similar for both groups. Each were in
agreement regarding the best way to evaluate simulator
exercises but were somewhat neutral regarding the ease of
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evaluating sim.ulator exercises and instructors understanding
of evaluation techniques. Instructors agreed on the use of
objectives in exercise develop.ent and that good. exercise
development is the .ost important part of simulator training.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster S, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
briefing were similar for both groups. Both strongly agreed
that a briefing process was necessary however, there was
evidence of uncertainty as to whether it should be a formal
process and whether oral or written briefing was the preferred
method.. There was general aqreeJll.&nt that the instructor
should review all relevant infonaation during the briefing,
however, there was soae indication of uncertainty as to how
mucb info~ation should be given. While both groups agreed
that preparation time should be allowed, there was uncertainty
as to whether trainees should be qiven all the time they need
to prepare.
While both groups agreed with the statement that oral
briefing was the lII.ost effective way to brief a simulator
exercise, instructors who held a Master unlimited certificate
agreed marginally with the stateaent. Both groups disagreed
that written briefings were more effective. The lack of
strong agreement or disagreement indicates that instructors
may not prefer either of the methods and that a co1lLbination of
written and oral briefinq aay be preferred by .ost
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instructors. Instructors need. to be inforlll.ed about effective
briefing lIethoels in order to improve simulator training.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster C. it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
running were similar for both groups. There was general
agreement that sim.ulators were lIlost effective with small
groups of trainees and that the learning experience is
effective for all trainees. Instructors agreed that the
exercise could run beyond the attailUllent of the objective if
further learning could take place however, they appeared to be
somewhat uncertain whether the exercise should be allowed to
continue if attainment of the objective became impossible.
There was also SOB8 uncertainty as to whether the instructor
should aanoeuvre target ships during the exercise.
Instructors who beld a Master unlimited certificate
disagreed lROre strongly that it was not necessary for a marine
siaulator instructor to be a mariner. This supports the
positions of carpenter (1991) and Rosengren (1992) Who ",ere
both adauant that marine simulator instructors should also be
mariners. While the strong negative response is undoubtedly
due to the fact that the respondents were 1Il.ariners, the
dit"t"erence, wbich was signit"icant at the .01 level. lIlI1y also
be due to differences in experience between the two groups.
The stat81ll.ent concerning the freedom of the trainee to
deter1lline the speed of the Own Ship during the exercise
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produced. llqreeJll.ent from both groups however. instructors who
held a Master unlimited certificate agreed lIlore strongly. At
sea, ship's officers lIlust always ensure that the speed of the
ship is safe for the prevailing cirCWRstances. Ship Masters
would value officers who took the initiative to change the
ship I s speed for safety reasons. The differences in the
responses to this statement may be due to possible differences
in the sea experience levels of the two groups.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster D, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise de-
briefing were similar for both groups. In general. both
groups were in agreement with the concept of peer tutoring
however. they were somewhat unsure of how much trainees could
learn froID. each other. Instructors were in general agreement
with the manner in which the de-brief should be conducted and
with the content of the de-brief.
Both CJroups agreed that the debrief was the lIlost
iaportant part of simulator traininq, however instructors who
held Master unliaited certificates siqnificantlY agreed more
stronqly at the .04 level. The difference may be due to
differences in the experience levels of the two groups, both
at sea, and as si.ulator instructors.
Bzperieace a.....t.r
Hypothesis 4 compared the perceptions of instructors who
had served as Kaster on a ship and those who had not served as
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Master. The analyses of variance carried out on each of the
four clusters indicated that there were no statistically
siqnificant differences for any of the clusters. While the
null hypothesis was accepted, a number of individual
statements in three of the four clusters produced siqnificant
differences at or below the .05 level.
On the basis of the responses to iteas in Cluster A. it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
development were siailar for both qroups. Both groups were in
agre_ent regarding the best way to evaluate simulator
exercises but were ao••what neutral reqardinq the ease of
evaluating abulator exercises and instructor understanding of
evaluation techniques. Instructors agreed on the use of
objectives in exercise developllent and that good exercise
development is the most important part of suulator training.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster B, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
briefing were similar for both groups. Both groups strongly
agreed that a briefing process was necessary however, there
was evidence of uncertainty as to whether it should be a
formal process and wbether oral or written briefing was the
preferred method. There was general agreement that the
instructor should review all relevant information during the
briefing, however, there was 80.e indication of uncertainty as
to how mucb information should be given. While both groups
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agreed that preparation tiae should be allowed, there
uncertainty as to whether trainees should be qiven all the
time they need to prepare.
Both qroups agreed that exercise briefinq should include
additional instruction if necessary, instructors who had not
served as Master significantly aqreed more strongly. at the
.04 level, about this.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster C, it
concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
running were similar for both groups. There was qeneral
aqreement that simulators were most effective with slI.all
qrOUpB of trainees and that the learninq experience is
effective for all trainees. Instructors appeared to be
somewhat uncertain whether the exercise should be allowed to
continue if attainment of the objective became impossible.
There was also some uncertainty as to whether the instructor
should aanoeuvre tarqet ships durinq the exercise.
Both qroups disaqreed that saulatora
effectively used with larqe groups of trainees, however,
instructors who had served as Master siqnificantly disaqreed
more stronqly at the .01 level. Instructors who had served as
Kaster also siqnificantly disagreed more stronqly at the .01
level with the statQllent that simulator exercises should be
stopped as soon as the exercise objective had been met, even
if further learninq can take place. The Karine Board (1996)
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has indicated that the decision as to when to stop a siIlulator
exercise rests with the instructor.
On the basis of the responses to itmas in Cluster 0, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise de-
briefinq were si.m.ilar for both groups. In qeneral, both
groups were in aqre_ent with the concept of peer tutoring
however, they were sc..ewhat unsure of how much trainees could
learn tro. each other. Instructors were in qeneral agreement
with the manner in which the de-brief should be conducted and
with the content of the de-brief.
Instructors who bad served as Kaster significantly agreed
.ore strongly at the .00 level with the stateJllent that
trainees must be accountable tor their actions during a
siJll.ulator exercise.
Teacher Tra1aiDg'
Hypothesis 5 compared the perceptions of instructors who
held a teaching certificate and those who did not hold a
teaching' certificate. The analyses of variance carried out on
each of the four clusters indicated that ditterences were
statistically significant in only one of the clusters, cluster
B. While the null hypothesis was accepted, a nUJlber ot
individual statements in two ot the remaininq three clusters
produced significant ditterences at or below the .05 level.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster A, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
2.2
d.velo~twere aiailar for both group.. Both qroups were in
aqree.ent regarding the best way to evaluate saulator
exercises but were ao--mat neutra! reqardinq the ease ot
evaluatinq siaul.tor exercises and instructors understand.inq
of evaluation techniques. Instructors aqreed on the use ot
objectives in exercise develop.ent and that qaod. exercise
developaent is the .cst iaportant part of siaulator
traininq.
The analysis of variance carried out cluster B
indicated that there was a significant difference in the
attitudes and perceptions toward .iaulator exercise briefing.
It is; unlikely that a proqrcuaaa of teacher training would be
directly related to siaulaticn wbich u.y account for the lack
of siqnificant dlfterances in the areas of exercise
develop.ent, runninq and de-briefing'. It is likely, bowever,
that teacher traininq would contain _I.-ants about learner
preparation and learninq styles vhich aight be expected. to
influence the instructors attitudes and perceptions toward
exercise briefing.
On the baais of the responses to it... in Cluster C, it
vas concluded that instructor perceptions tovard exercise
running vere si.ilar for bOth group.. There vas general
agreement that siltulators vere lllOst effective with sllall
groups of trainee. and that the learning experience i.
effective for all trainees. Instructor. appeared to be
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somewhat uncertain whether the exercise should be allowed to
continue it attairment of the objective beC&llle impossible.
There was also some uncertainty as to whether the instructor
should stop the exercise after the objective had been attained
if further learning could take place.
Both groups disagreed with the stateJllent that is was not
necessary for a simulator instructor to be a mariner to
effectively use a marine snulator for training however,
instructors who had a teaching certificate siqnificantly
disagreed less stronqly at the .00 level. The exact influence
of teacher traininq on this difference is unclear however, it
is possible that teacher training had the effect of enhancing
the importance of good teaChing thereby lessening the emphasis
on mariner qualifications.
Although both group. disagreed, instructors who held a
teachinq certificate disagreed. lIore stronqly with the
statement that instructors should not manoeuvre tarqet ships
to prevent a collision with OWn Ship. The question of whether
to unoeuvre a tarqet ship is essentially one of preservinq
the realism of the exercise. In real life 1I0St ships will
conform to the established rules governing collision avoidance
While the r~ainder will either ~oeuvre inappropriately or
not at all. There is support in the literature for instructor
intervention in saulator exercises, however authors such as
Caillou et. a1. (1992), Beadon (1992), Jones (1995) and Kerr
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(1977) indicate varying deqrees of support. While the
influence of teacher training is again unclear, it is possible
that the need to represent facts and situations accurately has
been stressed within teacher training proqraJIJDes.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster D, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise de-
briefing were similar for both groups. In general, both
groups were in aqreeJll.8nt with the concept of peer tutoring
however. they were sOll8what unsure about how much trainees
could learn from each other. Instructors were in general
aqreeJI.snt with the manner in which the de-brief should be
conducted and with the content of the de-brief. Instructors
generally aqreed with the concept of social learning which
supports Bandura's (1969) work regarding the capacity ot
individuals to learn by observation. Instructors were
sOlllewhat uncertain however, as to whether trainees who are
active in the classroo. also benefit ..ost from simulator
exercises.
Instructors who held a teachinq certificate siqnificantly
agreed Ilore strongly at the .02 level that simulation can be
an effective teaching tool for all trainees regardless of
their learninq style. While both groups agreed with the
stat81llent, it is possible that instructors who had completed
teacher training possessed a better understanding of
individual learning styles and that this enhanced knowledqe
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had an influence on their response to this statement.
Both groups also agreed that the debrief is the aost
illlportant part of si.ulator training. Instructors who held a
teaching certificate significantly agreed less strongly at the
.03 level, indicatinq that they place aore value on the other
eleaents of simUlator training. rt is possible that elements
of their teacher traininq proqramme .ay have provided
enhanced. awareness of the importance of all aIeaants of
simulator training.
Cartit'ioatioll •• alaViator I.atruotor
Hypothesis 6 co.pared the perceptions of instructors who
were certified as simulator instructors by the 9'0ve~ent of
their country and those who were not certified. The analyses
of variance carried out on each of the four clusters indicated
that there were no statistically siqnificant differences in
any of the clusters. While the null hypothesis was accepted,
a number of individual statements in two of the four clusters
produced siqnificant differences at or below the .05 level.
On the basis of the responses to items in cluster A, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
development were sillilar for both groups. Both groups agreed
on evaluation lIethodologies to be used with simulator
exercises, but were sOllewhat neutral reqardinq the ease of
evaluating simulator exercises and instructors understanding
of evaluation techniques. Instructors agreed on the role of
objectives in exercise development.
2"
Instructors also
exhibited support :tor smith (1990) in agreeing that good
exercise development is the moat important part of simulator
training. They also agreed. on the role of validation and
testing in exercise development.
On the basis of the responses to items in Cluster a, it
was concluded. that instructor perceptions toward exercise
briefing were silllilar for both groups. Both groups strongly
agreed that a briefing process was necessary however, there
was evidence of uncertainty as to wbether it should be a
foraal process and wbether oral or written briefinq was the
preferred llIethod. There was general agreement that the
instructor should review all relevant information during the
briefinq, bowever, there was some indication of uncertainty as
to how much infor-ation should be given. While both groups
agreed that preparation tiae should be allowed, there
uncertainty as to whether trainees should be given all the
time they need to prepare.
Instructors who ware certified by their respective
goverrments significantly agreed more strongly that the
instructor should review all relevant inforaation necessary
for the successful completion of the exercise. This same
qroup also aqraed aore strongly that the briefing should
provide additional instruction to strengthen areas of
weakness. Instructors who teach aandatory courses are more
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likely to be certified than those who teach non-mandatory
courses. It is also likely that trainees who take mandatory
courses will be engaging in basic training which will require
that the instructor pay more attention to the readiness of the
trainee to do the saulator exercise.
On the basis of the responses to lteas in Cluster C, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
running were suilar for both groups. There was general
agreement that slaulators were .oat effective with saall
qroups of trainees and that the learning experience is
effective for all trainees. Instructors appeared to be
Bellewhat uncertain whether the exercise should be allowed to
continue if attainment of the objective became impossible.
There was also some uncertainty as to whether the instructor
should stop the exercise after the objective had been attained
if further learning could take place. Instructors also
appeared to be. uncertain as to the manoeuvring of target ships
during the exercise.
On the basis of the responses to iteas in Cluster D, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise de-
briefing were similar for both qroups. In general, both
groups agreed with the concept of peer tutoring however, they
were sOlllewhat unsure of how llluch trainees could learn from
each other. Instructors were in general agreement with the
lllanner in which the de-brief should be conducted and with the
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content of the de-brief. Instructors generally supported
social learninq however, they were sc..what uncertain .s to
whether trainees vbo are active in the clasBrooa also benefit
IIOst froa siaulator exercises.
While both groups aqreed that trainees .uat be
accountable tor their actions dur!.nq a siaulator exercis.,
instructors who were certified significantly agreed acre
strongly. Since it i. likely that traine•• who take JRandatory
courses will be eng8goinq in basic training, it is also aore
likely that instructors for these courses would have a greater
expectation that the trainee would provide an explanation and
justification tor actions taken during the saulator exerci••.
u•• of visual 'yst_
Hypothesis 7 ccmpared the perceptions of instructors "ho
use siaulator equip.ent that bad a visual .yat_ and those who
use equi~ent that did not have a viaual systea. The analyses
of variance carried out on each at the tour clusters indicated
that differences vere statistically significant in only one of
the clusters, cluster D. While the null hypothesis vas
accepted, a nu:.ber of individual atat..ents in tvo of the
ruaininq three clusters produced siqnificant ditference. at
or belOW' the .05 level.
On the basis of the responses to it... in Cluster A, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
developaant were .iJlilar tor both qroup.. Both qroups agreed
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on evaluation methodoloqies to be used with simulator
exercises but were somewhat neutral reqardinq the ease of
evaluating saulator exercises. Instructors aqreed on the use
of objectives in exercise development and that good exercise
development is the most important part of suulator
training. They also aqreed on the role of validation and
testing in exercise development.
Although both groups aqreed. that it is easy to evaluate
trainee performance durinq a simulator exercise, instructors
who did not work with a visual system siqnificantly agreed
more strongly. The difference in responses may be due to the
fact that a visual syate. add. to the overall capability of
the simulator thereby adding aore possibilities for trainees
to learn. This, in turn, makes it necessary for instructors
to be more stringent in applying evaluation techniques.
Both groups agreed that sarine siJlulator instructors have
a good understanding of evaluation techniques, however,
instructors who did not work with a visual system
significantly agreed aore strongly. It may be possible that
this difference in responses is also related to the enhanced
capability that a visual system brings to the simulator. The
evaluation techniques used when a visual system is present may
be .ore difficult to apply. The effectiveness and application
of evaluation techniques used. with siaulation could be the
subject of further study into the use of siJD.ulation in marine
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education.
AlthouCJh both qroups agreed that the first step in qood
exercise develo~.nt is to clearly define the objective ot the
exercise, instructors who worked with a visual syat..
significantly aqreed IIOre strol191y. It ia likely that this
difference is also due to the enhanced capability ot the
siaulator fitted with a visual systea. Since the exercises
created tor a Buulator with a visual sy.tea are otten aore
ca.plex, the need tor a clearly defined objective beCOllles more
apparent to the instructor.
On the basis ot the responses to it... in Cluster B, it
va. concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
briefing were .1allar tor both groups. Both groups stronqly
agreed that a brietinq process vas necessary however, there
va. evidence ot uncertainty .s to whether it should be ..
to~l process and. wbether oral or written brietinq vas the
preferred. ...thad. There vas general agree.ent that the
instructor should review all relevant int'or-atlon during the
briefing, however, there vas so.e indication ot uncertainty as
to how .uch intorw.ation should be given. While both groups
agreed that preparation ti.e should be allowed, there
uncertainty as to whether trllinees should be given llli the
ti.e they need to prepare.
While both groups strongly disllqreecJ. with the stat8Jllent
thllt II briefing process is not nece••ary tor .ost -.rin.
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abulator exercise., instructors who worked vith a visual
syate. siqnificantly disagreed acre strongly. It is likely
that this dirterence can be attributed. to the tact that .ost
exercises deaiqned. for visual .yat... are a<)re coaple.x than
exercises desiqned. tor saulators vtthout visual syste.a.
This would require instructors who work with visual systeas to
ensure that the brietinq vas .s etfective .s possible thereby
reinforcinq the need tor. briefing before each exercise.
On the baai. of the response. to items in Cluster c, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
running were .!.atlar tor both group.. Th.ere vas general
aqree.ent that siaulators were .cst effective with ...11
qroups of train... and that the learning experience is
effective for all traine.s. Instructors appeared. to be
sosewhat uncertain wbether the exercise should be allowed. to
continue it attainaent ot the objective becaae iapossible.
There vas aarqinal aqreeaent that the instructor should not
stop the exercise after the objective had been attained it
further learninq could take place. Inatructors also appeared
to be uncertain as to the aanoeuvrinq ot' tarqet ships during
the exercise and vhether the trainee ahould have control ot'
the speed durinq an exercise.
The analysis of variance carried out on cluster 0
indicated. that there vas a siqniticant difference in the
attitudes and perceptions toward saulator exercise de-
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brietinq. It ia also likely that this difference can be
attributed to the fact that .cst exercise. designed for visual
systeJaS are -.ore CO~lelC than exercise. designed for
saulators without visual systaaa. The de-brief tor such
exercises, vb.ile not substantially different in structure.
would. out of necessity, be acre coaple.x than the de-brief tor
exercises without a visual syste...
IIIIployaeat lituatioll
Hypothesia 8 compared the perceptions of instructors who
work at privately funded tacillti•• and those who work at
publicly funded facilities. The analy••• of variance carried
out on each of the tour clusters indicated that there were no
statistically aiqnificant differences in any of the clusters.
While the null hypothe.is was accepted, a nuaber of individual
state.enta in two of the four clusters produced signit'lcant
differences at or below the .05 level.
On the basis or the responses to it... in Cluster A. it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
develop.ent were si.ailar ror both qroups. Both qroups aqreed
on evaluation _thodoloqies to be used with saulator
exercises but ware soaewhat neutral reqardinq instructors
W1derstandinq or evaluation techniques and the ease or
evaluatinq saulator exercises. Instructors aqreed. on the use
or objectives in exercise developaent and that qood. exercise
developaent is the .ost iaportant part of siaulator
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training. They also agreed on the role of validation and.
testing in exercise develop.ent.
On the basis of the respona_ to it... in Cluster B, it
vas concluded that inatructor perception. toward exercise
briefinq were sailar for both groups. Both groups stronqly
agreed that a briefinq process vas necessary however, there
was evidence ot uncertainty as to whether it should be a
fo~al process and whether oral or written briefinq wa. the
preferred aethod. There was aarqinal aqreeaent that the
instructor should review all relevant inforlllation durinq the
briefinq, however, there was so.e indication of uncertainty as
to how aucb inforaation should be qiven. While both qroups
aqreed that preparation tiJle should be allowed, there
u.,certainty as to whether trainees shou.ld be qiven all the
tiaa they need to prepare.
On the basis of the responses to it... in Cluster C, it
was concluded that instructor perceptions toward exercise
runninq ware s!ailar for both groups. There vas qeneral
aqreeaent that _!.aulators were .cst effective with aaall
qroups of trainee. and that the learninq experience is
effective for all trainees. Instructors appeared to be
so.ewhat uncertain whether the exercise should be allowed to
continue it attainment of the objective became iapossible.
There was aarqinal agreement that the instructor should not
stop the exercise after the objective had been attained if
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further learning could take place. Instructors also appeared
to be uncertain a. to the aanoeuvrinq ot ta.rqet ships during
the exercise and wbether the trainee should have control ot
the speed. durinq an exercise.
While both qroups disaqreed with the state.aent that the
objective of a saul.tor exercise need not be identified tor
trainees. This i. supportive of the position taken by
Muirhead and Tasker (1991) regardlnq the presentation of
objectives to train... during the briefing s •••ion.
Instructors who worked at private facilities siqniticantly
disagreed acre strongly. There is nothing in the data to
indicate the reasons tor this difference. It is possible that
disclosure of objectiv•• in so.. saul.tor exercises aay bave
an effect on the planned learning' experience. particularly tor
evaluation of trainee response to ..erqenci••.
On the baai. of the responses to it... in Cluster D, it
waa concluded. that instructor perceptions toward exercise de-
briefinq were shilar for both qroupa. In qeneral, both
groups aqreed with the concept of peer tutorinq however, they
were sOBewhat unsure of how aucb traine.. could learn froll.
each other. Instructors were in qeneral aqreell.ent with the
aanner in which the de-brief should be conducted and with the
content of the de-brief. Instructora qenerally supported
social learninq however, they were aoa.what uncertain as to
whether trainees who are active in the cla••rooa alao benefit
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aost fro. saul.tor tlXucises.
Both qroup. disaqreed with the state.e.nt that during
exercises which involve a qroup ot trainees. only the train••
in the lead role will qatn experience or knowledge.
Instructors who worked at private schools siqnificantly
disagreed acre stronqly. It is possible that this di:tterence
is due to the fact that the aajority oC training done at
public institutions te.nd8 to focus on individual skills while
at private institutions the focus i. mcre often on tea..work
skills. In thia context, social learning' would be U1phasized
to a qreater extent at private institutions.
Both qroupa agreed that a qoocl .arin. siaulator
instructor will -ake u.se of train••• to help other trainees
durinq a saulator course. Instructors wbo worked at privaee
institutions siqnificantly agreed acre atronqly thaJ'l did the
instructors who worked at public schools. It is also likely
that the di~~erence in responses is due to the focus on
tea.vork rather than individual sJc.ilb.
aelatioubipa Betwe....I.cte4 variaJ)l••
OVerall, on the basis of the study, it was concluded that
there were no relationships between a) the nWDber of years an
instructor has spent at sea; b) the nUJtber of years spent as
a si.ulator instructor; c) the aqe of the simulator equipllent;
d) the opti.WI exercise run tl.aei and .) tille spent on
exercise develop••nt when coapared to the attitude scale
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constructs toward exercise preparation, exercise briefing,
exercise running and exercise de-briefing. :Indications of
significant relationships were identltled between the attitude
scale constructs and both tue spent briefing trainees and
tae spent de-briefinq trainees. There was also a significant
relationship between tae spent on exercise development and
attitudes toward exercise de-briefing. Each of the hypotheses
in this sectIon will be addressed separately.
Y--.r. at ._
Hypothesis 9 investigated the relationship between the
number of years spent at sea before becoming a marine
simulator instructor and the attitude scale constructs. A
correlation analysis indicated that there were no significant
relationships between years spent at sea and the attitudes and
perceptions of aarine siJaulator instructors.
As previously stated, experience at &lea is often used as
a measure of suitability for initial hirinq of simulator
instructors. The .iniawa a.aount of ti.-e at sea will be that
required to obtain the level of professional qualification
held and will be served. prior to becoming a simulator
instructor. The experience qained at sea will prepare
instructors for the delivery of simulator course content.
Since simulator operation and usaqe is learned after becominq
an instructor, it is unlikely that the nUlllber of years spent
at sea will have an influence on attitudes and perceptions
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related to simulator use.
Year_ •• I_tructor
Hypothesis 10 lnvestiqated the relationship between the
number of years served as II marine simulator instructor and
the attitude scale constructs. A correlation analysis
indicated that there were no significant relationships between
years served as a marine saulator instructor and the
attitudes and perceptions of WliU'ine simulator instructors.
Time spent as a saulator instructor does not appear to
influence attitudes and perceptions about training. This
suqqests that instructors are satisfied with the status quo.
Given that most instructors appear to be trained within a
loosely structured mentorinq system, it may be possible that
attitudes and perceptions have been passed to new instructors
and that teaching .ethodoloqies related to simulator use among'
marine simulator instructors have also been influenced in a
like aanner.
19_ of Biaul.tor ~i~llt
Hypothesis 11 investigated. the relationship between the
age of the simulator equipment used and the attitude scale
constructs. A correlation analysis indicated that there were
no siqnificant relationships between the age of the simulator
equipment used and the attitudes and perceptions of aarine
siaulator instructors.
The age of the siaulator equipment can be used to
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det~ine the relative capability of simulator equipment in
The absence of ill significant relationship between
simulator age and the attitude scale constructs aay indicate
that attitudes toward training are independent of simulator
capability. However, while more lIlodern simulators have
increased capabilities as compared to older equipment, it is
possible that instructors using new equipment may only use the
features with which they are already faailiar. A future study
could investigate the extent to which the full capabilities of
auulator equipment, especially new simulator equipment, are
being used. Such ill study would also contribute to the
development of ill progTa.JllB of training for lIlarine simulator
instructors.
OptiaUll barcb. RUDDinq 'ria.
Hypothesis 12 investigated the relationship between the
opti.mUII simulator exercise length and the attitude scale
constructs. A correlation analysis indicated that there were
no siqnificant relationships between the instructor's optimum
siaulator exercise length and the attitudes and perceptions of
lIarine siaulator instructors.
The fact that no relationships exist is not surprising
since the lenqth of an exercise should not have any impact on
any of the distinct el..ents of the exercise. Attitudes and
perceptions of instructors toward simulator training should
not be affected. by the length of the exercises used in the
27.
training. In reality, a saulator training course will be
comprised of a number of exercises, each with it's own optimum
running tillle. It is likely that the optimum running time for
a given exercise Ilay change depending on the actions of the
trainee during the exercise.
'l'ia. speat BriefiJlq
Hypothesis 13 investigated the relationship between tb.
spent briefinq trainees and the attitude scale constructs. A
correlation analysis indicated that there was a significant
relationship between the t:iae spent briefing trainees and the
attitudes and perceptions of marine simulator instructors
toward exercise development and exercise briefing.
The correlation between tiDe spent briefing trainees and
the attitude scale construct toward exercise develop_ent was
negative, inc1icatinq that as briefing time increased,
attitudes toward exercise development becallle aore positive.
That is, an instructor who exhibited a negative reaction to
statements about exercise develop.ent would spend less time
briefing than an instructor who had reacted positively to the
statements.
Results of this stUdy indicate that instructors place
considerable importance on exercise development. It has also
shown that instructors agree that exercise briefing requires
careful preparation. Developing a simulator exercise takes
time; and developing, validating and evaluating a quality
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saulator exercise takes even ..ore tue. Instructors who
exhibit II. positive attitude toward exercise develop.ent will
spend considerable time perfecting exercises which they
develop. It tollows that these SaJlle instructors will also
endeavour to _xiaize the interaction between the exercise and
the trainees for which it WIlS developed. Instructors, while
they bave little control over trainee decisions and actions
during exercise running, have an opportunity to influence
trainees during the briefing. This relationship represents
the logical progression fro. one eleaent of siaulator traininq
to another.
The correlation between average briefing time and the
attitude scale construct toward exercise briefing was also
negative indicating that as development tillle increases,
attitudes toward exercise briefing become ..ore positive. That
is. instructors who exhibited a negative reaction to
statements about exercise briefing would spend less time
briefinq than an instructor who had reacted positively to the
statBlD.ents.
This relationship is not surprising since it is unlikely
that an instructor who had a negative attitude toward exercise
briefing would spend time engaged in that activity.
Conversely. it is likely that an instructor who had a positive
attitude toward exercise briefing would be willing to invest
the time required to ensure that the briefing was successful.
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~ia• • peat De-bri.fiDq
Hypothesis 14 investigated the relationship between tae
spent de-briefing trainees and the attitude scale constructs.
A correlation analysis indicated that there was a significant
relationship between the time spent de-briefing trainees and
the attitudes and perceptions of marine saulator instructors
toward exercise developll.ent, exercise briefing and exercise
de-briefing.
The correlation between tue spent de-briefing trainees
and the attitude scale construct toward exercise development
was neqative indicating that as de-briefing tille increases,
attitudes toward exercise development beeo•• more positive.
That is, instructors who exhibited a negative reaction to
stateaents about exercise development would spend less time
de-briefing than an instructor who had reacted positively to
the statements.
As discussed earlier, quality exercise develop.ent takes
considerable tise and would require a positive attitude on the
part of the instructor. The process of de-briefing ensures
that the learning experience of the trainee is optimized by
reinforcing the positive aspects of trainee actions while
attempting to alter the neqative aspects. It is likely,
therefore, that instructors who have a positive attitude
toward exercise develop.ent would spend aore time de-briefing
in order to ensure that the learning process was co_plete.
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The correlation between time spent de-briefing trainees
and the attitude scale construct toward exercise briefing was
also neqat!ve indicating that as de-briefing tille increases,
attitudes toward exercise briefing becolle more positive. That
is, instructors who exhibited a negative reaction to
state.ents about exercise briefing would spend less time de-
briefing than an instructor who had reacted positively to the
statements.
It is likely that an instructor who bas a positive
attitude toward exercise briefing will ensure that the
briefing process covers all aspects of the simulator exercise.
It is also likely that the SelIe instructor would ensure that
the de-briefing process was equally co_prehensive, covering
all aspects of the exercise discussed during the briefing as
well as the trainee pertor'laaDce durinq the exercise. clearly,
this would require that the instructor spend considerable time
engaqed in the process of de-briefing.
The correlation between averaqe de-brieling time and the
attitude scale construct toward exercise de-briefinq was
positive indicating that as de-briefinq time increased,
attitudes toward exercise de-briefing became Itore neqative.
That is, instructors who exhibited a positive reaction to
stat8Dants about exercise de-briefinq would spend less tilDe
de-briefing than an instructor who had reacted negatively to
the statements.
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While the reasons ror this relationship are unclear, it
is possible that negative reactions to statements about de-
briefing may be indicative of a poor understanding of the
purposes and techniques of de-briefing. If this is indeed the
case, it would be lO91cal to expect that an instructor with a
poor understanding of: de-briefing to spend Illere time engaged
in that activity. :Instructors who had a good understandinq of
de-briefing would conduct a .ore efficient de-briefing and
therefore spend less tUB in doing so.
'I'iae .pent EMIv.lopuq beral•••
Hypothesis 15 investigated the relationship between time
spent on exercise development and the attitude scale
constructs. A correlation analysis indicated that there was
a significant relationship between the tim. spent on exercise
development and the attitudes and perceptions of marine
simulator instructors toward exercise de-briefing.
The correlation between time spent exercise
development and the attitude scale construct toward exercise
de-briefing was positive indicating that as exercise
development tillle increases, attitudes toward exercise de-
briefing become more negative. That is, instructors who
exhibited a positive reaction to stat8lllants about exercise de-
briefing would spend more tiae developing an exercise than an
instructor who had reacted negatively to the stateJlellts.
At first glance, there appears to be some confusion in
positive toward elements of
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the relationship between development tia. and exercise de-
brietinq, given the tindinqs in hypothesis 14. It bas been
established that, as de-briefing time increases, the attitudes
toward exercise development becollle aore positive. This
indicates that further study of the relationship between
exercise development time and attitudes toward de-briefing is
necessary.
Summary
The attitudes and perceptions of marine simulator
instructors were remarkably similar based on most of the
ditterent variables investiqated. This does not mean that all
marine simulator instructors are the SiUDe or that they all
approach simulator training in the same way. in general
however, instructors
siaulator training.
Instructors all agreed, sOllle marginally so, that the use
of simulation in the marine industry is tar behind that at
other industries. However, all instructors believed that
simulation can be an ettective teaching tool for all trainees,
regardless of learning style. A belief in the overall value
and effectiveness of simulator training is evident throughout
the stUdy.
In a number of cases, instructors seemed to be unsure of
their attitudes toward some of the statements. This is
evidenced by the means Whose 'l£alues were near 2.5. and as
2.5
such, represented more neutral responses. Such responses were
particularly evident with respect to statements related to the
learning process as applied to simulation and to statements
related to issues such as on-the-job training.
There appears to be some relationships between the
attitude scale constructs and the instructor activities
related to simulator training that were investigated.
Relationships between time spent briefing and attitudes toward
exercise development and exercise briefing were indicated in
the study. There were also relationships between time spent
de-briefing and attitudes toward exercise development,
exercise briefing and exercise de-briefing. The final
relationship indicated was between time spent developing
exercises and attitudes toward exercise de-briefing.
Many of the statements used in this research were
deliberately general in nature. since the objective of the
study was to identify areas of agreement and disagreement in
the attitudes and perceptions of marine simulator instructors,
more specific statements may have been counter-productive.
The findings of this study could be used as the basis for more
specific studies related to marine simulator training. These
studies may be related to a number of concerns inclUding
effective teaChing using marine simulators and transfer of
learning from the simulator to the real world operation of
ships. From the study, a number of recommendations are
2.6
directed. at current siJllulator instructors proqraJl\llles as well
as for future research.
PoteD.tial IllStructors
It is apparent that some variables such as the tiDe
served at sea, length of service as a simulator instructor,
type of simulator used and certification as a simulator
instructor do not have significant effect on the attitudes and
perceptions of simulator instructors. On the basis of the
study. it is apparent that the potential simulator instructor
would be a mariner that would most likely have professional
qualification at the command level and command experience.
This person should also possess a keen desire to use
technology for the purpose of training mariners and a desire
to become an etfective teacher. Potential simulator
instructors would exhibit an aptitude in the areas of computer
applications and a willinqness to learn about the technoloqy
involved in modern simulator equipment. Good. cOlDJDunication
and interpersonal skills as well as an understanding ot group
dynamics would also be an asset given the nature and
constructs of effectively delivering training through exercise
development, exercise briefing, exercise runninq and exercise
de-briefing.
Reeo_and.tiona
Raeo_andationa for I:natructor TraininC)
Although further study is needed into specific aspects of
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marine simulator training (as outlined in this report), there
are a number of factors that should be taken into account by
persons and agencies involved in instructor preparation and
development, regardless of the type of marine simulator.
These include the following:
(al The unanimous agreement among instructors that an
understanding of how humans learn is essential to effective
use of simulation for training. An instructor training
programme should therefore include a module containing
elements of educational psychology specifically related to
learning theories and the psychology of human (adult) learning
as they apply to simulation. This will help to clarify the
learning process and allow instructors to approach simulation
from an educational and pedagogical perspective.
(b) The tendency to agree that simulator instructors are
more effective if they have an understanding of the technical
aspects of simulator equipment suggests the need for the
inclusion of a module on the technical aspects of simulator
equipment. This could be comprised of an introduction to
simulator elements including, but not limited to, databases of
simulator exercise areas, ship mathematical models, radar
coastline generation, visual systems, sound systems, computer
systems and operator control stations. This module should be
generic in that it should not be related to any particular
simulator hardware, but include examples related to a range of
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equipment.
(e) The uncertainty exhibited by some of the instructors
relating to general simulator use suggests the need for a
module dealing with issues related to the general use of
simulation in the l:Darine industry. This module should
contain, among other things, elements relating simulation to
on-the-job training, use of simulation for skill acquisition
and skill enhancement, trainee acceptance of simulation and
comparisons with other industries that use simulation in
training.
(d) The general agreement regarding the importance of
exercise development indicates the need for the inclusion of
a module which addresses issues related to simulator exercise
development as an essential part of an instructor training
programme. This module should include sections on the use or
educational Objectives, evaluation techniques, creation and
documentation of exercises as well as validation and testing
of exercises.
(e) The general evidence or uncertainty relating to some
elements of exercise briefing indicates the need for a module
which addresses issues related to simulator exercise briefing
as part of an instructor training programme. This module
should serve to clarify issues related to conducting effective
briefing sessions, content of briefing sessions, provision of
remedial learning and allocation of preparation time.
2••
Cf) The evidence of uncertainty among some instructors
relating to their role in exercise running indicates the need
for a module which addresses issues related to simulator
exercise running as important to the overall training of
marine simulator instructors. This module should contain
elements related to effective exercise monitoring and data
collection, instructor intervention, trainee interaction with
simulator exercises and evaluation of exercise outcomes as
compared with exercise objectives.
(g) The evidence of uncertainty among many of the groups
related to elements of de-briefing indicates the need for a
module to deal with issues related to effective de-briefing
methodologies and content of de-briefing sessions as well as
issues related to trainee accountability and the use of peer
tutoring as a teaching technique.
RecollJllendations for Further Re••arch
Based on the results of this research, a 'number of
recommendations concerning further marine simulation training
research are suggested:
1. A study to determine which training approaches are
particularly suited for use with simulation training within
marine education.
2. A study to determine how learning theories,
including theories on how adults learn, can be applied to
increase the effectiveness of simulator training within marine
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education.
3. A study to identify trainee attitudes and
perceptions of simulator training the results of '",hleh could
be used to further improve the effectiveness of simulator
training in the marine industry.
A study to identify ship owner / operator attitudes
and perceptions of simulator training, the results of which
could be used to further improve the effectiveness of
simulator training in the marine industry.
5. A longitudinal study of the effectiveness of
simulator training versus on-the-job training.
6. A study to determine appropriate methodoloqies to be
used when developing exercises for use with marine simulators.
7. A study to determine briefing methods which are
effective when used in conjunction with marine simulator
training.
8. A study to determine the extent to which instructors
should intervene when running simulator exercises.
9. A study to determine de-briefing methods which are
effective when used in conjunction with marine simulator
training.
10. Based on the results of this and other studies, a
training plan, which will meet the requirements of both the
Standards of Training Certification and Watchkeeping (STew)
code and marine simulator instructors, should be developed.
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PI.... &Ilswer the fOliovilu1 que.tions ill the spac••
provided. or circle the appropriate re.ponse.
1. Please indicate the approllC.aate percentage of
time you use each of the following'.
a) radar and navigation silll.ulator •••.... __ •
b) ship manoeuvring simulator __ •
c) other si.Jllulator (identify)
2 . How many hours per week do you. as an
instructor. use a simulator for each of the
following?
a) teaching . • • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . • • • . • . • . . . hr
b) preparation ........••.•.•...••...... hr
PAIl.'1' I: PERSONAL IBFORKATIOB'
3. Please indicate the hiqh••t professional marine
qual.ification which you bold.
aJ Kaster Unlimited .................... YES NO
bJ Kaster Limited ...................... YES NO
oJ Commander (Navy) .................... YES NO
dJ Chief Ortleer ....................... YES NO
oJ Other (identify) YES NO
4. How many years did you serve at sea before
becoming a marine simulator instructor? _ years
5. How many years have you been a marine simulator
instructor? _ years
6. Have you been Master on any vessel? YES NO
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7. Please indicate which of the following academic
qualifications you hold.
a) PhD ................................. YES NO
b) Masters Degree ...................... YES NO
e) Bachelors Degree .................... YES NO
d) Diploma ............................. YES NO
e) Teaching Certificate ................ YES NO
f) Other (identify) YES NO
8. Are you presently enrolled in a program of study
for any of the following? .
a) PhD ................................. YES NO
b) Masters Degree ...................... YES NO
e) Bachelors Degree .................... YES NO
d) Diploma ............................. YES NO
e) Teaching Certificate ................ YES NO
f) Other (identifY) YES NO
9. Which of the following is I!!!>lOl; descriptive of
your employment situation?
a) Private Institution ................. YES
b) Public Institution (Government Funded) YES
e) Other (identify) .................... YES
lOa. Are you certified by the gove:rnment of your
country as a marine simulator instructor? YES NO
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l.Ob. If YES, please describe the sequence at
requirements necessary tor you to become
certified.
PAllT n: BDIULATOR EQO':IPKD'l'/OPZRATI:OH
:In r ••pon••• wbere tia•• are requ••ted, pl••s.
ezpre•• the tiID•• in .inut••• (eq. '5 .inutes)
11. rqnoring the time tor preparation. briefing and
de-briefing. what is, in your opinion, the min.
optilllUJll lenqth of a typical simulator exercise?
12. Indicate the average time that you spend
briefing' betore a typical simulator exercise. ain.
13. Indicate the average time that you spend De-
hrietinq after a typical simulator exercise. __ min.
14. Indicate the average time that it takes you to
develop a typical simulator exercise. min.
15. How many own Ship Cubicles does your simulator
have?
16. Which of the following choices indicates the age
of your simulator?
a)
b)
c)
1. - J years
4 - 6 years
7 - 9 years
YES
YES
YES
d) 1.0 years or more .. • • . . . • • . . • . . • • . . . . 'iES
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17. Which ot the following functions does your
simulator serve?
a) a radar and navigation simulator YES NO
b) a ship .anoeuvrinq simulator ........ YES NO
c) other (identity) YES NO
18a. Coes your simulator have a visual systlUl? ...... YES NO
l8b. If YES, how many Own snip Cubicles have visuals?
1 •• Please indicate which of the following systelllS
are included in your simulator.
a) motion system ....................... YES NO
b) sound system ........................ YES NO
c) ARPA systlllll. ......................... YES NO
d) ECDIS system ........................ YES NO
e) Exercise recording/playback ......... YES NO
20. Given the existing simulator that you use, which
of the following would you like to add or
upqrade?
a) Visual system ....................... ADD UPGR
b) motion system ....................... ADD UPGR
c) sound system ........................ ADD UPOR
d) ARPA syste. ......................... ADD UPOR
e) ECOIS system ........................ ADD UPOR
f) navigation systems .................. ADD UPOR
q) ship mathematical models ............ ADD UPGR
i) exercise recording/playback ......... ADD UPOR
h) other (identify) .................... ADD UPOR
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21. Does your orqanization have plans to upqrade
your simulator within the nart two years? YES NO
22. Does your orqanization have plans to purchase a
new saulator within the next two years? YES NO
23. Does your orqanization have a tull-tilDe
technician to aaintain and trouble shoot the
simulator equipment. YES NO
PAR'r XXX: GElIBRAL
Pl•••• circle the r ••polls. which ao.t c10••1y
re.tlectll your opinioD t'or .ach qu••tioll. Circle 1
respoD.. only. oth~ ans.ers sbould he placed in the
spac. provided.
Eft: SA = Strollqly Agr••
A = Aqr••
o = Di••gr••
8D = 8trollqly Di••qr••
24. A marine simulator should be used primarily to
practice skills which have been acquired
elsewhere. SA A 0 SO
25. Instructors will make more effective use of
simulators in marine education it they have been
in command of a ship. SA A 0 SO
26. Simulators are lIlost effectively used in teaching
situations when large groups of trainees are
involved. SA A 0 SO
27. Trainees generally accept simulator training as
being representative of the real world. SA A 0 SO
28. Trainees Who benefit most from. simulator
exercises tend to also be those who are most
active in other classroom activities. SA A 0 SO
29. During simulator exercises which involve a group
of trainees, only the trainee in the lead role
(Master or Watch Officer) will gain experience
or knowledge. SA A 0 SO
30. The objective of a simulator exercise need not
be identified for trainees. SA A 0 SO
31. Trainees do not expect simulator training to be
realistic as compared to the real world. SA A 0 SO
32. In order to learn froJa a simulator exercise,
trainees aust make aistakes.
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SA A 0 SO
33. Siaulator training can be an etfective learning
experience tor all trainees who take abulator
courses. SA A 0 SD
34. SiDuiators are most effectively used in teaching
situations when saa11 groups of trainees are
involved.. SA A 0 SO
]5. Simulator instructors who understand the
technical aspects of the simulator are more
effective than instructors who do not understand
the technical aspects. SA A 0 SO
36. Radar and navigation simulators are really ship
simulators without a visual scene. SA A 0 SO
37. The use of simulation for traininq in the marine
industry is far behind the use of simulation for
training in other industries. SA A 0 SO
38. Simulator training can replace .ucb of the "OD-
the-job" training which a mariner is currently
required to do. SA A 0 SO
39. Trainees in a given group can learn almost as
much from each other as they can learn frOID the
instructor. SA A 0 SO
40. Simulation requires that instructors use
specialized. teaching techniques that are not
used in other areas of education. SA A 0 SD
41. It is not necessary for a .arin. simulator
instructor to be a mariner to effectively make
use of a marine simulator for training. SA A 0 SO
42. Simulator training is most effective if it comes
before required periods at onboard training. SA A 0 SO
43. It is important that there are enough learning
materials available during the course tor
trainees to review basic knowledge required for
marine simulator training courses. SA A 0 SO
44. Trainees otten know more about ne.... marine
technology than marine simulator instructors. SA A 0 SO
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45. SOlD• .arine simulator instructors are unsure of
themselves wben operating marine saulators. SA A 0 SO
46. A qood marine simulator in:s.~ctor will make use
of trainees to help other trainees durinq a
simulator course. SA A 0 SO
47. simulator training' is best done after required
periods of onboard training have been completed. SA A 0 SO
48. Marine simulator instructors must be able to
trouble shoot and correct si..m.uliltor problems in
order to minimize course disruptions. SA A 0 SO
49. A .arine simulator instructor needs to
understand how huaans learn in order to be an
effective teacher. SA A 0 SO
50. Si.:taulaticn can be an effective teachinq tool for
all trainees, regardless ot their learning
style. SA A 0 SO
51. It is easy to evaluate trainee performance
during a simulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
52. Evaluation of simulator exercises is best
achieved through a mixture of subjective and
objective evaluation techniques. SA A 0 SO
53. Marine simulator instructors have a good
understanding of evaluation techniques. SA A 0 SO
PAR.l' IV: 8DmLA'l'OR EXEllCI8B DBVBLOPKD'l'
54. The first step in good exercise development is
for the instructor to clearly define the
objective of the exercise. SA A 0 SD
55. Good exercise development is the most important
part of simulator training. SA A 0 SO
56. It takes years of experience using marine
simulators for an instructor to acquire good
exercise development skills. SA A 0 SD
57. Marine simulator exercises do not need to be
tested on trainees before being used in a
simulator course. SA A 0 SO
58. The criteria for successful completion of a
marine simulator exercise should be decided
~ the exercise is developed. SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
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59. Marine simulator exercises are easy to deve.lop. SA It. 0 SO
60. Marine simulator exercise develop.ent includes
validation and testing of all aspects of the
exercise. SA A 0 SO
61. Simulator exercises should be consistent with
the exercise objective. SA A 0 SO
62. Marine simulator exercises do not always need to
be realistic. SA A 0 SO
63. It is important that the instructor develop a
list of essential tasks that the trainee must
perform during a simulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
64. In a given group of trainees, exercise
difficUlty levels can be matched to individual
trainees. SA A 0 SO
65. Success in simulator exercises, especially in
the early stages of a course, is important to
the self esteem and confidence ot all trainees.
66. It is too difficult to match exercise difficulty
with each individual trainee during a simulator
course. SA A D SO
67. Durinq a simulator course, exercises for all
trainees sbould be more and more difficult as
the course progresses. SA A 0 SO
68. Do you have any other COmJllents reqarding marine
simulator exercise preparation?
PAll'!' V: 8IKO'LA'!'OR BIERCI:SB BRIEFING
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69. A trainee should be given only the _inuWD.
aaount of inforuation necessary to complete the
saulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
70. A briefing process is not necessary for Ilost
marine simulator exercises. SA A 0 SO
71. The most effective way to brief a simulator
exercise is with oral instruction. SA A 0 SO
72. Exercise brieling requires careful preparation
by the instructor. SA A 0 SO
73. Exercise briefing's usually include sufficient
time tor the trainees to prepare a passAge plan
lor the simulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
74. During' the briefing, the instructor should
review all relevant intorD.ation necessary tor
the successful completion of the suulator
exercise. SA A 0 SO
75. simulator exercise briefing should provide
additional instruction. as necessary, to
strengthen any areas of weakness that the
trainees may have. SA A D SD
76. Simulator exercise briefings should be conducted
in a formal manner. SA A 0 SO
77. Marine simulator instructors have a good.
understanding of effective briefing techniques. SA A D SO
78. The most effective way to brief a simulator
exercise is with written instruction. SA A D SD
79. Trainees should prepare all simulator exercises
in advance and carry out their own briefing
under the supervision of the instructor. SA A D SO
80. Trainees should be given as much tillle as they
need to prepare for a simulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
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8J.. Do you have any more comments regarding marine
simulator exercise briefing?
PART VI: SDIULATOR. EIEllCISB RtrNIlXNG
82. once the simulator exercise is started, the
instructor should not make changes which will
affect the exercise. outcome. SA A 0 SO
83. The trainee should always have the freedom to
determine the speed of OWn Ship, even if it
means that the planned scenario will be spoiled. SA A 0 SO
84. The instructor should stop the simulator as soon
as the exercise objective has been met, even if
further learning can take place. SA A 0 SO
85. The instructor should not manoeuvre target ships
in order to prevent a collision with own Ship. SA A 0 SO
86. Full data print-outs and plots should be
collected for all simulator exercises. SA A 0 SO
87. Once the simulator exercise has started, the
instructor should make changes as necessary in
order to ensure that the exercise objective is
met. SA A 0 SO
aa. The exercise should be allowed to continue even
when the trainee has no chance of achieving the
exercise objective. SA A 0 SO
aga. Simulator instructors should force trainees into
making mistakes during simulator exercises. SA A 0 SO
SA A 0 SO
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89b. Please identify reasons for the response you
provided in question 8ga.
90. Do you have any other comments regarding
simulator exercise running?
PART VIZ: 8:IKl7LATOR EXERCISE DEBIUEJI'
91. The focus of a simulator exercise de-brief
should be only on mistakes that were made during
the run. SA A 0 SO
92. The de-brief is ill good time lor the trainees to
relax before the next simulator exercise. SA A C SO
93. The de-brief should be done quickly so as not to
waste valuable simulator time. SA A 0 SO
94. The de-brief should be carried out by the
trainees under the supervision of the
instructor.
95. The de-brief is the most important part of
simulator traininq. SA A 0 SO
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96. The instructor should take advantage of the de-
brief to provide additional instruction in areas
where the trainees have detlonstrated a weakness.
SA A 0 SO
97. Marine si.u~ator instructors have a good
understandinq ot effective de-briefing
techniques. SA A D SO
98. Trainees who make aistakes will usually try to
find some excuse rather than accept
responsibility for the mistake. SA A 0 SO
99. The de-brief should start with a review of the
positive aspects ot the trainees performance
during the simulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
100. Trainees must be accountable for their actions
during a simulator exercise. SA A 0 SO
101. Playback of all or part of a simulator exercise
can be useful in exercise de-briefing. SA A 0 SO
102. Do you have any other comments reqarding
simulator exercise de-briefing?
'l'hank you for ta..ldnq the tiae to aDswer thi_ que.tionnaire.
Please rell.eaher to place the coaplated que.tioJl.l1aire in the salf
addressed return envelope provided. aDd return it as soon as
possible.
APPDlDU B
COIUlESPOHDEIICB
1. Instructions to Content Experts
2. Request to simulator Manufacturers
3. Instructions to Director of simulator Facility
4. Instructions to study participant
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D@ar Sir
Thank you tor aqreeing to review the data collection instruJll.ent
that I am proposing to use for my thesis. The title of my thesis
is "Attitudes and perceptions of instructors operating marine
simulator courses." Given your expertise in the area of marine
simulation, I am certain that your input will strenqthen the
instrument considerably.
The purpose of my study is to gather data troll marine simulator
instructors at various facilities around the world in order to
identify similarities and differences in the approaches to marine
simulator training_ To my knOWledge, there have been no previous
studies done in this area and I am hoping that the data collected
will yield some interesting results.
I have enclosed a copy of the instrument and a comment form which
you may use for your evaluation. I have also enclosed a selt:-
addressed envelope which you may use to return your c01llJl1ents to me.
In order to facilitate this process, I would ask that you review
the instrument according to the following guidelines.
1. Review the instrument for content relevance.
2. Identify items which you feel should be excluded from the
instrument.
3. Add items which you feel would strengthen the instrument.
4. Make any suggestions with regard to content and wording
which you feel would strengthen the instrument.
I am looking forward to receiving your COllllD.ents. Thank. you again
for agreeing to assist IRe in this process.
Yours sincerely
Robert Mercer
JlJ
Dear Sir
I had the pleasure of meetinq you durinq Marsilll 93 in st. John's.
I aa employed as a Simulator Instructor at the Centre for Marine
Simulation (fonaerly M05STRC). I alii. writing you to ask your
assistance with ay thesis research for a Master's Deqree in
Education. My research deals with attitudes and perceptions of
marine simulator instructors. My research does not identify the
manufacturers of marine simulation equipment, nor does it identify
specific functionalities ot simulator equipment.
I am in the process ot compiling a mailing list in preparation tor
mailing out my questionnaire. I would like to include as many
simulation facilities as possible in my study. Could you please
send me the names and addresses of locations where your company has
installed Ship Manoeuvring simulators and Radar Navigation
simulators? Please be assured that I will keep this information in
the strictest of confidence and will only use the addresses for the
purpose of my research.
Thank you in advance for your consideration of my request. I am
lookinq forward to your reply.
'fours sincerely
Robert M. Mercer
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The Director of Simulation
My name is Robert Mercer. I am a candidate for a Master' s Degree
in Education at the Memorial University of Newfoundland. My thesis
supervisor is Dr. Denis Sharpe of the Faculty of Education. I am,
at present, engaged in gathering' data for my thesis which is
titled: "Attitudes and perceptions of instructors operating marine
simulator courses. It
The puropse of this study is to gather information from practicing
marine simulator instructors in order to determine differences and
similarities in training methodologies and attitudes. There has
been little research done in this area and I am hoping that my
research will provide some useful data.
As your organization is a provider of marine simulation courses, I
a:ill turning to you for assistance. I have enclosed two copies of a
questionnaire which I would like to administer to two of your
instructors for your Radar apd HaviaaHop I ship Manoeuvring
~. Instructions for completion are included with the
questionnaire. Participation in this stUdy will be limited to the
completion of the questionnaire.
I have also enclosed a self-addressed return envelope for each
questionnaire and a covering letter for each Instructor. The
return envelopes have been coded in order to identify your
organization for follow-up purposes. The results of this study
will be made available, upon request, to all organizations which
participate.
I have designed the study in such a way as to ensure that the
identity of the instructors will be unknown, even to me. The
identity of your organization will only be known to me and will be
kept in the strictest of confidence. No individual or organization
will be identified in the thesis.
Participation in this study is Voluntary and participants may
withdraw at any time without prejUdice or may refrain from
answering any questions which they choose to omit. This study
meets the ethical guidelines of the Faculty of Education and
Memorial University. Questions concerning this research may be
directed to me, Dr. Sharpe or to Dr. Steve Norris, Associate Dean
of Research.
I thank you in advance for your cooperation. I am looking forward
to receiving the completed questionnaires from your instructors.
Yours sincerely
Captain Robert Mercer, Marine Institute
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Dear study Participant
My name is Robert Mercer. I am. employed by the Marine Institute as
a simulator instructor. I am. also a candidate for a Master's
Degree in Education at the Memorial university of Newfoundland. My
thesis supervisor is Dr. Denis Sharpe of the Faculty of Education.
I am, at present, engaged in gathering data for my thesis which is
titled: "Attitudes and perceptions of instructors operating marine
simulator courses."
The purpose of this study is to gather information from practising
marine simulator instructors in order to deterJlline differences and
similarities in training methodologies and attitUdes. There has
been little research done in this area and I am hoping that my
research will provide some useful data.
As you are an instructor providing training on a marine simulator,
I am turning to you for assistance. Please read the instructions
and answer the questions on the enclosed questionnaire. The
questionnaire can be completed in approximately 30 minutes. Please
take the time to complete the questionnaire now and return it to me
as soon as possible. Participation in this study will be limited
to the completion of the questionnaire.
I have also enclosed a self-addressed return envelope for each
questionnaire. The return envelopes have been coded in order to
identify your organization for follow-up purposes, however you will
not be identified in any way. The identity of your organization
......ill only be known to me and will be kept in the strictest of
confidence. No individual or organization will be identified in
the thesis. The results of this study will be made available to
you and/or your organization upon request.
Participation in this study is voluntary and you may withdra...... at
any time without prejUdice or may refrain from answering any
questions which you choose to omit. This study meets the ethical
guidelines of the Faculty of Education and Memorial University.
Questions concerning this research may be directed to me, Dr.
Sharpe or to Dr. Steve Norris, Associate Dean of Research.
In closing I would like to stress that your responses will be held
in the strictest of confidence. I thank you in advance tor your
cooperation. I am looking forward to receiving your completed
questionnaire.
Yours sincerely
captain Robert Mercer
Marine Institute



